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1. KwikNet Device Driver Overview
1.1 Introduction
The KwikNet® TCP/IP Stack is a compact, reliable, high performance TCP/IP stack, well
suited for use in embedded networking applications. The purpose of this manual is to
provide the system designer and applications programmer with the information required
to properly configure and implement a device driver for use with KwikNet.
The KwikNet TCP/IP Stack is best used with a real-time operating system (RTOS) such as
KADAK's AMX™ Real-Time Multitasking Kernel. However, KwikNet can also be used
in a single threaded environment without an RTOS. The KwikNet Porting Kit User's
Guide describes the use of KwikNet with your choice of RT/OS. Note that throughout this
manual, the term RT/OS is used to refer to any operating system, be it a multitasking
RTOS or a single threaded OS.
It is assumed that you are familiar with the KwikNet TCP/IP Stack as it is described in the
TCP/IP Stack User's Guide. You should also have some experience using the
Configuration Builder, a Windows® utility which helps you configure your
device driver and associate it with a specific network.

KwikNet
KwikNet
KwikNet

is delivered to you ready for use on a particular target processor. It is assumed
that you are familiar with the architecture of the target processor and have a full working
knowledge of the C programming language. It is further assumed that you are familiar
with the particular network interface device which you intend to service.
KwikNet

For each target processor, KwikNet is provided ready for use with any of the software
development tools which KADAK supports for that target. It is assumed that you are
familiar with these tools for the target of interest.
Manual Overview
This chapter provides an overview of how device drivers work with the KwikNet TCP/IP
Stack. It introduces you to the device driver nomenclature used by KADAK. Topics
covered include interrupt handling and event timing. The general operation of Ethernet
and serial drivers is presented. The use of the KwikNet Modem Driver with serial device
drivers is also described. Finally, the KwikNet board driver is introduced with special
attention to the features which you may have to modify.
Chapter 2 is your device driver implementation guide. It contains the rules and
procedures to be followed to construct a custom KwikNet device driver. In particular it
provides the specification for each of the device functions which you must write.
Chapter 3 summarizes the service procedures which KwikNet provides for use by your
device driver. These procedures provide the complete interface between your driver,
KwikNet and the underlying operating system.
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1.2 General Operation
Device Driver Responsibilities
A KwikNet Device Driver is the piece of software which sits between the KwikNet TCP/IP
Stack and a network interface device. All device operations are handled by the device
driver; all stack operations are handled by KwikNet.
This separation of responsibility is illustrated in Figure 1.2-1. All data is transferred
through the KwikNet Internet Protocol (IP) layer to or from a KwikNet network driver. The
Ethernet and SLIP network drivers are standard KwikNet components. The PPP network
driver is provided with the optional KwikNet PPP component.
The network driver interacts with the IP layer according to the private network interface
specifications defined by KwikNet. This interaction is never directly seen by your
application or device driver.
The network driver interacts with the device driver according to the device interface
specifications provided in this manual. This interaction is the only connection between
the device driver and the KwikNet TCP/IP Stack.
There is only one network driver for each type of network device. For example, the
KwikNet Ethernet network driver can accommodate any number of Ethernet interfaces
without regard to the type of physical Ethernet devices being used.
There is always one device driver for each unique physical network device interface.
However, a single device driver can support multiple devices of the same type. For
example, a single serial device driver might service two or more serial communication
lines used for network intercommunication.
Not shown on the diagram is the fact that the Ethernet network driver includes full
support for ARP, the Address Resolution Protocol used to correlate an IP address with its
Ethernet hardware address equivalent. The device driver does not bear any of the ARP
responsibility.
Also not shown is the fact that the SLIP and PPP network drivers include support for
modems attached to the serial interfaces. Of course the device driver must provide
support for sensing and altering the modem control signals within the device hardware
interface.
The device drivers listed in Figure 2.1-1 are for illustration purposes only and are not
meant to be taken as firm KwikNet product specifications. The blocks labeled ?Other? are
included to illustrate how the KwikNet TCP/IP Stack can be extended to support other
media access protocols.
At first glance, it all seems somewhat complex. However, KADAK has taken great care
to minimize the complexity of device driver construction and configuration as will soon
become apparent.
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Device Driver Operation
The KwikNet TCP/IP Stack and a device driver operate as illustrated in Figure 1.2-2. The
shaded blocks indicate the only modules which will require modification to implement a
custom KwikNet device driver. Of course, if you are using one of the device drivers
provided by KADAK, only the KwikNet board driver may require alteration to adapt the
driver for use in your hardware environment.
is delivered to you with two custom device driver shells. File DDETHER.C is a
shell for an Ethernet device driver. File DDSERIAL.C is a shell for a serial device driver.
Each shell includes a fully functional interface with the KwikNet network driver. The
shell is ready to be edited to insert the code fragments needed to service your particular
network device.
KwikNet

The KwikNet Network Parameter File describes the network interface to which your
device interface is connected. This file is generated by the KwikNet Configuration Builder
as described in Chapter 2 of the KwikNet TCP/IP Stack User's Guide.
The network and its device driver are specified by you as described in Chapter 2.4 of the
KwikNet TCP/IP Stack User's Guide. The network parameters determine which of the
KwikNet Ethernet, SLIP or PPP network drivers must be used to service the network. Up
to five device dependent configuration parameters are made available to the device driver
for its private interpretation and use.
The device driver is called by the network driver as will be described in Chapter 2. The
device driver makes use of a range of services provided by KwikNet. There are four
classes of service, each of which is described in detail in Chapter 3.
Network callback services are used by the device driver to interact with its network
driver. These services are accessed indirectly using a callback mechanism which is
established when the device driver is first initialized.
I/O services are provided in the form of C macros defined in the KwikNet device I/O
access header file KN_DVCIO.H. This header file provides access to the I/O registers in
the device interface. All of the I/O addressing techniques commonly used in device
interfaces are supported. In rare cases, the I/O access macros must make use of I/O
functions located in the board driver module.
OS services are provided in module KN_MAIN.C in the KwikNet Library. These services
include memory allocation, timer management and KwikNet Task interaction. KwikNet
relies upon its OS Interface to conform to the dictates of the underlying RT/OS.
Board services are provided in the KwikNet board driver module KN_BOARD.C. This
module interfaces the KwikNet device driver to your particular RT/OS, processor interrupt
system and hardware environment. One board driver is shared by all of the KwikNet
device drivers in your application. The board driver delivered with KwikNet is ready for
use on a particular board with which KwikNet has been tested. In some cases, the board
driver supports multiple boards. In other cases, alternate board drivers are provided for
other boards with which KwikNet has been used.
If you are using the KwikNet Porting Kit to adapt KwikNet for your custom use, the board
driver will use your KwikNet OS Interface Module KN_OSIF.C to interact with your
RT/OS and its interrupt handling conventions. When KwikNet is used with AMX, the
board driver directly interfaces with AMX, bypassing the KwikNet OS Interface to AMX.
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Network Device Driver Definition
The interaction of the network driver and device driver seems somewhat complex.
However, the KwikNet Configuration Manager greatly simplifies the configuration
process. As described in Chapter 2 of the KwikNet TCP/IP Stack User's Guide, the
manager is used to define each network and its associated device driver. For
convenience, some of that material is repeated here.
As you will recall, you must define the device driver attached to each network which
your application supports. A separate device driver definition is required for each
network. Each network device driver is defined using the Networks property page. The
layout of the window is shown below.
From the information which you provide, the Configuration Manager generates a KwikNet
Network Parameter File. This module defines each network, its KwikNet network driver,
the associated device driver and the device specific parameters. This module is used to
create your KwikNet Library which you must link with your application and the device
driver.
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Driver Preparation
All device driver operations are performed by the driver in response to requests from
KwikNet. These requests are in the form of function calls to the device driver.
When KwikNet opens a network interface, it calls the device preparation function in the
network's device driver. Initially, this is the only public function within the device driver
which is accessible to KwikNet.
For prebuilt networks, the device driver preparation function is determined by your
device definition in your Network Parameter File. On the Networks property page there is
a pull down list labeled "Device driver". If you select one of the predefined KwikNet device
drivers from that list, the Configuration Manager will automatically insert the name of
that device driver's preparation function into the driver description in the KwikNet Library.
However, if you are creating a custom KwikNet device driver, you must edit the field
labeled "Device driver" and change the device driver name to be dddd_prep, the name
which you have given to your device driver preparation function.
If your application dynamically adds the network interface at runtime by calling KwikNet
procedure kn_ifadd(), then the device driver preparation function will be determined by
the device definition which you provide when you add the interface.
The device driver preparation function executes in the context of the task which is
opening the interface. For prebuilt network interfaces that are automatically started, that
is the KwikNet Task. The driver preparation function must prepare the driver for proper
use by KwikNet. Few, if any, device operations are permitted beyond those needed to
confirm the type of the attached device in order to adapt the device driver accordingly.
For example, the preparation function might have to interrogate the device to determine
the amount of private storage to be allocated by the driver to support the device.
The driver preparation function receives a set of up to five device dependent parameters.
These are the parameters that are provided by you on the Networks property page when
you define the network device driver or in your device definition if you dynamically add
the interface. The interpretation of these parameters is left to the driver. They are usually
used to provide driver options and board specific information such as the interrupt vector
number assigned to the device. Examples are given in the sample device driver data
sheets presented in Appendix B.
gives the driver preparation function a pointer to a network callback function.
This pointer must be kept by the device driver for subsequent use in the transmission and
reception of network messages.
KwikNet

The driver preparation function also receives a pointer to an application startup hook.
The hook is a function which the driver can call to give the application an opportunity to
alter the driver's operating parameters. The startup hook can dynamically adjust the
driver's characteristics to adapt to the need of the particular application. If no hook
function is available, the device preparation function simply ignores the NULL hook
pointer which it receives.
The name of the startup hook function, if any, is provided by you on the Networks
property page when you define the network device driver or in your device definition if
you dynamically add the interface. Support for this hook feature is optional; the device
preparation function can simply ignore any hook pointer which it receives.
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Upon return to KwikNet, the device driver preparation function always provides KwikNet
with a list of pointers to a set of device driver functions. These are the functions, defined
in Chapter 2.4, which KwikNet calls to interact with the device driver.
The preparation function also provides KwikNet with a device identifier (handle), a unique
32-bit value which can be used by KwikNet to identify the particular device. KwikNet
always gives the device identifier as a parameter when it calls the device driver's
functions. The device identifier is usually a pointer to a private device control block
allocated by the preparation function to be used by the driver to manage the specific
network device.
Driver Initialization
Opening a network interface is a two step process. Once the KwikNet network driver has
prepared the device driver for use as already described, it calls the device driver
initialization function specified in the network's device driver function list. This
function is the first to get the opportunity to actually program the device for proper
network operation.
The device driver initialization function executes in the context of the task which is
opening the interface. For prebuilt network interfaces that are automatically started, that
is the KwikNet Task. The initialization function must completely configure the device and
make it ready for use. The driver must install its interrupt handler, if any, and prepare the
device accordingly. Upon return to KwikNet, the device must be ready to receive
incoming data for delivery to KwikNet. The device data transmission services can be left
disabled until required. If the device driver cannot successfully initialize the device for
any reason, it must leave the device in a closed state, just as though the device had
received a request to close.
Driver Controls
There are several operations which a KwikNet device driver must support which do not
involve data transmission or reception. These operations are referred to as controls. The
KwikNet network driver makes a control request by calling the device ioctl function
specified in the network's device driver function list.
The device ioctl function receives a command parameter identifying the control operation
of interest. Each ioctl command is accompanied by a set of command dependent
parameters.
Every device driver must support the ioctl command to start transmission. The KwikNet
network driver issues this command whenever it has data ready for transmission on the
network.
Each device driver must support the command to set and read the state of each network
variable which the device driver must maintain. The device specific network variables
and their allowable states are defined by KwikNet according to the type of network to
which the device is attached (Ethernet, SLIP or PPP). Some network variables also
depend upon the device interface type (Ethernet or serial).
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The device driver can support the ioctl command to generate a statistical summary of
events which have occurred within the device driver from the time it was first initialized.
This ioctl command is optional but can be very useful for testing purposes. KwikNet
always issues a statistics ioctl command to each device driver whenever your application
calls KwikNet function kn_netstats() to generate a network statistics summary.
Ethernet device drivers which support multicast addressing must provide the ioctl
commands to set and clear the Ethernet controller's list of multicast addresses.
Serial device drivers intended for use with modems must support the ioctl commands to
read and alter the modem I/O control signals.
Data Transmission
The KwikNet network driver initiates every request to the device driver for data
transmission. It does so by calling the device ioctl function specified in the network's
device driver function list giving it the command to start transmission.
The device ioctl function usually executes in the context of the application task which has
initiated an operation which requires that KwikNet send a message. However, the ioctl
function can also execute in the context of the KwikNet Task. For example, the KwikNet
Task is often the task which initiates the transmission of a message in response to its
interpretation of some protocol message received from some network.
The ioctl command to start transmission is really just a signal to the driver that more data
is ready for presentation to the network. At the earliest possible opportunity, the device
driver must call the KwikNet network callback function to get the data packet from the
network driver. The device driver receives a pointer to the data block which it must
transmit and a count of the data bytes in the block. Once the data has been transmitted,
the driver must call the network callback function to free the packet buffer used to hold
the data block which was just transmitted.
If the device driver cannot transmit any or all of the data block for any reason, it must
still call the network callback function to free the packet buffer. Failure to do so will
result in the loss of a KwikNet packet buffer.
The ioctl function must return to KwikNet as soon as the transmission is in progress. The
device ioctl function should not wait for the transmission to complete. Failure to observe
this recommendation will degrade the performance of the KwikNet TCP/IP Stack.
The driver must not queue the data blocks for transmission. Packet queuing is already
provided by the network driver. As each packet transmission completes, the device
driver must request the next and, if one is available, continue the transmission process.
The device driver goes idle again when no more packets are available for transmission.
Device drivers should always use an interrupt driven data transmission method. If polled
transmission is adopted, operation of the KwikNet TCP/IP Stack may be degraded. For
serial drivers which use a polling strategy, the polling must be done within a periodic
timer function posted by the device driver ioctl function.
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Data Reception
Network devices are not like conventional I/O devices. Data is received by the device
according to the traffic on the network to which the device is connected. Data can be
received at any time, whether or not KwikNet and your application are ready for it.
Consequently, the device driver must always be prepared to receive data.
The KwikNet network callback function provides the path from the device driver to
KwikNet. The driver can call the network callback function to acquire a KwikNet packet
buffer into which received data can be stored. Once a block of data has been placed into
the packet buffer, the driver can call the network callback function to deliver the packet
to KwikNet. At that instant, responsibility for the packet buffer is passed on to KwikNet.
The driver is free to begin a new receive cycle.
Device drivers use an interrupt driven data reception method to ensure proper packet
reception without loss of data. Although a clock driven, polling strategy for data
reception can be implemented, the apparent simplicity of the solution is soon lost in the
complexity introduced trying to ensure that data is not lost and that the KwikNet TCP/IP
Stack has adequate processing time.
Closing the Driver
If KwikNet shuts down, it closes each network interface that is open at the time. Your
application can also close a network interface dynamically at runtime by calling KwikNet
procedure kn_ifclose(). The KwikNet network driver calls the device close function
specified in the network's device driver function list. This function must terminate all
device operations. All sources of device interrupts must be inhibited. If possible, the
device interrupt handler should be disconnected from the underlying RT/OS interrupt
system. All system resources including untransmitted packet buffers or previously
acquired receive packet buffers must be released. Any privately allocated memory
blocks must also be freed.

Note
If a device driver fails to open successfully in response to a
request from the KwikNet network driver, the device driver
must be left in its closed state.
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1.3 Interrupt Handling
Device data transfers are best done in an interrupt driven fashion to permit multiple
network transmit and receive operations to proceed concurrently. In particular, interrupt
driven receive operations help reduce the probability of missing received characters if the
device cannot adequately buffer the incoming data stream. Interrupt driven operation is
essential for adequately servicing concurrent network transactions on multiple network
interfaces. Interrupt driven operation also frees valuable processor time for performing
other, important activities of equal or higher priority.
However, coding the device driver for interrupt driven transmission and reception is
inherently more complex than using a simple in-line polling technique. Of course,
polling to transmit and receive data while continuing to handle other stack transactions is
no less difficult.
Initialization
Your device driver initialization function must install device interrupt handlers to service
each type of interrupt generated by the device. Some devices will generate one interrupt
and expect you to interrogate the device to determine the particular reason for the
interrupt. Other devices, especially UARTs, may generate as many as four separate
interrupts: transmit done, receive character ready, error detected and modem signal
change. Ethernet controllers may have separate interrupts for DMA transfers and for
signaling the completion of Ethernet packet send and receive operations.
Installing interrupt handlers is both target processor and operating system dependent. No
two processors service interrupts in the same way and few operating systems have
identical software rules for servicing interrupts. To accommodate such diverse
requirements, the KwikNet board driver provides procedure kn_brdintsvc(). This
procedure can be used by your device driver to install each of its device interrupt
handlers.
Once the interrupt handlers are in place, you can program the device to support the
interrupt mode of operation and then enable the interrupt sources. Receive interrupts
must be enabled to permit incoming network messages to be received and delivered to
KwikNet for processing. Transmit interrupts can be left disabled until needed.
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Transmit Interrupts
Data transmissions are always initiated by the KwikNet network driver with a call to the
device driver's ioctl function. The call always occurs in the context of either an
application task or the KwikNet Task. The call is a signal that the network driver has
another data packet ready for transmission.
If the device ioctl function determines that transmission is already in progress, it can
ignore the start request since it is up to the driver to continue transmission as long as
packets are available from the network driver.
However, if the device ioctl function determines that no transmission is in progress, it
must call the network callback function to fetch the next packet buffer which is ready for
transmission. The ioctl function must then start the data transmission. The ioctl function
can use the KwikNet procedure kn_ostimer() to provide a transmit timeout within a
reasonable interval.
How data transmission is started is very device dependent. For Ethernet controllers, the
process is described in Chapter 1.5. For serial devices such as UARTs, the process is
described in Chapter 1.6.
Once the data transmission has been started, the ioctl function can enable the transmit
interrupt. The transmit interrupt handler must dismiss the interrupt and, if necessary, give
the next character to the device. When there are no more characters to be sent, the
interrupt handler must call the network callback function to free the packet buffer
containing the data block just transmitted.
It is the responsibility of the transmit interrupt handler to keep transmitting data packets
as long as they are available. It must call the network callback function to fetch the next
packet buffer and, if one is provided, start transmission of that data packet. If no packet
is available, the interrupt handler can disable transmit interrupts since the transmitter is
then idle.
Some Ethernet controllers are able to buffer multiple packets for transmission, thereby
improving performance by continuing to transmit as long as data is available. This type
of operation is described in Chapter 1.5.
Packet Buffer Allocation
Network receiver interrupt handlers have a unique constraint not shared by transmit
handlers. The receiver handler must have some place to store the data as it is received.
For Ethernet controllers, the storage must be provided by the Ethernet controller because
of the speeds involved. Serial device handlers have no such luxury. However, even
Ethernet handlers are faced with the problem when they must transfer the packet from the
Ethernet controller to KwikNet.
solves this problem by providing a packet buffer allocator for use by the device
driver. Recall that when KwikNet calls the device driver initialization function, it provides
a pointer to a network callback function. It is this function which the driver can call to
access the packet buffer allocator.
KwikNet
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There are two packet buffer allocation strategies used by device drivers. In the most
common case, a packet buffer is not allocated until needed when an incoming data packet
is first detected. When a complete data packet has been assembled, the packet buffer is
delivered to KwikNet. This strategy runs the risk of missing a data packet if no packet
buffer is available at the instant one is required.
The second strategy is to allocate a packet buffer and leave it ready for use if and when a
data packet arrives. When a complete data packet has been assembled, the packet buffer
is delivered to KwikNet and another packet buffer is immediately allocated. This strategy
wastes one packet buffer for each network interface with no data actively being received.
It is further complicated by the need to recover if a new packet buffer is unavailable when
the previous one is delivered to KwikNet.
Receive Interrupts
Data reception is always initiated by the device driver's initialization function when it
enables the device receive interrupt. Thereafter, data reception proceeds without specific
requests from KwikNet. As packets are received by the device's interrupt handler, they are
delivered to KwikNet for processing.
The device driver interrupt handler must be aware of the format of a data packet as
received from the interconnected network. For Ethernet controllers, the format is defined
by the Ethernet media access protocol and is handled entirely by the Ethernet controller
because of the speeds involved. For serial devices, the format is defined by either the
SLIP or PPP network protocol and is discussed in greater detail in Chapter 1.6.
The receive interrupt handler for an Ethernet controller must accept the entire incoming
data packet and dismiss the receive interrupt. Since the transfer of a complete Ethernet
data packet from the controller to memory will usually take more than a millisecond, the
operation must be deferred for execution in the context of the KwikNet Task. The
interrupt handler can disable receive interrupts and call KwikNet procedure
kn_ospostfn() to post a driver function to be executed by the KwikNet Task. The posted
function must allocate a packet buffer, transfer the data packet from the Ethernet
controller into the packet buffer, deliver the packet buffer to KwikNet and re-enable
receiver interrupts.
The receive interrupt handler for serial devices must read the incoming data character
and dismiss the receive interrupt. The interrupt handler must copy the character into a
packet buffer. If the buffer is full, the interrupt handler must deliver the packet buffer to
KwikNet and prepare to accept another data packet from the network.
If an error is detected at any time during the reception of a packet, the interrupt handler
should still deliver any received data to KwikNet.
The KwikNet network callback function is used to deliver a packet buffer from the device
driver to KwikNet. The network callback function can be called from the receive interrupt
handler or from the driver function posted for execution by the KwikNet Task.
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1.4 Event Timing
Device drivers must always cope with the fact that devices have timing constraints that
must be accommodated. Unfortunately, most programming environments do not provide
the services necessary to meet these constraints.
Fortunately, KwikNet provides services to assist in the time critical programming of
network interface devices.
I/O Delay
The KwikNet board driver provides a device I/O delay procedure kn_brddelay() which
device drivers can use to provide the necessary delay between sequential references to a
device I/O port. Such delay is often required to accommodate long device access times
when operating at very high processor clock frequencies.
The delay provided by this procedure is measured in microseconds. The delay is
generated by a software loop within KwikNet. The loop count is computed by KwikNet to
match the execution speed of the processor on which it operates.
Since this function is compute bound, it should only be used to delay for very short
intervals.
Poll Delay
A device driver may have to poll a device waiting for completion of an operation. To
avoid hanging in the polling loop forever if the device fails to operate as expected, the
device driver must be able to break out of the polling loop within a reasonable time
interval, often measured in microseconds.
The KwikNet board driver provides procedure kn_brdpoll() which device drivers can
call for an estimate of the loop count which can be used to restrict the polling interval to a
few microseconds. The loop count estimate does not account for the additional execution
time injected by the actual polling operations.
Periodic Functions
To support devices which do not provide interrupt capability, KwikNet offers a periodic
function service. KwikNet procedure kn_ostimerprep() is used to prepare such a timer
before first use and to release the timer when no longer required. Device drivers can call
KwikNet procedure kn_ostimer() to post a function which the KwikNet Task will execute
periodically (or just once) on behalf of the device driver. Procedure kn_ostimer() can
also be called to delete a previously posted function.
Device drivers can use this feature to periodically poll transmitters or receivers which
have no interrupt capability. The feature is also useful for implementing timeouts or
watchdog timers.
Two timing resolutions are supported. The fastest is clocked using the fundamental
clock tick, usually set at 10 to 20 Hz. The slower resolution uses KwikNet's one
second timing interval.
KwikNet
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1.5 Ethernet Drivers
Ethernet controllers are available in many different configurations. Some are embedded
in microprocessors such as the Motorola ColdFire MCF5282 or PowerPC MPC860T.
Others are available on separate chips such as the SMSC LAN91C111, Intel 82544 or
Cirrus Logic CS8900A which must be integrated with the microprocessor and its memory
system. In some cases, such as with embedded PCs, the integration is already available
in the form of an Ethernet controller card.
The KwikNet Ethernet network driver handles all of the complexity associated with the
Ethernet media access protocol. For transmission, the KwikNet Ethernet network driver
gives the device driver a fully formatted Ethernet packet for delivery to the Ethernet
network. When the device driver receives a fully formatted Ethernet packet from the
network, it delivers the packet, unaltered, to the KwikNet Ethernet network driver.
Each Ethernet packet consists of up to 1514 8-bit bytes which must be transferred on the
network at data rates of 10 megabits per second or higher. To meet such demands,
Ethernet controllers have their own high speed memory subsystems which they use to
buffer data during transmission or reception. The device driver must transfer the packet
data to or from this device buffer. Since the data transfer is constrained only by memory
and device access times, these data transfers are usually programmed without the use of
interrupts.
Ethernet Controls
The Ethernet device driver must support the ioctl commands to start packet transmission,
sense driver status, get the driver's name and get the Ethernet controller's hardware
address.
The Ethernet device driver must also support the ioctl command to read the
communication speed of the attached network, typically 10 or 100 megabits per second.
The Ethernet device driver can optionally support the ioctl commands which are used to
access the driver's multicast addressing services.
Ethernet device drivers do not need to support the ioctl commands for modem control or
for SLIP or PPP buffer management.
Ethernet Statistics
The Ethernet device driver can support the ioctl command to generate a statistical
summary of events which have occurred within the device driver from the time it was
first initialized. This ioctl command is optional but can be very useful for testing
purposes.
If the statistics feature is implemented, the device driver should keep counts of events of
interest. For example, the driver could count packets sent and received. If specific
communication line information is available, it should be counted as well. For example,
you might be able to count collisions detected and transmission retries.
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Ethernet Transmission
Data transmission is always initiated by the device driver in the context of an application
task or the KwikNet Task. The device ioctl function must call the network callback
function to fetch a packet buffer, start the data transmission and either await its
completion or allow the transmit interrupt handler to manage the completion sequence.
For Ethernet devices, the transmit operation will depend completely on how the particular
Ethernet chip is interfaced to the processor within your target hardware. There is no
"standard" interface. In all cases, the data to be transmitted must first be transferred from
processor memory into private memory controlled by the Ethernet chip, often within the
chip. Some controllers use software to copy the data; some use software strobed DMA
transfers; others use hardware driven DMA transfers.
When the transfer of data to the Ethernet controller is software driven, the processor is
compute bound during the transfer. The time taken is dependent on three factors: the
processor clock frequency, the processor memory access time and the Ethernet controller
memory or I/O access time. Once the data has been transferred to the Ethernet controller,
the device driver can initiate the actual Ethernet data transmission.
When the transfer of data to the Ethernet controller is hardware DMA driven, the device
driver must provide the DMA interface or the Ethernet chip with the data address and
count and then start the transfer. Usually such devices will automatically begin the actual
Ethernet data transmission upon completion of the transfer. If not, the device driver must
detect the end of the DMA transfer and then initiate the Ethernet data transmission.
Once the Ethernet transmission is underway, the ioctl function can call the network
callback function to free the packet buffer since the data has already been transferred to
the Ethernet controller.
So far, this Ethernet device driver has not required an interrupt handler. An interrupt
handler might be used to detect the end of a hardware DMA transfer of data to the
Ethernet controller. However, the DMA transfer time is usually so fast (<1 ms for a 1514
byte packet and 60 ns memory) that the added complexity is rarely warranted.
The device driver must detect when the Ethernet packet has been transmitted by the
device so that transmission of the next packet can be initiated. The time taken for a full
size 10 M-bit Ethernet data packet transmission is approximately 1.2 ms. This interval is
so close to the minimum timing resolution often used in real-time systems that a strong
argument can be made to simply poll the device until it completes transmission. Of
course, this argument fails to account for retries because of Ethernet packet collisions.
However, when polling for end of transmission, you must ensure that your ioctl function
does not poll forever if the device fails to operate correctly. You can use the KwikNet
board driver procedure kn_brdpoll() to estimate the loop count needed to limit the
polling interval to the longest estimated transmission time. You must be aware that if
you choose to poll for the end of transmission, your device driver will be compute bound,
inhibiting the execution of all tasks of lower priority. Furthermore, the KwikNet TCP/IP
Stack will remain busy while you are polling, unable to respond to any other stack events.
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Interrupt Driven Ethernet Transmission
So when is an Ethernet interrupt handler needed? It is recommended that transmit
interrupts always be used. Your Ethernet device initialization function must install a
transmit interrupt handler for its controller. Board driver procedure kn_brdintsvc() can
be used for this purpose. Once transmission is started, the ioctl function must enable the
end of transmit interrupt. The ioctl function should also use the KwikNet procedure
kn_ostimer() to provide a transmit timeout within a reasonable interval.
It is the responsibility of the transmit interrupt handler to keep transmitting data packets
as long as they are available. It must call the network callback function to fetch the next
packet buffer and, if one is provided, start transmission of that data packet. However, the
time required to transfer a full size Ethernet packet from memory into the Ethernet
controller exceeds the time that an interrupt handler can usually be granted.
Therefore, when the end of transmit interrupt occurs, the interrupt handler must disable
transmit interrupts and call KwikNet procedure kn_ospostfn() to post an end-of-transmit
function to be executed by the KwikNet Task once the interrupt has been dismissed.
The end-of-transmit function must call the network callback function to fetch the next
packet buffer. If a packet buffer is provided, the end-of-transmit function must transfer
the data from the packet buffer to the Ethernet controller, start transmission and enable
the transmit interrupt. It must then call the KwikNet network callback function to free the
packet buffer.
If no packet buffer is available for transmission, the end-of-transmit function can leave
the transmit interrupt disabled since the transmit driver is then idle.
Buffered Ethernet Transmission
Some Ethernet controllers are able to buffer multiple packets for transmission, thereby
improving performance by continuing to transmit as long as data is available. For
devices of this type, the ioctl function calls the network callback function for the next
packet buffer and transfers the data to be transmitted into the next available data buffer
within the Ethernet controller. If transmission is not already in progress, the ioctl
function starts the transmitter. The ioctl function then immediately calls the network
callback function to free the packet buffer.
The KwikNet network driver may immediately call the ioctl function to transmit another
packet. The ioctl function transmits the packet as just described. This process repeats
until the ioctl function detects that the controller cannot buffer another packet. The ioctl
function then calls KwikNet procedure kn_ostimer() to post a transmit timeout function,
enables the transmit interrupt and ceases making packet transfers.
When the end of transmit interrupt occurs, the interrupt handler must disable the end of
transmit interrupt and call KwikNet procedure kn_ospostfn() to post an end-of-transmit
function to be executed by the KwikNet Task once the interrupt has been dismissed.
The end-of-transmit function operates just like the ioctl function. It continuously
retrieves packet buffers and transfers the data to the Ethernet controller until it can accept
no more packets. Transmission is then started, transmit interrupts are enabled and the
timeout timer is restarted. If there are no packets to transmit, the transmit interrupt can be
left disabled since the transmit driver is then idle.
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Ethernet Reception
Your Ethernet device driver initialization function must install a receive interrupt handler
for its controller. The KwikNet board driver procedure kn_brdintsvc() can be used for
this purpose.
Once the interrupt handler is in place, the driver must enable receive interrupts to permit
incoming network messages to be received and delivered to KwikNet for processing.
When a complete incoming Ethernet data packet has been received, the Ethernet
controller generates a receive interrupt. Since the transfer of a complete Ethernet data
packet from the controller's memory to processor memory will usually take more than a
millisecond, the operation should not be performed by the interrupt handler. The
operation can be deferred for execution in the context of the KwikNet Task.
The interrupt handler should disable the receiver and call KwikNet procedure
kn_ospostfn() to post a receive function to be executed by the KwikNet Task. The
interrupt handler can then dismiss the interrupt.
In due course, the posted receive function is executed by the KwikNet Task. The receive
function must allocate a packet buffer, transfer the data packet from the Ethernet
controller into the packet buffer and deliver the packet buffer to KwikNet. The posted
function can then re-enable the Ethernet receiver.
Recall that when the KwikNet network driver calls the device driver initialization function,
it provides a pointer to a network callback function. It is this function which is used first
to allocate a packet buffer and then to deliver that packet buffer to KwikNet.
If the Ethernet controller has multiple receive buffers, it may not be necessary to disable
the receiver during the function posting and data transfer process. In such cases, the
Ethernet controller can receive a new Ethernet packet while the KwikNet Task is executing
the posted receive function to process the previous packet.
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1.6 Serial Drivers
Serial controllers, also called UARTs, are available in many different configurations.
Some are embedded in microprocessors such as the Atmel AT91 family of ARM
processors. Others are available on separate chips such as the Zilog 8530 or National
16550 which must be integrated with the microprocessor. In some cases, such as with
embedded PCs, the integration is already available in the form of a serial controller
motherboard or card. Some of these chips include more than one serial device, providing
support for multiple serial communication lines.
A serial device driver does not need to know anything about the data that it transmits or
receives. The KwikNet SLIP and PPP network drivers and the KwikNet Modem Driver
handle the complexities associated with the media access protocols. The network drivers
do specify the protocol dependent framing character which the device driver can use to
detect the end of one data packet and the start of the next. The device driver can use this
framing knowledge to improve performance, but doing so is optional.
Serial Controls
The serial device driver must support the ioctl commands to start packet transmission,
sense driver status and get the driver's name.
The serial device driver must support the ioctl command to set and read the state of each
of its network variables. KwikNet defines a number of such network variables for serial
device drivers. One variable specifies the communication speed (baud rate) of the
attached serial link. Another variable defines the framing character that may be used by
the driver to detect the beginning and end of received packet frames.
Serial device drivers do not need to support the ioctl commands for modem control if the
network to which the device is attached has not been configured for modem use.
However, if the network expects modem support, the device driver must implement the
ioctl commands to read and alter the modem I/O control signals and to detect modem
activity.
A serial device driver must ignore the ioctl commands to get an Ethernet controller's
hardware address or to provide multicast services.
Serial Statistics
The serial device driver can support the ioctl command to generate a statistical summary
of events which have occurred within the device driver from the time it was first
initialized. This ioctl command is optional but can be very useful for testing purposes.
If the statistics feature is implemented, the device driver should keep counts of events of
interest. For example, the driver should count characters sent and received. If specific
communication line information is available, it should be counted as well. For example,
you might wish to count receiver errors and buffer overflows.
If the driver supports modem operations, modem statistics will be kept by the KwikNet
Modem Driver. Your device driver need only count device specific modem events, if
any, which are of interest to you.
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Serial Transmission
Prior to initiating the transmission of a data packet, the KwikNet SLIP or PPP network
driver or the KwikNet Modem Driver will call the device driver ioctl function to provide it
with the protocol dependent packet framing character. If necessary, your ioctl function
must install a transmit interrupt handler. The KwikNet board driver procedure
kn_brdintsvc() can be used for this purpose.
Data transmission is always initiated by the device driver in the context of an application
task or the KwikNet Task. The device ioctl function must call the network callback
function to fetch a packet buffer and start the data transmission. The ioctl function
should also use the KwikNet procedure kn_ostimer() to provide a transmit timeout
within a reasonable interval.
How data transmission is started is very device dependent. For serial devices, two
different techniques are often encountered.
In some cases, the ioctl function must enable the transmit interrupt and give the device
the first character. As soon as the transmission of that character is in progress, the device
generates a transmit interrupt. For some of these devices, the interrupt may not actually
occur until the character has been completely transmitted.
For other devices, the ioctl function need only enable the transmit interrupt. The device
instantly generates a transmit interrupt since the device is ready to transmit.
In either case, the interrupt handler must dismiss the interrupt and transmit the next
character. When there are no more characters to be sent, the interrupt handler must call
the network callback function to free the packet buffer containing the data block just
transmitted.
It is the responsibility of the transmit interrupt handler to keep transmitting data packets
as long as they are available. It must call the network callback function to fetch the next
packet buffer and, if one is provided, start transmission of the first character in that data
packet.
If no packet buffer is available for transmission, the interrupt handler can disable the
transmit interrupt since the transmit driver is then idle.
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Serial Reception
When the KwikNet SLIP or PPP network driver or the KwikNet Modem Driver is first ready
to process an incoming character stream, it will call the device driver ioctl function to
provide it with the protocol dependent packet framing character. For SLIP networks, the
framing character is 0xC0. For PPP networks, the framing character is 0x7E.
If necessary, your device driver ioctl function must install a receive interrupt handler.
The KwikNet board driver procedure kn_brdintsvc() can be used for this purpose. Once
the interrupt handler is in place, the driver must enable receive interrupts to permit
incoming network messages to be received and delivered to KwikNet for processing.
The receive interrupt handler must read the incoming characters and place them in a
buffer for eventual (see below) delivery to KwikNet.
The device driver obtains a receive buffer by calling the KwikNet network callback
function to allocate a packet buffer for reception. When the driver is ready to send the
buffer to KwikNet, it calls the KwikNet network callback function to deliver a received
packet buffer. It is very important that a serial device driver deliver its receive buffers in
exactly the order in which they were obtained from KwikNet.
treats incoming serial data as a character stream. It is not necessary for the
device driver to process or transform the data. The only requirement is that the data be
sent to KwikNet in a timely fashion. This specification is intentionally vague because
there are many ways for a device driver to choose when to deliver the received data.
KwikNet

For instance, if the allocated receive buffer is full, it should be delivered immediately.
After this obvious condition, the decisions get more complicated.
If an error condition is detected, the condition may be noted, but the data should still be
delivered to KwikNet. It is the responsibility of the modem and network drivers to detect
and discard bad data.
Many serial devices can detect idle line conditions, periods of time during which no data
is received for a number of character times. It is also possible to detect idle line
conditions in software by using a periodic timer. If an idle line is detected and there is
buffered data, then the available data should be delivered to KwikNet. This is the
preferred method of delivery.
If the device cannot detect idle line conditions, the driver can use the framing character
specified by the KwikNet network driver to detect packet boundaries in the data stream.
The device driver can examine the incoming stream and deliver the accumulated data to
KwikNet each time that the framing character is detected. The framing character must not
be stripped from the data stream; it must be passed to the network driver as part of the
delivered data packet.
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1.7 KwikNet Modem Driver
provides a modem driver for use with any serial device connected to a SLIP or
PPP network. To use this feature, the KwikNet Library must be configured to indicate that
modem support is required. Use the KwikNet Configuration Manager to edit your KwikNet
Network Parameter File as described in Chapter 2.3 of the KwikNet TCP/IP Stack User's
Guide. The modem driver is enabled and its operating characteristics are established on
the PPP/SLIP property page.
KwikNet

You are free to specify which of the SLIP or PPP networks which you implement can
actually be connected by modem. Use the KwikNet Configuration Manager to edit your
KwikNet Network Parameter File as described in Chapter 2.5 or 2.6 of the KwikNet TCP/IP
Stack User's Guide. The modem driver is attached to a particular SLIP (or PPP) network
by checking the box labeled "Connect via modem" on the definition of the SLIP (or PPP)
network on the Networks property page. The modem options for that network can then be
edited via the "Modem Options..." button on the same page.
Whenever your application attempts to use a SLIP or PPP network which needs modem
support, the KwikNet Modem Driver is activated for that network. If the network indicates
that a line connection is required, the modem driver will intervene and temporarily take
control of the network's serial device driver away from the KwikNet network driver.
When it takes control of the device, the modem driver will issue an ioctl command to the
device driver to change the framing character. For normal modem connections, the
framing character is set to 0x0A ('\n'). For Windows® direct connections, the framing
character is set to 0x54 ('T').
When the modem driver is finished using the device, the SLIP or PPP network driver will
issue an ioctl command to the device driver to restore the protocol dependent framing
character. For SLIP networks, the framing character is 0xC0. For PPP networks, the
framing character is 0x7E.
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Modem Login Scripts
The KwikNet Modem Driver can support login scripts. A login script is a series of text
strings which the modem driver interprets to determine the action to be taken when
dialing out or answering an incoming call to establish a connection with a remote host.
Login scripts are not supported when the modem driver is establishing a Windows direct
connection.
To use the scripting feature, the KwikNet Library must be configured to indicate that
modem scripting support is required. Use the KwikNet Configuration Manager to edit
your KwikNet Network Parameter File as described in Chapter 2.3 of the KwikNet TCP/IP
Stack User's Guide. The modem driver is enabled and its operating characteristics are
established on the PPP/SLIP property page. Check the box labeled "Support remote or local
login".
To support scripting, your application must provide the following three functions.
kn_mdmsopen
kn_mdmsclose
kn_mdmsread

Open a modem script
Close a modem script
Read next line of a modem script

When the modem driver must dial out to establish a connection, it calls the kn_mdmsopen
function to open a client (dialup) login script.
When the modem driver must answer an incoming call requesting a connection, it calls
the kn_mdmsopen function to open a server (answer) login script.
The kn_mdmsopen function receives the network descriptor pointer (see Chapter 4.5 of
the KwikNet TCP/IP Stack User's Guide) as a parameter allowing your function to pick the
correct script for the network in question. It also receives a parameter identifying the
type of script required: client or server. The script open function must return a script id, a
positive, non-zero integer which can be subsequently used by the KwikNet Modem Driver
to reference the particular script. If a script is not required, the function must return a
script id of 0. If a script is required but is not available, the function must return a script
id of -1.
The modem driver repeatedly calls your script read function kn_mdmsread to fetch script
commands from the script. The function is given the script id of the script to be read.
This process is analogous to reading lines of text from a file.
The script read function must transfer the next available script command into the
character buffer provided by the modem driver. The size of the modem driver's character
buffer is a parameter in the call. The read function must return to the modem driver a
count of the number of characters in the script command transferred to the modem
driver's buffer. A count of zero is used to indicate that the end of the script has been
reached. A negative count indicates that the read function was unable to properly service
the request for some reason.
When the modem driver is finished using a script, it will call your kn_mdmsclose
function to declare the script closed. The function is given the script id of the script to be
closed.
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Modem Scripting Language
A login script is a sequence of text strings defining the actions to be taken when dialing
out or answering an incoming call to establish a connection with a remote host. Scripts
can easily be stored as arrays of string constants. They can also be read from files if your
application has file system services available.
Script commands identify character sequences to be transmitted and response sequences
expected. Timeout specifications are supported.
Each script command consists of a sequence of ASCII characters followed by the
terminating character '\0'. Script strings begin with a command token followed by a set
of command parameters. The following command tokens are supported.
output
input

Send a sequence of characters to the remote host
Read characters from the remote host and match characters

Script commands which do not begin with a valid command token followed by one or
more space (' ') characters will be ignored.
The output command is used to send character strings to the remote host. All spaces
(' ') which immediately follow the command token are ignored. All remaining
characters, including any non-printing characters, up to but excluding the final '\0'
character, are sent to the remote host. If the character '\' is followed by a valid escape
character, the pair is translated to a single character as follows:
\t
\n
\r
\s
\\

tab
newline
return
space
backslash

Send the character with value 0x09
Send the character with value 0x0A
Send the character with value 0x0D
Send the character with value 0x20
Send the character with value 0x5C

The input command is used to read character strings from the remote host and match
them to expected values. The input command requires two parameters as follows:
input secs match

All spaces (' ') which immediately follow the command token are ignored. The
parameter secs is a positive, decimal integer value which determines the maximum
length of time, measured in seconds, which the modem driver is permitted to wait for a
matching sequence of characters to be received from the remote host.
All spaces (' ') which immediately follow the secs parameter are ignored. All
remaining characters, including any non-printing characters, up to but excluding the final
'\0' character, form the match parameter. The match parameter can include any of the
escape character sequences allowed by the output command. The modem driver will wait
up to secs seconds for the arrival from the remote host of a character stream which
exactly matches the match parameter. The match is case sensitive. Received characters
which precede the arrival of the matching stream are discarded.
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1.8 KwikNet Board Driver
The KwikNet board driver interfaces the KwikNet device driver to your particular RT/OS,
processor interrupt system and hardware environment as illustrated in Figure 1.2-2. This
module provides services used by the device driver to connect its interrupt handling
procedure(s) to the interrupt system of your target processor according to the manner in
which it operates in your particular hardware environment.
A KwikNet board driver can sometimes support multiple boards. However, most board
drivers only provide interrupt management services for one particular processor board.
KwikNet is delivered with a KwikNet board driver named KN_BOARD.C ready for use on a
particular board with which KwikNet has been tested. Other board drivers with board
specific names are also provided when available.
Each KwikNet application must include a single KwikNet board driver which can be shared
by all network device drivers. Before any of the services in the KwikNet board driver can
be used, the board driver's reset procedure kn_brdreset() must be called. Since this
procedure may have to initialize your system interrupt controller, it may affect your entire
application. For this reason, it is recommended that kn_brdreset() be called from your
main() C program before KwikNet is started, as illustrated by the sample programs
provided with KwikNet and its options.
The KwikNet board driver provides timing services which permit device drivers to delay
for very short intervals measured in microseconds. Procedures kn_brddelay() and
kn_brdpoll() were introduced in Chapter 1.4 and are described in detail in Chapter 3.2.
The board driver also provides interrupt services which permit device drivers to
manipulate the processor's interrupt system. The two procedures kn_brdintlvl() and
kn_brdmodirq() which device drivers can use to enable and disable specific device
interrupts are described in detail in Chapter 3.2.
A device driver must use the KwikNet board driver procedure kn_brdintsvc() to install
an interrupt handler to service each interrupt which the network device interface can
generate. The device driver interrupt handler is simply a C procedure which is called by
the board driver in response to the interrupt. For most network devices, only one
processor interrupt (sometimes called an exception or trap) is generated even though
there can be several reasons for the device interrupt.
The board driver shields the device driver from the complexities of the interrupt
vectoring process. If an interrupt controller is present in the target processor or on the
board, the board driver services it, relieving the device driver of all such responsibility.
The board driver also ensures that the device driver's interrupt handler is accessed in a
fashion which is compatible with the underlying RT/OS.
When KwikNet is used with AMX, the board driver directly interfaces with AMX,
bypassing the KwikNet OS Interface to AMX.
If you are using the KwikNet Porting Kit to adapt KwikNet for your custom use, the board
driver will use your KwikNet OS Interface Module KN_OSIF.C to interact with your
RT/OS and its interrupt handling conventions.
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Interrupt Identifiers
device drivers must be able to connect their interrupt handlers to the underlying
interrupt architecture of the target processor. Unfortunately, there are almost as many
architectures as there are processors.
KwikNet

The simplest interrupt systems are found in processors like the Motorola MC68000 and
the Intel 80x86 families, in which a single, linear vector table is used to dispatch both
processor exceptions and device interrupts to an appropriate software handler. Entries in
the vector table are simply pointers to the supporting software function.
Protected mode Intel 80x86 systems still use a linear table, but the table entries are
anything but simple. Instead, each entry is an 8 byte descriptor which leads through an
exception specific gate to an appropriate software handler.
RISC processors such as the PowerPC, ARM and MIPS can be even more difficult to
use. In most cases, the R in RISC means that most of the interrupt source decoding has
been Removed. Frequently all device interrupts funnel through one or two entries in a
processor exception table and a software procedure must identify the interrupt source and
branch to the appropriate device interrupt handler. For such processors, it will help if
your RT/OS, like AMX, provides a linear interrupt vector table through which all device
interrupts can be dispatched.
Each entry in the processor or RT/OS vector table is referenced by its KwikNet IRQ
identifier, an integer value which the board driver interprets to derive the vector location.
For PC compatible hardware, the KwikNet board drivers use the PC's IRQ number (0 to
15) as the KwikNet IRQ identifier. IRQ numbers 0 to 7 reference vectors managed by the
PC's master 8259 interrupt controller. IRQ numbers 8 to 15 reference vectors managed
by the PC's slave 8259 interrupt controller.
When KwikNet is used with AMX on non-PC hardware, the AMX vector number is used
as the IRQ identifier. The IRQ identifier is therefore the index into the linear AMX
Vector Table used to dispatch to all conforming AMX Interrupt Service Procedures.
If you are using the KwikNet Porting Kit to adapt KwikNet for your custom use, the KwikNet
IRQ identifier should be defined as follows. For PC compatible hardware, use the PC's
IRQ number as the KwikNet IRQ identifier. For other simple architectures, use the
processor vector number as the KwikNet IRQ identifier. For complex architectures, use
the interrupt source identifier dictated by your RT/OS or your own low level RT/OS
interface.
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Device Interrupt Support
Most network device interfaces use the processor's interrupt facility to enhance operation
of the network connected to the interface. The device driver is then responsible for
handling one or more interrupts generated by the device interface.
Unfortunately, several factors complicate interrupt handling. To begin with, the target
processor dictates how it responds to interrupts generated by internal and external
devices. In some cases, extra hardware is added to prioritize the interrupt sources. The
interrupt prioritization logic may be internal to the processor or external in the form of an
interrupt controller. Finally, the underlying RT/OS may superimpose its own rules for
the handling of interrupts by your software.
To meet such diverse requirements, KwikNet separates board level interrupt support and
RT/OS interrupt support. KwikNet device drivers install interrupt handlers and manipulate
interrupts using services provided in the KwikNet board driver. If you are using the
KwikNet Porting Kit to adapt KwikNet for your custom use, the board driver uses services
provided in the OS Interface Module to ensure compliance with your RT/OS and its
support for the underlying processor interrupt structure.
A KwikNet device driver must provide an interrupt handler for each of the interrupts which
the associated device can generate. Do not lose sight of the fact that most network
devices can only generate a single interrupt, albeit for a great many different reasons.
The device driver calls board driver procedure kn_brdintsvc() to install a device
interrupt handler into a specific interrupt vector. The vector is determined by the KwikNet
IRQ identifier provided by the device driver. It is recommended that the IRQ identifier
be assigned using one of the five device driver parameters entered in your KwikNet
Network Parameter File or provided in the device definition used to add a network
interface via KwikNet procedure kn_ifadd(). For examples, see the data sheets for the
sample device drivers shown in Appendix B.
The KwikNet board driver provides support for up to KN_INTSRCMAX unique interrupt
sources. Unless altered by you, KN_INTSRCMAX is defined in the board driver module to
be 4. When the board driver is reset, it empties its list of supported device interrupts.
When a device driver calls procedure kn_brdintsvc() to install an interrupt handler, the
handler is added to the board driver's list of supported device interrupts. If the limit of
KN_INTSRCMAX interrupt sources has already been reached, the device driver's request to
install another interrupt handler will be rejected.
The board driver installs an RT/OS dependent interrupt service routine (ISR) into the
processor or RT/OS vector table to capture the device interrupt of interest. When the
device interrupt occurs, the ISR calls board driver procedure kn_isphandler(),
identifying the particular interrupt source. The corresponding device driver interrupt
handler is then called to service the network device.
When KwikNet is used with AMX, the board driver calls AMX directly to install an AMX
compatible ISR into the AMX Vector Table.
If you are using the KwikNet Porting Kit to adapt KwikNet for your custom use, the board
driver calls procedure kn_osvinstall() in your OS Interface Module KN_OSIF.C to
create and install an RT/OS dependent ISR into the processor or RT/OS vector table.
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32-Bit AMX Systems
When a device driver calls KwikNet board driver procedure kn_brdintsvc() to install a
device interrupt handler, the board driver must install a pointer to an ISP root into the
AMX Vector Table. One such ISP root must be provided in your AMX Target Parameter
File for each of the KN_INTSRCMAX interrupt sources supported by the board driver. The
four ISP roots are given names of the form kn_isprootX where X is A, B, C or D.
Each ISP root is serviced by the common Interrupt Handler kn_isphandler() located in
the KwikNet board driver module. The handler is called with a single pointer parameter
which identifies the network device which generated the interrupt. Four parameters with
names of the form kn_ispparamX (X is A, B, C or D) are provided in the board driver
module, one for each of the four ISP roots with like names.
An ISP stem kn_ispstem() is provided in the KwikNet board driver module when
required by AMX. The ISP stem also receives the device specific parameter
kn_ispparamX from the ISP root.
For all 32-bit implementations of AMX, the ISP must be described in the AMX Target
Configuration Module. You can use the AMX Configuration Builder, a Windows®
utility, to edit the Target Parameter File to add ISP definitions.
There must be one ISP definition for each of the device interrupt sources which the
KwikNet board driver module is configured to support. Each ISP definition identifies the
names of the ISP root, the ISP Handler and the ISP stem if applicable. Each ISP
definition also provides the appropriate pointer parameter kn_ispparamX. No interrupt
vector is included in the definition since each KwikNet device driver automatically calls
the board driver to install its device interrupt handler into the appropriate interrupt vector
when the device is initialized by the network driver.
See the KwikNet TCP/IP Sample Program Target Parameter File KNSAMTCF.UP for an
example of the definition of the four ISPs supported by the KwikNet board driver.
16-Bit AMX 86 Systems
AMX 86 does not utilize a Target Configuration Module. The KwikNet board driver
provided with AMX 86 creates an ISP root named kn_isprootX() (X is A, B, C or D) for
each of the device interrupt sources which it is configured to support. Each ISP root
kn_isprootX() calls its Interrupt Handler kn_ispsrcX() which in turn calls procedure
kn_isphandler() with the device specific kn_ispparamX parameter. All of these
procedures are located in the board driver module.
Each KwikNet device driver for AMX 86 automatically calls the board driver to install its
device interrupt handler into the appropriate interrupt vector when the device is initialized
by the network driver.
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Modifying the KwikNet Board Driver
The KwikNet board drivers provided for use with AMX are ready for use on the particular
board to which they apply. The board driver examples provided with the KwikNet Porting
Kit are ready for use on specific hardware with the RT/OS to which the examples apply.
Although most board driver procedures will not require modification, you may have to
modify those that initialize or manipulate the interrupt controller. Procedures
kn_brdreset(), kn_isphandler(), kn_brdmodirq() and kn_brdintlvl() fall into
this category.
In some cases you may choose to alter the board reset procedure kn_brdreset() to adapt
it to the interrupt setup strategy which you have adopted for your hardware environment.
Procedure kn_isphandler() which services each device driver interrupt may have to be
modified so that your interrupt controller will properly dismiss the interrupt.
Procedure kn_brdmodirq() must update the interrupt controller, if present, to enable or
disable a particular device interrupt while leaving all other device interrupt sources
unaffected. Procedure kn_brdintlvl() must modify the overall processor interrupt
system to enable, disable or restore all sources of device interrupts. Note that procedure
kn_brdintlvl() is actually a low level I/O service which is defined in the compiler
configuration header file KNZZZCC.H and included in the board driver as will be described
shortly.
The timing service functions are dependent on the processor clock frequency. You
should examine the definition of symbol KN_CPUFREQ in the board driver and adjust its
value to match the frequency of the processor clock on your board. Instructions are
provided in the file.
You can add support for more interrupt sources if the default of four is not sufficient for
your collection of network device drivers. Of course, you can also reduce the number of
supported interrupt sources, thereby marginally reducing the code and data requirements
of the board driver. To alter the number of supported interrupt sources, edit the definition
of symbol KN_INTSRCMAX in the board driver module KN_BOARD.C or its equivalent.
When using the KwikNet Porting Kit, you must edit your OS Interface Module to match
the number of interrupt sources supported by your board driver.
When using KwikNet with AMX, if you increase the number of supported interrupt
sources, you will have to add ISP root declarations and their ISP parameters to the board
driver module. Mimic the four ISP roots that are provided in the file. Be sure to edit
your AMX Target Parameter File so that exactly KN_INTSRCMAX ISP roots are available
for use by KwikNet device drivers. Mimic the ISP definitions provided with the KwikNet
Sample Program.
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Board Driver Low Level I/O Services
The KwikNet device I/O access header file KN_DVCIO.H provides macro definitions for low
level I/O services used by the board driver and by device drivers. These services are
described in Chapter 3.1.
In some cases, the low level I/O services must be implemented as functions in order to
meet constraints imposed by either the processor architecture or the C compiler being
used. When functions are required, they are automatically implemented in the board
driver module as follows.
The board driver defines symbol IO_BOARD and includes header file KN_DVCIO.H to
generate the required code fragments for low level I/O functions in the board driver
module. In some cases, the I/O header file KN_DVCIO.H uses this same inclusion
technique to derive compiler specific code fragments from the compiler configuration
header file KNZZZCC.H.
For example, the code for procedure kn_brdintlvl() is defined in the compiler
configuration header file KNZZZCC.H so that it can be implemented using in-line functions
or assembler directives if supported by your C compiler. If symbol IO_BOARD is defined
and procedure kn_brdintlvl() has been declared in header file KNZZZCC.H to be a C
procedure, then header file KN_DVCIO.H defines symbol KN_CCNEED_INTSUPP and
includes header file KNZZZCC.H to generate the compiler specific C code fragment for
procedure kn_brdintlvl().
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2. Device Driver Implementation
2.1 Writing a Device Driver
Driver Components
There are three major components involved in every network transaction handled by
KwikNet. They are the network driver, the device driver and the board driver. These
components are illustrated in the block diagram presented in Figure 1.2-2.
The network driver is an inherent part of KwikNet. Each network driver can support
multiple networks which use a particular network media access protocol. KwikNet
includes network drivers for the Ethernet, SLIP and PPP protocols.
The device driver handles the characteristics of a particular network interface device.
There must be one device driver for each network. However, it is possible to write
device driver code such that one body of code is shared by multiple networks. Of course,
each of the networks must operate using a physical device of the type supported by the
driver. For example, one Ethernet device driver can support two Ethernet networks.
Similarly, one serial device driver can handle one SLIP network and two PPP networks.
The board driver is responsible for the interaction between all of the physical network
devices, the target microprocessor interrupt system and the underlying operating system,
if any. For this reason, some of the KwikNet OS interface procedures are actually located
in the board driver. There is only one board driver in a particular application. Examples
are provided by KADAK but each board driver must always be tailored by you to meet
the needs of your application and its particular target hardware configuration.
The device driver interacts with the network driver to deliver packets to and from
KwikNet. The device driver interacts with the board driver to install its interrupt handlers.
The board driver interacts with the device driver in response to interrupts generated by
the device for which the device driver is responsible.
The interface between the network driver and the device driver is well defined by
KwikNet. However, the boundary between the device driver and the board driver cannot
be so strictly specified. Attempts to generalize this interface usually result in
unnecessarily complex code in both drivers.
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Getting Ready
At first glance, writing a network device driver seems like a daunting task. There are so
many interacting components that it is difficult to know where to start. The key, as in all
complex problem solving, is to break the big problem into many smaller problems, each
of which can be more easily tackled.
To start, it is imperative that you have a good understanding of the principles involved.
You must be comfortable with the material presented in Chapter 1 and the terminology
introduced there. You must be familiar with the operating characteristics of the particular
device you intend to program. You must also understand, in detail, exactly how that
device is interfaced to your target processor. And finally, you will need to know how the
device interrupt structure of your target processor operates and how it is serviced by the
underlying operating system.
If you are using KADAK's AMX™ Multitasking Executive, you should review the
discussion of the Interrupt Service Procedure (ISP) in Chapter 3 of the AMX Target
Guide. Read Chapter 4 of the AMX Target Guide so that you understand how to define
an ISP in your AMX Target Configuration Module so that it properly connects to the
device interrupt handlers that you are going to write.
If you are using the KwikNet Porting Kit, review your OS Interface Module KN_OSIF.C.
Procedures kn_osvinstall() and kn_osvaccess() within that module are used by the
KwikNet board driver to create and install an interrupt service routine (ISR) for a KwikNet
device driver.
If you are writing an Ethernet driver, review Chapter 1.5 to refresh your memory about
the relevant issues. If you are writing a serial driver, review Chapter 1.6. If your serial
driver must support a modem, be sure to review Chapter 1.7 as well.
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Driver Specifications
Begin by defining the characteristics which your device driver must have. To start,
peruse the sample Ethernet or serial device data sheets in Appendices B and C to see
what parameters are usually required for your type of device. Then create your own data
sheet following the example which you have picked. A blank data sheet is provided for
your convenience in Appendix B.
Give your device a short mnemonic which can be used to uniquely identify the device
driver. This mnemonic should be used for naming files, structures, constants, variables
and functions associated with the particular device driver.
Define the device configuration parameters which you feel must be easily altered. Assign
these parameters to the five device parameters of the network device definition. You can
use the KwikNet Configuration Manager to edit your KwikNet Network Parameter File to
define these device parameters for prebuilt network interfaces that you specify on the
Networks property page. For network interfaces that are added dynamically at runtime,
these device parameters are presented in the device definition which you must provide in
your call to KwikNet procedure kn_ifadd().
When defining device parameters, it is recommended that you adopt an assignment
strategy similar to that shown on the data sheets in Appendices B and C. By so doing, all
of your device drivers will share a common look and feel with those provided by
KADAK.
Identify the interrupts that your device generates and determine how the interrupts are
assigned to processor exceptions or vectors. Then make sure that the underlying
operating system is properly configured to allow your device driver and the board driver
to service these interrupts. In particular, review the description of the KwikNet board
driver presented in Chapter 1.8.
Every device driver must provide four basic functions: preparation, initialization, close
and ioctl. The operation of the ioctl function is influenced by the features which your
device driver chooses to support. Support for a small subset of ioctl commands is
mandatory. Support for other ioctl commands is optional. You must decide which
optional features you wish to implement.
If you are writing a serial device driver, determine if the network to which it connects
requires modem support. If so, you must provide support for the ioctl commands which
the KwikNet Modem Driver uses. If modem dialing or answering login scripts must be
supported, you must provide the three scripting functions required by the modem driver.
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Interrupt Management
Every target processor has its own interrupt architecture and unique rules for servicing
interrupts. Some processors, like the Motorola 68000 family, use a simple, easy to
understand, vectoring scheme to dispatch an interrupt request directly to a particular
software interrupt handler. The Intel i386® family uses a similar scheme but greatly
complicates the dispatching mechanism by introducing interrupt and task gates through
which the processor must go to reach the software interrupt handler.
RISC processors can be even more complex. The PowerPC™ family uses exception
vectors which are actually explicit locations in memory at which the processor
unconditionally begins execution when a particular interrupt occurs. The branching to an
application specific interrupt handler must be done by software installed at the
exception's memory location. The ARM™ family uses a similar approach but compounds
the problem by providing only two exceptions through which all device interrupts must
be funneled.
Given this wide range of interrupt servicing methods, it is not surprising that the first
level of interrupt management is often provided by the underlying operating system (OS).
The OS may provide the initial software interrupt handler which is executed by the
processor. This OS handler preserves enough of the machine state to allow it to
eventually call the application's interrupt handler, often a function coded in C. When the
application handler has finished servicing the device interrupt, the OS handler resumes
execution, restores the machine state and resumes execution at the point of interruption.
It has been assumed that the OS actually provides a first level OS interrupt handler. In
fact, there may be no such handler. In some cases, the services described may actually be
provided by a function added to your C interrupt function by your C compiler. In other
cases, the entry and exit services may have to be accessed according to a unique set of
rules established by the OS. This will often be the case when using a real-time operating
system (RTOS) such as KADAK's AMX Multitasking Executive.
AMX shields you from the processor's interrupt system by providing a vectoring scheme
which effectively mimics the simple vectoring system found in the Motorola 68000
family of processors. The interrupt or exception occurs, AMX handles it, calls the
appropriate device specific interrupt handler and then resumes execution of the
interrupted process. The exact manner in which this is accomplished for each processor
is described in Chapter 3 of the relevant AMX Target Guide.
The connection of your device interrupt handler to a particular interrupt is made by a
KwikNet OS interface procedure kn_brdintsvc() which resides in the KwikNet board
driver. If you are using KwikNet with AMX, this procedure connects your device interrupt
handler to an entry in the AMX Vector Table. If you are using the KwikNet Porting Kit,
this procedure uses your OS Interface Module KN_OSIF.C to connect your device
interrupt handler to the underlying processor dependent RT/OS services.
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Interrupt Controllers
Interrupt servicing is often arbitrated by an interrupt controller. The controller usually
provides for interrupt prioritization and nesting. The controller may be an inherent
internal component of the target processor. In other cases, it may be implemented using
one or more external devices such as the Intel 8259 Interrupt Controller to connect
multiple interrupt sources to the processor.
The presence of an interrupt controller complicates device interrupt service because both
the device and the interrupt controller must be managed as a unit. For example, to enable
and disable device interrupts, you must not only adjust the device's internal registers
accordingly, but you must also update the interrupt controller as well. When a device
interrupt is serviced, you must dismiss the source of the device interrupt request and
inform the interrupt controller when service is complete.
Access to the interrupt controller, if required, is provided by KwikNet interface procedures
which reside in the KwikNet board driver. You will probably have to edit this procedure
to recognize your particular device interrupt sources and map them to the correct
assignments within the interrupt controller.
Board Drivers
is delivered to you with one or more board drivers suitable for use on a particular
target hardware platform. The board driver will have been used by KADAK for testing
KwikNet on that platform. The board driver will usually support one Ethernet device
and/or one serial device. It may also support an interrupt controller if one is available on
the board or in the target processor.
KwikNet

Since the board driver is explicitly tied to the use of specific devices on a particular target
hardware platform, it is unreasonable to expect that the variant used at KADAK will
exactly match your requirements. The exception may be the board drivers available for
use with Intel 80x86 processors on PC hardware.
In general, the board drivers provided with KwikNet will require little modification for use
in your embedded application as described in Chapter 1.8. Fortunately, the procedures
within the board driver are not complex so that editing them will be a reasonably simple
task.
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Writing Driver Functions
Once the issues described thus far have been addressed, you are ready to begin writing
the code for your device driver. The easiest way to proceed is to select the sample
NE-2000 Ethernet device driver DE220.C or serial INS8250 device driver NS8250.C
provided with KwikNet and edit it as required to accommodate your particular device.
If your device bears little resemblance to the sample driver, choose the KwikNet Ethernet
device driver shell DDETHER.C or the serial device driver shell DDSERIAL.C instead. The
shell is a KwikNet device driver with no device specific code present within it. It is ready
for you to add device support to each of the device driver functions within the module.
The device driver functions must adhere to the specifications presented in Chapter 2.4.
Many of these functions make reference to data structures defined by KwikNet. These
data structures are described in Chapter 2.2. You should thoroughly familiarize yourself
with these structure definitions prior to embarking on the coding process.
The device driver must include the header files listed in Chapter 2.3. If you are using one
of the KwikNet sample drivers or the KwikNet driver shell as a starting point, these files
will be included. You may have to include other C or OS header files if your device
driver makes reference to services which they define.
Building the Device Driver
Once your device driver has been coded and the KwikNet board driver has been edited,
compile both modules and link the resulting object files with your application as
described in Chapter 2.3.
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2.2 Data Structures
Device Definition Structure
When the device driver's preparation function is called to prepare the driver for use, it
receives a pointer to a Device Definition Structure knx_dvcdef. The structure
knx_dvcdef is defined in file KN_API.H as follows:
struct knx_dvcdef {
const char
KN_FNP_DVCPREP
KN_FNP_DVCHOOK

*xdvcd_tag;
xdvcd_prep;
xdvcd_hook;

/*
/*
/*
/*
const unsigned long *xdvcd_plistp;
};

Network tag (<8 characters)
Device preparation function
Device startup hook
A(Device parameter list)

*/
*/
*/
*/

Recall that prebuilt network interfaces and their device drivers are defined in your
Network Parameter File which is created and edited using the KwikNet Configuration
Manager. The information in the Device Definition Structure is derived from the device
definition provided in your Network Parameter File. If you add a network interface
dynamically at runtime, you must provide KwikNet procedure kn_ifadd() with a pointer
to the Device Definition Structure for the device attached to that network.
Field xdvcd_tag is a pointer to the 1 to 7 character network tag which will be used to
identify the network interface.
Field xdvcd_prep is a pointer to the device driver's preparation function. This is a
pointer to the function identified in the "Device driver" field of your device driver
definition on the Networks property page. This function is described on the next page.
Field xdvcd_hook is a pointer to the device driver's startup hook function. This is a
pointer to the function identified in the "Startup hook" field of your device driver definition
on the Networks property page. If no hook was provided, field xdvcd_hook will be a null
function pointer with value (KN_FNP_DVCHOOK)0L. If your device driver supports the
hook feature, its preparation function must call the startup hook function, if one exists.
This function is described in Appendix A.2.
Field xdvcd_plistp is a pointer to an array of five unsigned long constants. The values
correspond to the five device dependent parameters provided in the "Parameter #n" fields
of your device driver definition on the Networks property page. If a parameter field was
left blank, the corresponding value in the parameter array will be 0. If no device
parameters were provided (all parameter values were blank), field xdvcd_plistp will be
a NULL pointer.
The use and meaning of each of the device parameters is completely defined by the
device driver. The parameter meanings and values for sample device drivers are
summarized in the data sheets presented in Appendix B. For optional KwikNet device
drivers, the parameters are defined in the data sheets presented in Appendix C.
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Device Preparation Structure
The KwikNet network driver calls the device driver's preparation function to prepare the
driver for use when the network interface is opened. The device preparation function
pointer is declared as type KN_FNP_DVCPREP. The type definition and function prototype
are specified in file KN_API.H as follows:
int (*KN_FNP_DVCPREP)(const struct knx_dvcdef *,
struct knx_dvcprep *);

The device preparation function receives a pointer to a Device Preparation Structure
knx_dvcprep. This structure contains both input and output parameters which are used
to bind the device driver to the KwikNet network driver. The first two parameters must be
filled in by the device driver to give the network driver access to the device driver. The
last two parameters are provided by the network driver so that the device driver can
access the network driver. The structure pointer must be saved by the device driver.
Structure knx_dvcprep is defined in file KN_API.H as follows:
struct knx_dvcprep {
/* Filled in by device driver: */
/* A(Device interface
*/
/*
function list)
*/
const struct knx_dvcifn *xdvp_ifn;
unsigned long
xdvp_id;
/* Device identifier
*/
/* Presented by network driver:*/
/* Network descriptor pointer */
/* Network callback function
*/
int (*xdvp_callback)(void *, int, void *, int, void *);
};
KN_NETDP

xdvp_netdp;

The device preparation function must install values into fields xdvp_ifn and xdvp_id in
the device preparation structure.
Field xdvp_ifn must provide a pointer to a device interface function list. The function
list is provided in a structure of type knx_dvcifn. This function list defines all of the
device driver functions (other than the preparation function) which the KwikNet network
driver can call. The function list is not altered by KwikNet.
Field xdvp_id can be set to any unique, unsigned long value which the device driver
wishes to use as a device identifier. This parameter will always be presented as a
parameter to the device driver functions listed in the knx_dvcifn structure provided in
field xdvp_ifn.
Many device drivers will define the device identifier to be a pointer to a private device
dependent storage block, often called a device control block. The pointer is cast to an
unsigned long and stored into field xdvp_id. The device control block pointer is then
always present as an input parameter for every device function.
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The device preparation function must save the pointer to the device preparation
structure. It will be required as a parameter in calls which the device driver will
eventually make to the network callback function referenced in field xdvp_callback.
The structure pointer is usually kept in the device control block allocated for the device
by the device driver.
Field xdvp_netdp is the network descriptor pointer which is used to identify the network
interface. The network descriptor is described in Chapter 4.5 of the KwikNet TCP/IP
Stack User's Guide. It is the same parameter that is used to identify the network in calls
to all KwikNet low level network, IP and UDP service procedures. It is provided to the
device driver for presentation to the device driver startup hook, if one is provided.
KADAK's device drivers also use the descriptor to access the network tag for
presentation in the device statistics report.
Field xdvp_callback is a pointer to the KwikNet network driver's callback function. The
function is described in Chapter 3.2. This function serves several purposes.
The network callback function must be called by the device driver to fetch each packet
buffer which is ready for transmission on the network. Once transmission is underway or
complete, the device driver must call this function to release the packet buffer.
The network callback function must be called by the device driver whenever it requires
the allocation of a packet buffer for the storage of an incoming packet. Upon receipt of a
complete packet from the network, the device driver must call this function to deliver the
packet to KwikNet.
Device Function Structure
When the device driver's preparation function is called to prepare the driver for use, it
must return a pointer to a Device Function Structure knx_dvcifn. This structure contains
pointers to all of the device driver functions which the KwikNet network driver can
subsequently call. The pointer to the device function structure is returned to KwikNet in
field xdvp_ifn of the device preparation structure knx_dvcprep. Structure knx_dvcifn
is defined in file KN_API.H as follows:
struct knx_dvcifn {
int
int
int
};

/* Device initialization function
(*xdifn_init)(unsigned long);
/* Device close function
(*xdifn_close)(unsigned long);
/* Device ioctl function
(*xdifn_ioctl)(unsigned long, int, void *);

*/
*/
*/

Every device driver must implement each of the functions listed in the device function
structure. These functions are described in Chapter 2.4.
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2.3 Device Driver Construction
You must compile your edited copy of the KwikNet board driver and each device driver
which you intend to use with KwikNet, be it your own or one provided by KADAK.
In order to compile a board driver or device driver, say DRIVER.C, the following header
files must be present in the same directory as file DRIVER.C and its header file DRIVER.H.
Alternatively, you may choose to define the path to the header files using compiler
switches or environment variables. Note that once you have built your KwikNet Library,
all of these header files except the driver file DRIVER.H will be present in the Treck
installation directory TRECK\INCLUDE and accessible via environment variable TRKPATH.
DRIVER.H
KN_LIB.H
KN_API.H
KN_COMN.H
KN_OSIF.H
KN_DVCIO.H
KNZZZCC.H

Device driver definitions (associated with DRIVER.C)
KwikNet Library Header File
KwikNet Application Programming Interface definitions
KwikNet Common Interface definitions
KwikNet OS Interface definitions
KwikNet device I/O access definitions
KwikNet compiler specific definitions

Header file KN_LIB.H is a copy of the KwikNet Library Header File from the directory in
which your KwikNet Library was created. This file is created as a byproduct of the
KwikNet Library construction process described in Chapter 3.1 of the KwikNet TCP/IP
Stack User's Guide.
Header files KN_API.H, KN_COMN.H, KN_OSIF.H and KN_DVCIO.H are the KwikNet files
with which all application modules must be compiled. These files will be found in
KwikNet installation directory TCPIP.
Header file KN_DVCIO.H is the KwikNet file which defines the device I/O macros used by
drivers to access device registers. These I/O macros expand to target and compiler
sensitive low level macros, functions, in-line code or C library calls.
Header file KNZZZCC.H is the compiler specific file which will be found in KwikNet
installation directory TOOLXXX, where XXX is KADAK's three character mnemonic for a
particular vendor's C tools.
If source file DRIVER.C makes calls to operating system service procedures, you must
also have access to all of the required operating system header files. In particular, the
KwikNet board drivers which are provided for use with AMX reference the same set of
AMX header files that your AMX application source modules would include.
You must also have access to your C library header files so that KwikNet header files can
reference some string and memory definitions.
With these header files in place, the board driver or device driver DRIVER.C can be
compiled exactly as described in Chapter 3.4 of the KwikNet TCP/IP Stack User's Guide.
The resulting board driver and device driver object modules must then be linked as part
of your application as described in Chapter 3.5 of the KwikNet TCP/IP Stack User's Guide.
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2.4 Device Driver Function Specifications
Every KwikNet device driver must provide the following functions.
dddd_prep
dddd_init
dddd_close
dddd_ioctl

Device preparation function
Device initialization function
Device close function
Device ioctl function

The following functions are also needed if you have a serial device driver which supports
a modem for which login scripts are required. These functions are common to all serial
device drivers which need modem scripting.
kn_mdmsopen
kn_mdmsclose
kn_mdmsread

Open a modem script
Close a modem script
Read next line of a modem script

The device preparation function must be public since it must be referenced by the
network device driver definition in your KwikNet Library. All other functions can be
hidden (static) since they can only be accessed by KwikNet through the driver's device
function structure (see Chapter 2.2).
For documentation purposes, the device driver functions are given names of the form
where dddd is an arbitrary mnemonic assigned to a specific device driver.

dddd_xxxx()

The ioctl function is treated as a special case since it serves many purposes. It is
described in general terms first. The general description is then followed by specific
descriptions of the ioctl function as it is called for each of the ioctl commands which it
must service.
The modem script functions are also a special case. Since these three functions are
shared by all serial device drivers, only one copy of each must exist. For this reason, it is
suggested that you add the code for these functions to your KwikNet board driver module.
In the function descriptions which follow, the style of presentation mirrors that used in
Chapters 4 and 5 of the KwikNet TCP/IP Stack User's Guide. However, a new topic
labeled Context is introduced which shows whether an application task or the KwikNet
Task is executing when the KwikNet network driver calls the particular device driver
function.
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dddd_prep

dddd_prep

Purpose

Device Preparation Function

Context

n

Setup

Structure definitions are in file KN_API.H.
#include "KN_LIB.H"
int dddd_prep(const struct knx_dvcdef *ddefp,
struct knx_dvcprep *prepp);

Description

The device preparation function must operate as described in Chapter 1.2.
This function is called whenever the network interface to which the device
driver is attached is opened for use.

KwikNet Task

n

Application Task

is a pointer to a KwikNet device definition structure. This structure,
described in detail in Chapter 2.2, gives your device preparation
function access to the device definition. The structure knx_dvcdef is
defined in file KN_API.H as follows:

Ddefp

struct knx_dvcdef {
const char *xdvcd_tag;

/* Network tag (<8 characters)
/* Device preparation function
KN_FNP_DVCPREP xdvcd_prep;
/* Device startup hook
KN_FNP_DVCHOOK xdvcd_hook;
/* A(Device parameter list)
const unsigned long *xdvcd_plistp;
};

*/
*/
*/
*/

is a pointer to a KwikNet device preparation structure. This
structure, described in detail in Chapter 2.2, is used to interconnect the
KwikNet network driver and your device driver. It provides a pointer to
the KwikNet network callback function which your device driver must
call. The structure knx_dvcprep is defined in file KN_API.H as
follows:

Prepp

struct knx_dvcprep {
/* A(Device function list)
const struct knx_dvcifn *xdvp_ifn;
unsigned long xdvp_id;
/* Device identifier
KN_NETDP xdvp_netdp;
/* Network descriptor pointer
/* Network callback function
int (*xdvp_callback)(void *, int, void *, int, void *);
};

Returns

*/
*/
*/
*/

If successful, a value of 0 is returned after the driver is prepared for use.
On failure, a non-zero error status is returned.
...more
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Returns

...continued
If successful, the following operations must have been completed prior to
return.
The device identifier must have been installed at prepp->xdvp_id. The
value that the device driver places in this field must uniquely identify a
single device among all the devices that the driver supports. This
parameter is usually a pointer to a device control block to be used by the
device driver to manage that device. However, the value could be an array
index, an I/O port address, a data pointer or any other value that can be
cast to reside in an unsigned long variable.
A pointer to the driver's device interface function list must have been
installed at prepp->xdvp_ifn. The pointer references a KwikNet device
function structure. This structure, described in detail in Chapter 2.2,
contains pointers to each of the four device functions which the KwikNet
network driver must subsequently access. The structure knx_dvcifn is
defined in file KN_API.H as follows:
struct knx_dvcifn {
int
int
int
};

/* Device initialization function */
(*xdifn_init)(unsigned long);
/* Device close function
*/
(*xdifn_close)(unsigned long);
/* Device ioctl function
*/
(*xdifn_ioctl)(unsigned long, int, void *);

A copy of parameter prepp must have been saved by the function.
Parameter prepp is usually saved in the device control block. Pointer
prepp must be presented by the device driver as a parameter in its
subsequent calls to the KwikNet network callback function referenced in
structure knx_dvcprep.
The preparation function is free to use the information in the device
definition structure as it sees fit. In general, the relevant parameters from
the device parameter list referenced by ddefp->xdvcd_plistp should be
copied to device driver storage.
Then, if a device startup hook is supported and hook parameter
is present (not (KN_FNP_DVCHOOK)0L), the hook
function should be called giving the application an opportunity to adjust
the driver's operational parameters. The device startup hook is called as
described in Appendix A.2.

ddefp->xdvcd_hook
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dddd_init

dddd_init

Purpose

Device Initialization Function

Context

n

Setup

Structure definitions are in file KN_API.H.
#include "KN_LIB.H"
int dddd_init(unsigned long devid);

Description

The device initialization function must operate as described in
Chapter 1.2. This function is called whenever the network interface to
which the device driver is attached is opened for use. It is called after the
driver's device preparation function has been called.

KwikNet Task

n

Application Task

is the device identifier stored in the KwikNet device preparation
structure by the device preparation function.

Devid

44

Returns

If successful, a value of 0 is returned after the device is initialized.
On failure, a non-zero error status is returned.

Restriction

If the device driver cannot successfully initialize the device, it must leave
the device interface in a closed condition.

Note

This is the first device function which the KwikNet network driver calls
after having prepared the device for use by calling device preparation
function dddd_prep().

See Also

dddd_prep(), dddd_close()
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dddd_close

dddd_close

Purpose

Device Close Function

Context

n

Setup

Structure definitions are in file KN_API.H.
#include "KN_LIB.H"
int dddd_close(unsigned long devid);

Description

The device close function must operate as described in Chapter 1.2. This
function is called whenever the network interface to which the device
driver is attached is closed and no longer available for use. All device
operations must be stopped. All device interrupt sources must be disabled.
The original content of all device interrupt vectors used by the device
driver should be restored if possible. All RT/OS and memory resources
used by the device driver must be released.

KwikNet Task

n

Application Task

is the device identifier stored in the KwikNet device preparation
structure by the device preparation function.

Devid

Returns

If successful, a value of 0 is returned after the device is closed.
On failure, a non-zero error status is returned.

Restriction

If this function reports failure, the KwikNet TCP/IP Stack will continue to
operate even though the device and its interrupt sources may not have
been properly stopped.

Note

Once this close function has been called, the KwikNet network driver will
not call any of the device driver's functions again until your application
calls KwikNet procedure kn_ifopen() to reopen the network interface.

See Also

dddd_prep(), dddd_init()
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dddd_ioctl

dddd_ioctl

Purpose

Device I/O Control Function

Context

n

Setup

Structure definitions are in file KN_API.H.
#include "KN_LIB.H"
int dddd_ioctl(unsigned long devid, int cmd, void *ptr);

Description

The device ioctl function must operate as described in Chapter 1.2. The
general calling convention is described below. Detailed descriptions of
specific ioctl commands are provided on subsequent pages.

KwikNet Task

n

Application Task

is the device identifier stored in the KwikNet device preparation
structure by the device preparation function.

Devid

is an integer value which specifies the ioctl command of interest. This
parameter must be one of the following values:

Cmd

KN_IOC_TXSTART
Start transmission
KN_IOC_GETSTATUS
Get device status
KN_IOC_GETNAME
Get device's descriptive name
KN_IOC_xETSPEED
Get/Set device line speed
KN_IOC_STATS
Generate statistics summary
KN_IOC_ETHERADR
Get Ethernet hardware address
KN_IOC_MCAST_CLEAR
Clear all multicast addresses
KN_IOC_MCAST_SET
Set one multicast address
KN_IOC_MCAST_SETLIST Set one or more multicast addresses
KN_IOC_MCAST_SETALL Set every multicast address
KN_IOC_xETFCHAR
Get/Set protocol framing character
KN_IOC_MODEMSIG
Adjust modem control signals (modem)
KN_IOC_MODEMUSE
Sense modem use (activity)
(modem)
└─ xET can be either GET or SET

is a command dependent pointer parameter. If the command does not
require this parameter, ptr will be NULL. This parameter can be used to
pass non-pointer values. The appropriate type casts must be used when
interpreting the parameter.

Ptr

Returns

If successful, a value of 0 or an ioctl command specific value is returned.
On failure, a negative error status is returned.
...more
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Returns

...continued
On failure, one of the following error status codes is returned.
KN_DER_BADID
KN_DER_BADPARAM
KN_DER_BADMODE
KN_DER_NOSUPPORT
KN_DER_DEVICE
KN_DER_NOTAVAIL

Invalid device id
Invalid parameter
Invalid operation in current operating mode
Ioctl command is not supported
Device specific error occurred
Requested data is not currently available

If any ioctl command other than those listed for parameter cmd is
presented to the device ioctl function, the error coded KN_DER_NOSUPPORT
must be returned to the caller.
Note

All device drivers must support the following commands:
KN_IOC_TXSTART
KN_IOC_GETSTATUS
KN_IOC_GETNAME
KN_IOC_GETSPEED

Support for the following commands is optional:
KN_IOC_SETSPEED
KN_IOC_STATS

Only Ethernet device drivers must support command KN_IOC_ETHERADR.
Ethernet drivers which allow multicast operations must also support the
multicast commands:
KN_IOC_MCAST_CLEAR
KN_IOC_MCAST_SET and/or KN_IOC_MCAST_SETLIST
KN_IOC_MCAST_SETALL

Only serial device drivers must support commands KN_IOC_xETFCHAR.
Serial device drivers which allow modem connections must support the
modem commands:
KN_IOC_MODEMSIG
KN_IOC_MODEMUSE
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dddd_ioctl (tx start)

dddd_ioctl (tx start)

Purpose

Start Packet Transmission (I/O Control Function)

Context

n

Setup

Structure definitions are in file KN_API.H.
#include "KN_LIB.H"
int dddd_ioctl(unsigned long devid, int cmd, void *ptr);

Description

All device drivers must implement this ioctl command.

KwikNet Task

n

Application Task

The device driver must initiate packet transmission if not already actively
engaged in the delivery of data packets to the network. If necessary, the
device driver must call the network callback function to get the next
packet buffer to be transmitted.
is the device identifier stored in the KwikNet device preparation
structure by the device preparation function.

Devid

Returns

Cmd

is the ioctl command value KN_IOC_TXSTART.

Ptr

is unused. Its value will be NULL.

If successful, a value of 0 is returned.
On failure, one of the following error status codes is returned:
KN_DER_BADID
Invalid device id
KN_DER_BADMODE
Invalid operation in current operating mode
KN_DER_DEVICE
Device specific error occurred
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Note

If a serial device driver supports modem operations, the network driver
will issue this ioctl command to transmit strings to the modem. Once the
modem connection has been established, subsequent calls will be requests
to transmit data packets on the network.

See Also

dddd_ioctl()
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dddd_ioctl (status)

dddd_ioctl (status)

Purpose

Get Device Status (I/O Control Function)

Context

n

Setup

Structure definitions are in file KN_API.H.
#include "KN_LIB.H"
int dddd_ioctl(unsigned long devid, int cmd, void *ptr);

Description

All device drivers must implement this ioctl command.

KwikNet Task

n

Application Task

is the device identifier stored in the KwikNet device preparation
structure by the device preparation function.

Devid

Cmd

is the ioctl command value KN_IOC_GETSTATUS.

is a pointer to storage for the device status which will be returned to
the caller. The device status is an unsigned integer in which each bit is
a boolean indicator. The defined indicators are listed below. All
unused bits in the status value must be 0.

Ptr

KN_DD_READY

Device is ready for use

(0/1 = no/yes)

Bit KN_DD_READY is set by the device driver's initialization function
once the device is ready for use. This bit should be reset if at any time
the device becomes unusable.
Returns

If successful, a value of 0 is returned and the device status is stored as an
unsigned integer at *(unsigned int *)ptr.
On failure, one of the following error status codes is returned:
Invalid device id
Invalid parameter
Device specific error occurred

KN_DER_BADID
KN_DER_BADPARAM
KN_DER_DEVICE

See Also

dddd_ioctl()
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dddd_ioctl (name)

dddd_ioctl (name)

Purpose

Get Device Descriptive Name (I/O Control Function)

Context

n

Setup

Structure definitions are in file KN_API.H.
#include "KN_LIB.H"
int dddd_ioctl(unsigned long devid, int cmd, void *ptr);

Description

All device drivers must implement this ioctl command.

KwikNet Task

n

Application Task

is the device identifier stored in the KwikNet device preparation
structure by the device preparation function.

Devid

Cmd

is the ioctl command value KN_IOC_GETNAME.

is a pointer to storage for a pointer to a character string which
provides a brief description of the device. The character string must be
terminated by a '\0' byte. The string must be constant.

Ptr

Returns

If successful, a value of 0 is returned and a pointer to the device's name
string is stored at *(const char **)ptr.
On failure, one of the following error status codes is returned:
KN_DER_BADID
Invalid device id
KN_DER_BADPARAM
Invalid parameter

See Also
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dddd_ioctl (speed)

dddd_ioctl (speed)

Purpose

Get/Set Device Line Speed (I/O Control Function)

Context

n

Setup

Structure definitions are in file KN_API.H.
#include "KN_LIB.H"
int dddd_ioctl(unsigned long devid, int cmd, void *ptr);

Description

All device drivers must implement the ioctl command KN_IOC_GETSPEED.
Implementation of ioctl command KN_IOC_SETSPEED is optional.

KwikNet Task

n

Application Task

The device ioctl function must provide KwikNet with the device line speed
for presentation in network statistics summaries generated by KwikNet. For
Ethernet device drivers, the line speed is measured in bits per second. For
serial device drivers, the unit of measure is the baud.
The ability to alter the line speed is not a feature required by KwikNet. It is
included for completeness.
is the device identifier stored in the KwikNet device preparation
structure by the device preparation function.

Devid

Cmd is one of the following ioctl command values:
KN_IOC_GETSPEED
Get current line speed
KN_IOC_SETSPEED
Set line speed
Ptr is a pointer to
ptr is a pointer

an unsigned long value. If cmd is KN_IOC_GETSPEED,
to storage into which the ioctl function must write the
device's current line speed value. If cmd is KN_IOC_SETSPEED, ptr is a
pointer to the desired line speed to which the device must be adjusted.

Returns

If successful, a value of 0 is returned. If the ioctl command is
KN_IOC_GETSPEED, the current device line speed must have been stored as
an unsigned long value at *(unsigned long *)ptr. If the ioctl
command is KN_IOC_SETSPEED, the device line speed must have been
adjusted to the value specified by the unsigned long value at *(unsigned
long *)ptr.
On failure, one of the following error status codes is returned:
KN_DER_BADID
Invalid device id
KN_DER_BADPARAM
Invalid parameter
KN_DER_DEVICE
Device specific error occurred
KN_DER_NOSUPPORT
Ioctl command is not supported (set speed only)

See Also

dddd_ioctl()
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dddd_ioctl (stats)

dddd_ioctl (stats)

Purpose

Generate Device Statistics Summary (I/O Control Function)

Context

n

Setup

Structure definitions are in file KN_API.H.
#include "KN_LIB.H"
int dddd_ioctl(unsigned long devid, int cmd, void *ptr);

Description

Implementation of this ioctl command is optional.

KwikNet Task

n

Application Task

The device ioctl function can issue a series of calls to the KwikNet logging
function kn_dprintf() to record a summary of events which have been
detected by the device driver since its initial preparation. The logging
function is described in Chapter 1.6 of the KwikNet TCP/IP Stack User's
Guide. The messages should be of severity KN_PA_INFO and class
KN_PA_STATS. The message source should be identified as KN_PA_DVC.
is the device identifier stored in the KwikNet device preparation
structure by the device preparation function.

Devid

Returns

Cmd

is the ioctl command value KN_IOC_STATS.

Ptr

is unused. Its value will be NULL.

If successful, a value of 0 is returned.
On failure, one of the following error status codes is returned:
Invalid device id
Ioctl command is not supported

KN_DER_BADID
KN_DER_NOSUPPORT

Examples

See function kn_de220_stats() in the DE220 Ethernet device driver
module DE220.C.
See function kn_ns8250_stats() in the NS8250 serial device driver
module NS8250.C.

See Also
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dddd_ioctl (ether)

dddd_ioctl (ether)

Purpose

Get Ethernet Hardware Address (I/O Control Function)

Context

n

Setup

Structure definitions are in file KN_API.H.
#include "KN_LIB.H"
int dddd_ioctl(unsigned long devid, int cmd, void *ptr);

Description

An Ethernet device ioctl function must return the Ethernet hardware
address for the Ethernet controller managed by the device driver.

KwikNet Task

n

Application Task

Serial device drivers must ignore this ioctl command.
is the device identifier stored in the KwikNet device preparation
structure by the device preparation function.

Devid

Cmd

is the ioctl command value KN_IOC_ETHERADR.

is a pointer to six bytes of sequential storage into which the device
driver must store the Ethernet hardware address. The hardware address
must be stored in net endian form.

Ptr

Returns

If successful, a value of 0 is returned and the hardware address will reside
in the six bytes of storage located at *(unsigned char *)ptr.
On failure, one of the following error status codes is returned:
KN_DER_BADID
Invalid device id
KN_DER_BADPARAM
Invalid parameter
KN_DER_DEVICE
Device specific error occurred
KN_DER_NOSUPPORT
Ioctl command is not supported
(serial device only)

See Also

dddd_ioctl()
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dddd_ioctl (frame char)

dddd_ioctl (frame char)

Purpose

Get/Set Protocol Framing Character (I/O Control Function)

Context

n

Setup

Structure definitions are in file KN_API.H.
#include "KN_LIB.H"
int dddd_ioctl(unsigned long devid, int cmd, void *ptr);

Description

A serial device ioctl function must accept or return the protocol framing
character. This function is provided to identify the framing character used
by the SLIP or PPP protocols or by the KwikNet Modem Driver. The
device driver does not have to use the framing character. However, it may
be able to improve the operation of its packet reception handling by being
able to detect the end of received data blocks.

KwikNet Task

n

Application Task

Ethernet device drivers must ignore this ioctl command.
is the device identifier stored in the KwikNet device preparation
structure by the device preparation function.

Devid

Cmd is one of the following ioctl command values:
KN_IOC_GETFCHAR
Get protocol framing character
KN_IOC_SETFCHAR
Set protocol framing character
Ptr is a pointer to an
KN_IOC_GETFCHAR, ptr is

unsigned character value.
If cmd is
a pointer to storage for a copy of the device
driver's current framing character. If cmd is KN_IOC_SETFCHAR, ptr is
a pointer to the framing character which the device driver must fetch
and save, even if it is not used by the device driver.

Returns

If successful, a value of 0 is returned. If the ioctl command is
KN_IOC_GETFHAR, the current framing character must have been stored as
an unsigned character value at *(unsigned char *)ptr. If the ioctl
command is KN_IOC_SETFCHAR, the device driver's framing character must
have been replaced by the unsigned character value from memory at
*(unsigned char *)ptr.
On failure, one of the following error status codes is returned:
Invalid device id
Invalid parameter
Ioctl command is not supported
(Ethernet device only)

KN_DER_BADID
KN_DER_BADPARAM
KN_DER_NOSUPPORT
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Note

The framing characters used by KwikNet are as follows:
Protocols
Modems
0x7E
PPP
0x0A '\n'
Modem Driver
0xC0
SLIP
0x54 'T'
Windows direct connection

See Also

dddd_ioctl()
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dddd_ioctl (modem sig)

dddd_ioctl (modem sig)

Purpose

Get/Set Modem Signals (I/O Control Function)

Context

n

Setup

Structure definitions are in file KN_API.H.
#include "KN_LIB.H"
int dddd_ioctl(unsigned long devid, int cmd, void *ptr);

Description

A serial device ioctl function which supports a modem connection to the
network must allow KwikNet to read and alter the modem control signals.

KwikNet Task

n

Application Task

Ethernet device drivers must ignore this ioctl command. Serial drivers
which do not support modem operations can also ignore this ioctl
command.
is the device identifier stored in the KwikNet device preparation
structure by the device preparation function.

Devid

Cmd

is the ioctl command value KN_IOC_MODEMSIG.

is a pointer to a modem control structure. The structure knx_mdmctrl
is defined in file KN_API.H as follows:

Ptr

struct knx_mdmctrl {
unsigned int xmdmc_mask;
unsigned int xmdmc_value;
unsigned int xmdmc_state;
int
xmdmc_rsv1;
};

/*
/*
/*
/*

Modem signal
Modem signal
Modem signal
Reserved for

mask
new values
old values
alignment

*/
*/
*/
*/

On entry, ptr->xmdmc_mask is a bit mask identifying the modem
control signals of interest. If the caller only wants to read the current
state of the modem control signals, this parameter will be set to 0.
On entry, ptr->xmdmc_value is a bit mask identifying the desired state
of the modem control signals specified by mask ptr->xmdmc_mask. If
the signal mask is 0, this parameter must be ignored.
Upon return, structure member ptr->xmdmc_state will provide the
state of all of the modem control signals prior to the call.
...more
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Description

...continued
The following bit masks are used to identify modem signals. If the
masked bit is 0, the modem signal is false. If the masked bit is 1, the
modem signal is true.
KN_MDM_RTS
KN_MDM_CTS
KN_MDM_DTR
KN_MDM_DSR
KN_MDM_CD
KN_MDM_RI

Returns

Request to send
Clear to send
Data terminal ready
Data set ready
Carrier detect
Ring indicator

If successful, a value of 0 is returned. If ptr->xmdmc_mask is non-zero,
the modem signals specified by the bits in this mask will be adjusted to the
values indicated by the corresponding signal bits in ptr->xmdmc_value.
Structure member ptr->xmdmc_state will have been updated to reflect
the state of all of the modem control signals prior to the call.
On failure, one of the following error status codes is returned:
Invalid device id
Invalid parameter
Device specific error occurred
Ioctl command is not supported

KN_DER_BADID
KN_DER_BADPARAM
KN_DER_DEVICE
KN_DER_NOSUPPORT
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Note

The KwikNet Modem Driver will only call this function to read the state of
the Carrier Detect (KN_MDM_CD) signal and to write the state of the Data
Terminal Ready (KN_MDM_DTR) signal. Support for all other modem
signals is optional.

See Also

dddd_ioctl()
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dddd_ioctl (modem use)

dddd_ioctl (modem use)

Purpose

Sense Modem Use (I/O Control Function)

Context

n

Setup

Structure definitions are in file KN_API.H.
#include "KN_LIB.H"
int dddd_ioctl(unsigned long devid, int cmd, void *ptr);

Description

A serial device ioctl function which supports a modem connection to the
network must allow KwikNet to sense activity on the modem. The device
driver must monitor modem activity to detect transmissions, receptions
and transitions in modem signals. Any of these events cause the activity
status to become true. The activity status is always reset to false when this
ioctl command is serviced.

KwikNet Task

n

Application Task

Ethernet device drivers must ignore this ioctl command. Serial drivers
which do not support modem operations can also ignore this ioctl
command.
is the device identifier stored in the KwikNet device preparation
structure by the device preparation function.

Devid

Returns

Cmd

is the ioctl command value KN_IOC_MODEMUSE.

Ptr

is unused. Its value will be NULL.

If the modem has been inactive, a value of 0 is returned.
If the modem has been active, a value of 1 is returned.
In either case, the modem activity monitor is reset to false prior to return.
On failure, one of the following error status codes is returned:
Invalid device id
Ioctl command is not supported

KN_DER_BADID
KN_DER_NOSUPPORT

See Also

dddd_ioctl()
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kn_mdmsopen

kn_mdmsopen

Purpose

Open a Modem Login Script

Context

n

Setup

Structure definitions are in file KN_API.H.
#include "KN_LIB.H"
int kn_mdmsopen(KN_NETDP netdp, int role);

Description

If any serial device driver supports a modem connection to the network
and a modem login script is required for dialing or answering, you must
implement function kn_mdmsopen().

KwikNet Task

n

Application Task

is the network descriptor pointer which identifies the network of
interest. The driver must select the login script needed for that
particular network. This parameter can be ignored if you only have to
provide a login script for one network.

Netdp

is an integer value which identifies the type of login script to be
opened. This parameter can be ignored if you never have to support
both dialing and answering on the same network. Role will be one of
the following values:
KN_MDM_CLIENT
Open a client login script for dialing
KN_MDM_SERVER
Open a server login script for answering

Role

58

Returns

If no script is necessary, the value 0 is returned.
If a script is required, but is inaccessible, the value -1 is returned.
If a script is ready for access, a value n > 0 is returned.
The value n must be a unique script identifier. It will be used in
subsequent calls to your script read and close functions.

Note

The modem script functions must maintain a script text pointer or text line
index which can be used to access each sequential line of text from the
script. Whenever the script is opened, this line control variable must be
reset to the beginning of the script.

See Also

kn_mdmsread(), kn_mdmsclose
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kn_mdmsread

kn_mdmsread

Purpose

Read the Next Line of a Modem Login Script

Context

n

Setup

Structure definitions are in file KN_API.H.
#include "KN_LIB.H"
int kn_mdmsread(int scriptid, char *bufferp, int bufsize);

Description

If any serial device driver supports a modem connection to the network
and a modem login script is required for dialing or answering, you must
implement function kn_mdmsread().

KwikNet Task

n

Application Task

is the positive, non-zero script identifier provided by your script
open function kn_mdmsopen(). This parameter identifies the login
script from which the next line of script text is to be read.

Scriptid

Bufferp

is a pointer to a storage for one line of script text.

is number of bytes of storage provided by the caller in the
character buffer referenced by parameter bufferp.

Bufsize

Returns

The next available line of text from the script must be transferred to the
storage buffer referenced by parameter bufferp. The text line must
include a terminating character of '\0'. A count of the number of
characters transferred to the buffer, including the terminating '\0'
character, must be returned to the caller.
When the end of the script is reached, the count value 0 must be returned.
If the next line of text from the script cannot be provided to the caller, for
any reason, the count value of -1 must be returned.

Note

The modem script functions must maintain a script text pointer or text line
index which can be used to access each sequential line of text from the
script. Whenever a line of text is read from the script, this line control
variable must be advanced beyond the line just read.

See Also

kn_mdmsopen(), kn_mdmsclose
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kn_mdmsclose

kn_mdmsclose

Purpose

Close a Modem Login Script

Context

n

Setup

Structure definitions are in file KN_API.H.
#include "KN_LIB.H"
int kn_mdmsclose(int scriptid);

Description

If any serial device driver supports a modem connection to the network
and a modem login script is required for dialing or answering, you must
implement function kn_mdmsclose().

KwikNet Task

n

Application Task

is the positive, non-zero script identifier provided by your script
open function kn_mdmsopen(). This parameter identifies the login
script which is to be closed.

Scriptid
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Returns

If the script is successfully closed, the value 0 is returned.
If the script cannot be closed, the value -1 is returned.

Note

The modem script functions must maintain a script text pointer or text line
index which can be used to access each sequential line of text from the
script. Whenever the script is closed, this line control variable must be
adjusted to preclude subsequent reads from the script until the script is
opened again.

See Also

kn_mdmsread(), kn_mdmsopen
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dddd_ioctl (multicast clear)

dddd_ioctl (multicast clear)

Purpose

Clear All Multicast Ethernet Addresses (I/O Control Function)

Context

n

Setup

Structure definitions are in file KN_API.H.
#include "KN_LIB.H"
int dddd_ioctl(unsigned long devid, int cmd, void *ptr);

Description

An Ethernet device driver which supports multicast must implement this
ioctl function to allow KwikNet to clear (remove) all multicast Ethernet
addresses currently registered within the Ethernet controller.

KwikNet Task

n

Application Task

Serial device drivers must ignore this ioctl command.
is the device identifier stored in the KwikNet device preparation
structure by the device preparation function.

Devid

Returns

Cmd

is the ioctl command value KN_IOC_MCAST_CLEAR.

Ptr

is unused. Its value will be NULL.

If successful, a value of 0 is returned and the Ethernet controller will no
longer respond to any multicast Ethernet address.
On failure, one of the following error status codes is returned:
KN_DER_BADID
Invalid device id
KN_DER_BADPARAM
Invalid parameter
KN_DER_DEVICE
Device specific error occurred
KN_DER_NOSUPPORT
Ioctl command is not supported
(serial device or
Ethernet multicast not supported)

See Also

dddd_ioctl()
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dddd_ioctl (multicast set)

dddd_ioctl (multicast set)

Purpose

Set One Multicast Ethernet Address (I/O Control Function)

Context

n

Setup

Structure definitions are in file KN_API.H.
#include "KN_LIB.H"
int dddd_ioctl(unsigned long devid, int cmd, void *ptr);

Description

An Ethernet device driver which supports multicast may implement this
ioctl function to allow KwikNet to add a specific multicast Ethernet address
to the collection of such addresses already registered within the Ethernet
controller. If this ioctl function is not supported, the device driver must
implement the KN_IOC_MCAST_SETLIST ioctl command.

KwikNet Task

n

Application Task

Serial device drivers must ignore this ioctl command.
is the device identifier stored in the KwikNet device preparation
structure by the device preparation function.

Devid

Cmd

is the ioctl command value KN_IOC_MCAST_SET.

is a pointer to six bytes of sequential storage containing the multicast
Ethernet address to be registered. The multicast address is stored in net
endian form.

Ptr

Returns

If successful, a value of 0 is returned and the Ethernet controller will begin
to respond to the specified multicast Ethernet address.
On failure, one of the following error status codes is returned:
Invalid device id
Invalid parameter
Device specific error occurred
Ioctl command is not supported
(serial device only)

KN_DER_BADID
KN_DER_BADPARAM
KN_DER_DEVICE
KN_DER_NOSUPPORT
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Note

Although a specific multicast Ethernet address is identified, the Ethernet
controller may actually respond to range of multicast addresses, including
the one of interest. The KwikNet network driver will filter the datagrams
from these unexpected multicast addresses.

See Also

dddd_ioctl()
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dddd_ioctl (multicast list)

dddd_ioctl (multicast list)

Purpose

Install a Set of Multicast Ethernet Addresses (I/O Control Function)

Context

n

Setup

Structure definitions are in file KN_API.H.
#include "KN_LIB.H"
int dddd_ioctl(unsigned long devid, int cmd, void *ptr);

Description

An Ethernet device driver which supports multicast may implement this
ioctl function to allow KwikNet to install a set of one or more specific
multicast Ethernet addresses to which the Ethernet controller must
respond. This function must replace the current list of multicast addresses
supported by the Ethernet controller with the new list presented by the
caller. If this ioctl function is not supported, the device driver must
implement the KN_IOC_MCAST_SET ioctl command.

KwikNet Task

n

Application Task

Serial device drivers must ignore this ioctl command.
is the device identifier stored in the KwikNet device preparation
structure by the device preparation function.

Devid

Cmd

is the ioctl command value KN_IOC_MCAST_SET_LIST.

Ptr

is a pointer to a structure which can be defined as follows.

struct mcast_list {
long
naddr;
const unsigned char *addrp;
};

/* Number of addresses
/* List of addresses

*/
*/

Structure member naddr specifies the number of multicast Ethernet
addresses to be installed. The addresses are stored in memory starting
at the address specified by structure member addrp. Each multicast
address is a six byte value stored in sequential bytes in net endian form.
Returns

If successful, a value of 0 is returned and the Ethernet controller will begin
to respond to all of the specified multicast Ethernet addresses.
...more
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Returns

...continued
On failure, one of the following error status codes is returned:
Invalid device id
Invalid parameter
Device specific error occurred
Ioctl command is not supported
(serial device or
Ethernet multicast not supported or
List feature not supported)

KN_DER_BADID
KN_DER_BADPARAM
KN_DER_DEVICE
KN_DER_NOSUPPORT
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Note

Although specific multicast Ethernet addresses may be identified, the
Ethernet controller may actually respond to several ranges of multicast
addresses, including the addresses of interest. The KwikNet network driver
will filter the datagrams from these unexpected multicast addresses.

See Also

dddd_ioctl()
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dddd_ioctl (multicast setall)

dddd_ioctl (multicast setall)

Purpose

Set Every Multicast Ethernet Address (I/O Control Function)

Context

n

Setup

Structure definitions are in file KN_API.H.
#include "KN_LIB.H"
int dddd_ioctl(unsigned long devid, int cmd, void *ptr);

Description

An Ethernet device driver which supports multicast can implement this
ioctl function to allow KwikNet to adjust the Ethernet controller to respond
to all possible multicast Ethernet addresses. If the Ethernet controller does
not have such capability, ignore this ioctl command.

KwikNet Task

n

Application Task

Serial device drivers must ignore this ioctl command.
is the device identifier stored in the KwikNet device preparation
structure by the device preparation function.

Devid

Returns

Cmd

is the ioctl command value KN_IOC_MCAST_SETALL.

Ptr

is unused. Its value will be NULL.

If successful, a value of 0 is returned and the Ethernet controller will
respond to all possible multicast Ethernet addresses.
On failure, one of the following error status codes is returned:
KN_DER_BADID
Invalid device id
KN_DER_BADPARAM
Invalid parameter
KN_DER_DEVICE
Device specific error occurred
KN_DER_NOSUPPORT
Ioctl command is not supported
(serial device or
Ethernet multicast not supported or
Ethernet controller has no such capability)

See Also

dddd_ioctl()
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3. KwikNet Driver Service Procedures
3.1 Introduction to KwikNet Driver Services
provides a collection of service procedures which are of particular use when
writing device drivers for the KwikNet TCP/IP Stack. The following categories of services
are provided.
KwikNet

Memory Services
Common memory allocation services are used by KwikNet, its network drivers, its modem
driver and all device drivers. These procedures reside in the KwikNet Stack Services
Module KN_TRSVC.C in the KwikNet Library.
kn_msmalloc
kn_msgetzero
kn_msfree

Get a block of memory
Get a block of memory and zero fill the block
Release a block of memory

OS Services
Common operating system services are used by KwikNet, its network drivers, its modem
driver and all device drivers. These procedures reside in the KwikNet OS Services Module
KN_MAIN.C in the KwikNet Library.
kn_ospostfn
kn_ostimerprep
kn_ostimer

Post a function for execution by the KwikNet Task
Prepare a timer for use or release a timer after use
Start or stop a timer function

Board Services
Board services are provided for use by device drivers. These procedures are located in
the board driver modules provided with KwikNet. Each board driver module contains
procedures which are both target hardware and operating system dependent. These
procedures inevitably require modification by you for your particular application.
kn_brdreset
kn_brddelay
kn_brdpoll

Reset (initialize) the board driver prior to use
Delay for a brief interval
Estimate a loop count for a short polling interval

kn_brdintlvl
kn_brdintsvc
kn_brdmodirq

Change current interrupt priority level
Install a device interrupt service handler
Enable or disable (modify) a device interrupt source

KwikNet Driver Service Procedures
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I/O Services
I/O services are used only by board drivers and device drivers. These services are
implemented as macros located in the KwikNet device I/O access header file KN_DVCIO.H.
The macros are target dependent and C compiler sensitive. The macros expand to in-line
assembly language statements, C code expansions or function calls. If functions are used,
they reside in the board driver or in the C run-time library. The macros reference devices
using port numbers or memory addresses according to the target processor selected.
IO_ADDR
kn_inX
kn_insX
kn_outX
kn_outsX

Derive an I/O port number or memory address
Read from an 8, 16 or 32 bit device port or memory address
Read string from an 8, 16 or 32 bit device port or memory address
Write to an 8, 16 or 32 bit device port or memory address
Write string to an 8, 16 or 32 bit device port or memory address

Callback Services
Callback services are used only by device drivers. There is a single callback function
provided by each network driver. The callback function is used to fetch a packet buffer
for transmission and to free the packet buffer for reuse once transmission is underway or
complete. For reception, the callback function is used to get a packet buffer from KwikNet
in order to record a data packet received from the network. The callback function is then
also used to deliver that packet buffer to KwikNet for processing.
Since callback functions are network dependent, they are found in each of the KwikNet
network drivers which reside in the KwikNet Library. Since they are not public, they can
only be accessed by the device driver indirectly through the Device Preparation Structure
knx_dvcprep. This structure is described in Chapter 2.2. A pointer to this structure is
presented to the driver's device preparation function dddd_prep() as described in
Chapter 2.4.
If prepp is a pointer to the device preparation structure, the network callback function is
accessed as follows:
(*prepp->xdvp_callback)()
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3.2 KwikNet Driver Services
The following list summarizes the KwikNet service procedures which are described in this
chapter. The descriptions are presented within each service class in the order in which
they are listed below.
Memory Services
kn_msmalloc
kn_msgetzero
kn_msfree

Get a block of memory
Get a block of memory and zero fill the block
Release a block of memory

OS Services
kn_ospostfn
kn_ostimerprep
kn_ostimer

Post a function for execution by the KwikNet Task
Prepare a timer for use or release a timer after use
Start or stop a timer function

Board Services
kn_brddelay
kn_brdintlvl
kn_brdintsvc
kn_brdmodirq
kn_brdpoll
kn_brdreset

Delay for a brief interval
Change current interrupt priority level
Install a device interrupt service handler
Enable or disable (modify) a device interrupt source
Estimate a loop count for a short polling interval
Reset (initialize) the board driver prior to use

I/O Services
IO_ADDR
kn_inX
kn_insX
kn_outX
kn_outsX

Derive an I/O port number or memory address
Read from an 8, 16 or 32 bit device port or memory address
Read string from an 8, 16 or 32 bit device port or memory address
Write to an 8, 16 or 32 bit device port or memory address
Write string to an 8, 16 or 32 bit device port or memory address

Callback Services
xdvp_callback
KN_DD_RXGETBUF
KN_DD_RXRECEIVE
KN_DD_TXGETBUF
KN_DD_TXFREE
KN_DD_UINITBLOCK
KN_DD_UFREEBLOCK
KN_DD_FAIL
KN_DD_EVENT

KwikNet Driver Service Procedures

Network callback function used to:
Get an Ethernet packet buffer or a serial data buffer for receive
Deliver or free a receive buffer
Get an Ethernet packet buffer or a serial data buffer for transmit
Free a transmit buffer
Initialize all serial driver transmit and receive data buffers
Release all serial driver transmit and receive data buffers
Declare a device interface failure
Report a significant device driver event
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Procedure Descriptions
The KwikNet service procedures described in this chapter follow the method of
presentation described in Chapter 4.6 in the KwikNet TCP/IP Stack User's Guide.
Each procedure description gives the procedure name at the extreme top right and left
with its service class (Memory, OS, Board or IO) shown in parentheses. Since the
network callback function cannot be called directly, it is not given a name and is
identified only by the command code used to identify each of the multiple purposes
which it serves.
The Used By topic has been modified to show the specific execution contexts in which
each procedure can be called. For example, in the following illustration, the box labeled
Interrupt Handler is left unfilled indicating that a device interrupt handler is not permitted to
call that particular service procedure.
Used By

n

KwikNet Task

n

Application Task

o

Interrupt Handler

In some cases, the interrupt handling rules are different for Ethernet and serial device
drivers. For example, the following illustration indicates that the interrupt handler for an
Ethernet device driver must not call the service procedure but a serial device driver's
interrupt handler can.
Used By
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n

KwikNet Task

n

Application Task

Interrupt Handler (

KADAK

o

Ethernet

n

Serial )
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(Memory) kn_msmalloc
(Memory) kn_msgetzero
(Memory) kn_msfree

kn_msmalloc (Memory)
kn_msgetzero (Memory)
kn_msfree (Memory)

Purpose

Get a Block of Memory

Used By

n

Setup

#include "KN_LIB.H"
void *kn_msmalloc(unsigned int memsize);
void *kn_msgetzero(unsigned int memsize);

Description

Memsize

Returns

If memory is available, a pointer to a long aligned block of memsize bytes
of memory will be returned to the caller. If kn_msgetzero() is called, all
bytes in the memory block will have been filled with the value 0x00.
Otherwise the memory block content is undefined.

KwikNet Task

n

Application Task

o

Interrupt Handler

is an unsigned integer which specifies the number of bytes of
memory which the caller wishes to allocate.

If memsize bytes of memory are not available, the pointer value NULL is
returned.
Restriction

If the memory block is to be zeroed prior to return, this procedure should
not be used to allocate large blocks of memory.

Restriction

Note that memsize is an unsigned integer which limits allocation to 65535
bytes on 16-bit processors.

Purpose

Release a Block of Memory

Used By

n

Setup

#include "KN_LIB.H"
void kn_msfree(void *memptr);

Description

Memptr

Returns

Nothing

KwikNet Task

n

Application Task

o

Interrupt Handler

is a pointer to a block of memory previously allocated with a call
to procedure kn_msmalloc() or kn_msgetzero().

The block of memory referenced by pointer memptr is released and made
available for reuse.
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(OS) kn_ospostfn

kn_ospostfn (OS)

Purpose

Post a Function for Execution by the KwikNet Task

Used By

n

Setup

#include "KN_LIB.H"
int kn_ospostfn(void (*fnptr)(unsigned long),
unsigned long param);

Description

Fnptr

KwikNet Task

n

Application Task

n

Interrupt Handler

is a pointer to a function which the caller wishes to have executed
by the KwikNet Task. Execution of the posted function may be deferred
until the KwikNet Task is able to execute and call the function.
is a parameter which the caller wishes to pass to the function which
it is posting. The call to the posted function by the KwikNet Task is
therefore of the form:

Param

(*fnptr)(param);

Returns

If the function is successfully posted, the value 0 is returned.
If the function cannot be posted for any reason, a non-zero error status is
returned.

Restriction

The posted function will be executed by the KwikNet Task at the earliest
opportunity.
If the caller is an interrupt handler, the KwikNet Task will execute the
posted function shortly after the interrupt service completes.
If the call is made from a device driver function being executed by the
network driver in the context of the KwikNet Task, then the posted function
will not be executed by the KwikNet Task until the network driver
completes the network transaction in progress.
If the call is made from a device driver function being executed by the
network driver in the context of an application task, then the posted
function may or may not be executed by the KwikNet Task prior to a return
from procedure kn_ospostfn(). The exact sequence of execution will
depend upon the characteristics of the underlying operating system. Some
multitasking operating systems such as KADAK's AMX will force an
immediate switch to the higher priority KwikNet Task if the task is capable
of handling the request at that instant.

See Also
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(OS) kn_ostimer

kn_ostimer (OS)

Purpose

Start or Stop a Timer Function

Used By

n

Setup

#include "KN_LIB.H"
int kn_ostimer(struct knx_tmblock *timerp,
void (*fnptr)(unsigned long),
unsigned long param, unsigned long interval);

Description

Timerp

KwikNet Task

n

Application Task

n

Interrupt Handler

is a pointer to a timer block which was previously allocated by a
call to kn_ostimerprep(). The timer block structure is defined in file
KN_API.H.

is a pointer to a timer function to be executed by the KwikNet Task
after the requested interval has elapsed. If the timer is being stopped,
fnptr should be set to KN_DD_NULLFN.

Fnptr

is a parameter which the caller wishes to pass to the timer function
whenever it is executed. If the timer is being stopped, param should be
set to 0L. The call to the timer function by the KwikNet Task is of the
form:

Param

(*fnptr)(param);

is an unsigned long value used to specify the timer duration in
milliseconds. The least significant 31 bits of interval specify the
timer duration. The maximum interval is approximately 24 days.

Interval

The most significant bit of parameter interval defines the timer type.
If the bit is 0, the timer function is executed once when the timer
expires. If the bit is 1, the timer is periodic. Each time the timer
expires, the timer is restarted with the given period and the timer
function is executed. You can specify a periodic timer by ORing the
desired timer period with the value KN_DD_PERIODIC.
If parameter interval is 0L, the timer specified by parameter timerp
will be stopped.
Returns

If the timer is successfully started or stopped, the value 0 is returned.
If the timer cannot be started or stopped for any reason, a non-zero error
status is returned.

Note

A KwikNet timer can be restarted without first being stopped.

See Also

kn_ostimerprep()
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(OS) kn_ostimerprep

kn_ostimerprep (OS)

Purpose

Prepare / Release a KwikNet Timer

Used By

n

Setup

#include "KN_LIB.H"
int kn_ostimerprep(struct knx_tmblock **timerpp);

Description

Timerpp

KwikNet Task

n

Application Task

o

Interrupt Handler

is a pointer to storage for a pointer to a KwikNet timer block. The
timer block structure is defined in file KN_API.H.

Set *timerpp to NULL to request the allocation of a KwikNet timer block for
use by the device driver.
If *timerpp references a timer block previously allocated by this function,
the timer block will be released. In this case, the driver must make no
further references to the timer block.
Returns

If a timer block is successfully allocated, the value 0 is returned.
A pointer to the timer block will be stored at *timerpp.
If a timer block cannot be allocated, the error status KN_ERNOMEM is
returned and the storage at *timerpp is left unaltered.
If a timer block is released, the value 0 is returned.
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Restriction

You must stop a KwikNet timer before releasing the timer block.

See Also

kn_ostimer()
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(Board) kn_brddelay

kn_brddelay (Board)

Purpose

Delay for a Short Interval

Used By

n

Setup

#include "KN_LIB.H"
void kn_brddelay(int n);

Description

N

KwikNet Task

n

Application Task

n

Interrupt Handler

is the delay interval measured in microseconds.

Use this procedure to generate a software delay loop of approximately n
microseconds.
Returns

Nothing

Restriction

Interrupt handlers should never delay for more than a few microseconds.
Applications must not use this procedure to delay for long intervals. In a
multitasking system, all tasks of lower priority will be blocked while this
procedure spins.

See Also

kn_brdpoll()
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(Board) kn_brdintlvl

kn_brdintlvl (Board)

Purpose

Change Current Interrupt Priority Level

Used By

n

Setup

#include "KN_LIB.H"
unsigned long kn_brdintlvl(unsigned long priority);

Description

Priority

KwikNet Task

n

Application Task

n

Interrupt Handler

is the interrupt priority level at which a section of code must
execute.

When entering an interrupt sensitive section of code, parameter priority
defines the required interrupt priority level of the code region into which
the caller is about to venture. In this case, the procedure returns the
interrupt priority level of the region of code from which the caller just
came and to which the caller must eventually return.
When leaving an interrupt sensitive section of code, parameter priority
defines the interrupt priority level of the code region to which the caller is
about to return. In this case, the procedure returns the interrupt priority
level of the critical region of code which the caller is leaving.
Allowable interrupt priorities are determined by the underlying operating
system. It is assumed that at interrupt priority 0L, preemption by interrupt
handlers and other tasks is not permitted. It is also assumed that at
interrupt priority 0xFFFFFFFFL, preemption by interrupt handlers and
other tasks is possible. If your code must execute at a priority somewhere
between these two extremes, you must review the KwikNet board driver to
see if the operating system can meet your requirement.
Returns

Upon return, the caller will be executing code at the interrupt priority level
determined by parameter priority. This procedure returns the value of
the interrupt priority level which existed upon entry to the procedure.

Example

#include "KN_LIB.H"
/* Alter device operating mode
/* The change must be done as an indivisible operation

*/
*/

void new_mode(int dvc, int mode, int modebit)
{
unsigned long prevpr;
/* Previous interrupt priority*/
mode &= modebit;
/* Prep done outside region
prevpr = kn_brdintlvl(0L); /* Enter critical region

*/
*/

device_write(dvc, ((device_read(dvc) & ~modebit) | mode));
kn_brdintlvl(prevpr);
}
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(Board) kn_brdintsvc

kn_brdintsvc (Board)

Purpose

Install a Device Interrupt Service Handler

Used By

n

Setup

#include "KN_LIB.H"
void kn_brdintsvc(int irqid, void (*inthandler)(unsigned long),
unsigned long param);

KwikNet Task

n

Application Task

o

Interrupt Handler

or
void kn_brdintsvc(int irqid, int (*ispstem)(unsigned long),
void (*inthandler)(unsigned long),
unsigned long param);

Description

is an IRQ identifier, an integer which identifies the source of a
particular device interrupt request. The interpretation of this parameter
is completely board dependent as indicated in the notes.

Irqid

is a pointer to an interrupt handler, a function which must be
executed whenever the interrupt identified by parameter irqid occurs.
This function is a standard C procedure. It must not be declared with
the interrupt keyword (or equivalent) provided by some C compilers.
This function is called by the KwikNet procedure kn_isphandler() in
the board driver module.

Inthandler

If parameter inthandler is NULL, the current interrupt handler, if any,
previously installed by procedure kn_brdintsvc() for the interrupt
identified by parameter irqid will be removed.
is a parameter which must be presented to the interrupt handler
function whenever it is executed. The call to the interrupt handler is
therefore of the form:

Param

(*inthandler)(param);

is a pointer to a device driver function which will be called by
the common ISP stem procedure located in the board driver module.
The ISP stem provides the unique kind of interrupt service required by
versions of AMX, such as AMX PPC32, which never inhibit interrupts.

Ispstem

This function is a standard C procedure. It must not be declared with
the interrupt keyword (or equivalent) provided by some C compilers.
It must operate according to the rules for ISP stems coded in C. The
call to the stem function is of the form:
if (*ispstem)(param)
(*inthandler)(param);

Returns

Nothing
...more
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Notes

The interpretation of the IRQ identifier presented as parameter irqid is
processor, board and RT/OS dependent (see Chapter 1.8).
On PC compatible hardware, the PC's IRQ number (0 to 15) is used as the
IRQ identifier by all board drivers provided with KwikNet.
When using KwikNet with AMX on non-PC hardware, the AMX vector
number is used as the IRQ identifier.
If you are using the KwikNet Porting Kit, the assignment of IRQ identifiers
must be done by you as part of your overall system design. The IRQ
identifier can be any arbitrary integer value which you choose to uniquely
identify a particular interrupt source. On some processors, this value may
map directly to a particular processor pin. On others, it may correlate to
an interrupt controller input pin. In some cases, it may map to a hardware
interrupt vector, trap vector or exception vector or to an equivalent
software vector provided by your RT/OS.
It is recommended that IRQ identifiers be injected into device drivers
through the device dependent parameters available in the Device
Definition Structure (see Chapter 2.2). In this way, the device driver does
not have to be modified to match changing hardware.

See Also
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(Board) kn_brdmodirq

kn_brdmodirq (Board)

Purpose

Enable or Disable (Modify) a Device Interrupt Source

Used By

n

Setup

#include "KN_LIB.H"
void kn_brdmodirq(int opcode, int irqid);

Description

Opcode

KwikNet Task

n

Application Task

n

Interrupt Handler

is the operation code. Set opcode to KN_DD_IRQENABLE to enable
a device interrupt source. Set opcode to KN_DD_IRQDISABLE to disable
a device interrupt source.
is an IRQ identifier, an integer which identifies the source of a
particular device interrupt request. The interpretation of this parameter
is completely board dependent as indicated in the notes.

Irqid

Returns

Nothing

Notes

The interpretation of the IRQ identifier presented as parameter irqid is
processor, board and RT/OS dependent (see Chapter 1.8).
On PC compatible hardware, the PC's IRQ number (0 to 15) is used as the
IRQ identifier by all board drivers provided with KwikNet.
When using KwikNet with AMX on non-PC hardware, the AMX vector
number is used as the IRQ identifier.
If you are using the KwikNet Porting Kit, the assignment of IRQ identifiers
must be done by you as part of your overall system design. The IRQ
identifier can be any arbitrary integer value which you choose to uniquely
identify a particular interrupt source. On some processors, this value may
map directly to a particular processor pin. On others, it may correlate to
an interrupt controller input pin. In some cases, it may map to a hardware
interrupt vector, trap vector or exception vector or to an equivalent
software vector provided by your RT/OS.
You must adapt procedure kn_brdmodirq() in the board driver to map the
IRQ identifiers used by each device driver to the corresponding interrupt
control services within the board driver. Hence, no matter how the IRQ
identifiers are assigned, procedure kn_brdmodirq() must accommodate
the mapping to the underlying interrupt hardware.
It is recommended that IRQ identifiers be injected into device drivers
through the device dependent parameters available in the Device
Definition Structure (see Chapter 2.2). In this way, the device driver does
not have to be modified to match changing hardware.

See Also

kn_brdintsvc()
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(Board) kn_brdpoll

kn_brdpoll (Board)

Purpose

Estimate a Loop Count for a Short Polling Interval

Used By

n

Setup

#include "KN_LIB.H"
unsigned long kn_brdpoll(int n);

Description

N

KwikNet Task

n

Application Task

n

Interrupt Handler

is the maximum polling interval measured in microseconds.

Use this procedure to estimate the loop count needed for a software
polling loop of approximately n microseconds. This procedure is intended
for use by device drivers which must briefly poll for a specific event. The
loop count estimate permits polling to terminate if the event does not
occur within a reasonable interval.
This procedure is especially useful when using processors with very high
clock rates. A device driver can be less dependent on the operating
characteristics of the target processor.
Returns

An unsigned long value for use as the polling loop counter.

Note

The loop count estimate accounts for a polling loop coded as shown in the
example, excluding the operations inside the do-while loop.

Restriction

Interrupt handlers should never poll for more than a few microseconds.
Applications must not use this procedure to poll for long intervals. In a
multitasking system, all tasks of lower priority will be blocked while
polling is in progress.

Example

#include "KN_LIB.H"
int wait_for_event(int dvc, int opstate, int opbit)
{
unsigned long loop;
/* Loop count
loop = kn_brdpoll(25);
/*
do
/*
{
if ((device_read(dvc) &
return (1);
/*
} while (--loop);
return (0);
}

See Also
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*/

Poll count for 25 us.
*/
Poll for event of interest */
opbit) == opstate)
Event detected

/* Timed out waiting

*/
*/

kn_brddelay()
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(Board) kn_brdreset

kn_brdreset (Board)

Purpose

Reset the Board Driver

Used By

n

Setup

#include "KN_LIB.H"
void kn_brdreset(void);

Description

Use this procedure to reset the board driver prior to using any of the
services provided by the board driver.

Returns

Nothing

Note

KwikNet Task

n

Application Task

o

Interrupt Handler

This procedure can be called from your main() C program. When using
with AMX, it can be called from an AMX Restart Procedure.

KwikNet

Restriction

This procedure must be called before KwikNet is started.
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(IO) IO_ADDR

IO_ADDR (IO)

Purpose

Derive an I/O Port Number or Memory Address

Used By

n

Setup

#include "KN_LIB.H"
#define IO_SCALE 0
#define IO_BIAS 0
(see kn_inX()
#define IO_DELAY 0
#include "KN_DVCIO.H"
addr = IO_ADDR(base, ofs);

Description

KwikNet Task

n

Application Task

n

Interrupt Handler

and kn_outX())

Macro IO_ADDR can be used to derive a device port or memory address
from a base address base and an offset ofs. The macro is defined in
header file KN_DVCIO.H. Use of this macro ensures that device I/O
references are portable across all target processors and C compilers
supported by KADAK.
The base address base defines the port number or memory address at
which a device is located. The offset ofs is usually a register offset within
the device. Macro IO_ADDR uses the scale factor IO_SCALE and the bias
value IO_BIAS to compute the device address from parameters base and ofs.
The I/O scale factor IO_SCALE is used to define the intervals at which
hardware I/O registers are located. For example, if the register offsets in a
chip are logically numbered 0, 1, 2 and 3 but must be referenced as 0, 4, 8
and 12, define IO_SCALE to be 4.
The bias value is a displacement from the hardware base address to the
actual location of the hardware I/O registers. For example, if a hardware
chip contains several devices each located at some fixed displacement
from a common base, you can define the IO_BIAS to be the displacement
to the device of interest.
The bias value can also be used to map PC-like ports in a complex PC/IO
device to physical memory addresses on targets that use memory mapped
I/O. For example, if the serial I/O port at base address 0x03F8 has to be
accessed at 0xC00003F8, set IO_BIAS to 0xC0000000L.

Returns

The macro generates the device I/O port number or memory mapped I/O
address according to the following formula. Note that the macro is
implemented efficiently so that no run-time evaluation penalty occurs. If
IO_SCALE is 0, a scale factor of 1 is assumed. If IO_BIAS is 0, the
corresponding term in the expression is omitted.
addr = base + (ofs * IO_SCALE) + IO_BIAS
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Example

See kn_inX()

See Also

kn_inX(), kn_outX()
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(IO) kn_inX
(IO) kn_insX

kn_inX (IO)
kn_insX (IO)

Purpose

Read from a Device Input Port or Memory Address

Used By

n

Setup

#include "KN_LIB.H"
#define IO_SCALE 0
#define IO_BIAS 0
#define IO_DELAY 0
#include "KN_DVCIO.H"

KwikNet Task

n

Application Task

n

Interrupt Handler

These macros obey the following pseudo function prototypes:
unsigned char kn_in8(addr);
unsigned short kn_in16(addr);
unsigned long kn_in32(addr);
void kn_ins8(addr, unsigned char *bufp, int cnt);
void kn_ins16(addr, unsigned short *bufp, int cnt);
void kn_ins32(addr, unsigned long *bufp, int cnt);

Description

These macros are used to read 8, 16 or 32 bit values from an input port or
memory mapped device address indicated by parameter addr. The string
versions read cnt 8, 16 or 32 bit values from the device into the memory
buffer referenced by pointer bufp.
When used on the Intel 80x86 architecture, these macros use port numbers
to reference device registers. The macros cast parameter addr to be an
unsigned integer.
When used on other architectures, these macros use absolute memory
addresses to reference device registers. The macros cast parameter addr
to be an unsigned long which is eventually used as a pointer to memory.
The architecture is determined by your choice of target processor in your
KwikNet Network Parameter File. Symbol KN_IOPORT is defined in header
file KN_LIB.H to be 0 for memory mapped devices or 1 for port numbered
devices.
Macro IO_ADDR(base, ofs) can be used to derive a device port or
memory address from a base address base and an offset ofs. The base
address defines the port or memory address at which a device is located.
The offset is usually a register offset within the device. Macro IO_ADDR
uses the scale factor IO_SCALE and the bias value IO_BIAS to compute the
device address from parameters base and ofs.
On very fast processors, it is often necessary to insert a brief delay
between sequential references to a device. If such an I/O delay is
required, define symbol IO_DELAY to be that delay interval measured in
microseconds. If no delay is required, define IO_DELAY to be 0. The
kn_inX() macros automatically insert the delay, if required, after reading
the device. The kn_insX() macros do not provide any delay.
...more
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...continued
Returns

The kn_inX() macros return the 8, 16 or 32 bit value read from the
device.
The kn_insX() macros return cnt 8, 16 or 32 bit values stored
sequentially in the memory buffer referenced by bufp.

Notes

These macros are target dependent and C compiler sensitive. On Intel
80x86 targets, the macros use in-line IN and INS instructions or invoke
functions to do so. On targets which use memory mapped devices, the
macros access the device by referencing memory which is considered
volatile. If the keyword volatile is not supported by the C compiler,
functions are used to ensure that device memory is accessed.

Restriction

Some C compilers will optimize memory mapped I/O references out of
existence. For example, if a device memory location is read but the result
is never used, the compiler may consider the operation unnecessary and
fail to read the device. The result is disastrous if the read is needed to do
something like clear an interrupt. If you encounter this problem, define
the symbol IO_FORCE prior to including header file KN_DVCIO.H and the
macros will force I/O operations to exist by using function calls instead of
direct memory references.
The macros for 32-bit port operations are not supported on 80x86 targets
operating in 16-bit real mode. The macros exist but will not read the port.

Example

#include "KN_LIB.H"
#define IO_SCALE 4
#define IO_BIAS 0xC0000000L
#define IO_DELAY 1

/* 1 us I/O delay needed

*/

#include "KN_DVCIO.H"
/* Alter device operating mode
#define MODEREG 3
/* Device mode register

*/
*/

void new_mode(int dvc, int mode, int modebit)
{
mode &= modebit;
kn_out8(IO_ADDR(dvc, MODEREG),
(kn_in8(IO_ADDR(dvc, MODEREG)) & ~modebit) | mode);
}

See Also
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(IO) kn_outX
(IO) kn_outsX

kn_outX (IO)
kn_outsX (IO)

Purpose

Write to a Device Output Port or Memory Address

Used By

n

Setup

#include "KN_LIB.H"
#define IO_SCALE 0
#define IO_BIAS 0
#define IO_DELAY 0
#include "KN_DVCIO.H"

KwikNet Task

n

Application Task

n

Interrupt Handler

These macros obey the following pseudo function prototypes:
void
void
void
void
void
void

Description

kn_out8(addr, unsigned char val);
kn_out16(addr, unsigned short val);
kn_out32(addr, unsigned long val);
kn_outs8(addr, unsigned char *bufp, int cnt);
kn_outs16(addr, unsigned short *bufp, int cnt);
kn_outs32(addr, unsigned long *bufp, int cnt);

These macros are used to write the 8, 16 or 32 bit value val to an output
port or memory mapped device address indicated by parameter addr. The
string versions write cnt 8, 16 or 32 bit values from the memory buffer
referenced by pointer bufp to the device.
When used on the Intel 80x86 architecture, these macros use port numbers
to reference device registers. The macros cast parameter addr to be an
unsigned integer.
When used on other architectures, these macros use absolute memory
addresses to reference device registers. The macros cast parameter addr
to be an unsigned long which is eventually used as a pointer to memory.
The architecture is determined by your choice of target processor in your
KwikNet Network Parameter File. Symbol KN_IOPORT is defined in header
file KN_LIB.H to be 0 for memory mapped devices or 1 for port numbered
devices.
Macro IO_ADDR(base, ofs) can be used to derive a device port or
memory address from a base address base and an offset ofs. The base
address defines the port or memory address at which a device is located.
The offset is usually a register offset within the device. Macro IO_ADDR
uses the scale factor IO_SCALE and the bias value IO_BIAS to compute the
device address from parameters base and ofs.
On very fast processors, it is often necessary to insert a brief delay
between sequential references to a device. If such an I/O delay is
required, define symbol IO_DELAY to be that delay interval measured in
microseconds. If no delay is required, define IO_DELAY to be 0. The
kn_outX() macros automatically insert the delay, if required, after writing
to the device. The kn_outsX() macros do not provide any delay.
...more
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Returns

Nothing

Notes

These macros are target dependent and C compiler sensitive. On Intel
80x86 targets, the macros use in-line OUT and OUTS instructions or invoke
functions to do so. On targets which use memory mapped devices, the
macros access the device by referencing memory which is considered
volatile. If the keyword volatile is not supported by the C compiler,
functions are used to ensure that device memory is accessed.

Restriction

Some C compilers will optimize memory mapped I/O references out of
existence. For example, if the same value is written to a device memory
location twice, the compiler may consider the second operation
unnecessary and fail to write to the device. The result is disastrous if both
writes are needed to do something like clear an error condition. If you
encounter this problem, define the symbol IO_FORCE prior to including
header file KN_DVCIO.H and the macros will force I/O operations to exist
by using function calls instead of direct memory references.
The macros for 32-bit port operations are not supported on 80x86 targets
operating in 16-bit real mode. The macros exist but will not write to the
port.

Example

#include "KN_LIB.H"
#define IO_SCALE 0
#define IO_BIAS 0
#define IO_DELAY 1

/* 1 us I/O delay needed for */
/* single I/O transfers
*/

#include "KN_DVCIO.H"
/* Transfer a data packet to controller memory
*/
#define READYREG 2
/* Device ready register
*/
#define DATAREG 4
/* Device 16-bit data register*/
void transfer_data(int dvc, unsigned short *dp, int count)
{
while (kn_in8(IO_ADDR(dvc, READYREG)) == 0)
;
/* Wait for device to be ready*/
/* Transfer count bytes from *dp to device
/* using 16-bit transfers
kn_outs16(IO_ADDR(dvc, DATAREG), dp, count >> 1);
}

See Also
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xdvp_callback

xdvp_callback

(KN_DD_RXGETBUF)

Purpose

Allocate a Data Buffer for Reception (Callback Function)

Used By

n

Setup

Structure definitions are in file KN_API.H.
#include "KN_LIB.H"
int callback(void *prepp, int cmd,
void *bufpp, int unused, void *pktpp);

KwikNet Task

n

Application Task

Interrupt Handler (

o

Ethernet

n

Serial )

To allocate an Ethernet packet buffer or a serial device data buffer,
call the network callback function as follows:
struct knx_dvcprep *prepp;
void
*pktp;
char
*bufp;
(*prepp->xdvp_callback)(prepp, KN_DD_RXGETBUF,
&bufp, 0, &pktp);

Description

is a pointer to the device preparation structure. This is the pointer
presented to the device driver's device preparation function. It is used
by KwikNet to identify the network with which the device is associated.

Prepp

is the network callback command code KN_DD_RXGETBUF used to
indicate that the caller wishes to acquire a data buffer for reception.

Cmd

is a pointer to storage for a pointer to the data buffer into which the
device driver can store the data packet characters received from the
network. The data buffer pointer will be present at *bufpp upon return.

Bufpp

Parameter unused is not used. Set this parameter to 0.
is a pointer to storage for a packet identifier. The packet identifier
will be present at *pktpp upon return. It is a unique identifier which
must be passed back to KwikNet when the data received from the
network is eventually delivered to KwikNet.

Pktpp

Returns

If successful, a value n > 0 is returned, where n is the actual size in bytes
of the allocated data buffer. The buffer size is determined by the network
driver based on the network interface operating characteristics. A valid
packet identifier will be stored at *pktpp. A pointer to a data buffer of
length n will be stored at *bufpp.
If the call fails, a negative error status will be returned.

Restriction

The caller must eventually make another call to the network callback
function to return the data buffer which it has acquired with this call.

See Also

Network callback function to deliver received data (KN_DD_RXRECEIVE).
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xdvp_callback

xdvp_callback

(KN_DD_RXRECEIVE)

Purpose

Deliver Received Packet Data (Callback Function)

Used By

n

Setup

Structure definitions are in file KN_API.H.
#include "KN_LIB.H"
int callback(void *prepp, int cmd,
void *bufp, int nchar, void *pktp);

KwikNet Task

n

Application Task

Interrupt Handler (

o

Ethernet

n

Serial )

To deliver a data buffer containing received data or to free a receive data
buffer, call the network callback function as follows:
struct knx_dvcprep *prepp;
void
*pktp;
char
*bufp;
int
nchar;
(*prepp->xdvp_callback)(prepp, KN_DD_RXRECEIVE,
bufp, nchar, pktp);

Description

is a pointer to the device preparation structure. This is the pointer
presented to the device driver's device preparation function. It is used
by KwikNet to identify the network with which the device is associated.

Prepp

is the network callback command code KN_DD_RXRECEIVE used to
indicate that the caller wishes to present a receive data buffer to KwikNet
for processing.

Cmd

is a pointer to the data buffer containing the characters of a data
packet received from the network. This is the data buffer pointer
acquired in a previous call to the network callback function.

Bufp

is the number of bytes in the data packet stored in the data buffer
referenced by parameter bufp. If nchar is 0, the network driver will
release the data buffer without attempting to process its content.

Nchar

is the packet identifier which corresponds to the data buffer
referenced by bufp. It is the value acquired when the data buffer was
allocated in a previous call to the network callback function.

Pktp
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Returns

The value 0 is always returned.

Restriction

Serial device drivers must deliver the data buffers to the network driver in
the exact order in which the buffers were allocated.

Note

A device driver can call this function with a data length of 0 to relinquish
control of an unused data buffer.

See Also

Network callback function to allocate a data buffer for reception
(KN_DD_RXGETBUF).
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xdvp_callback

xdvp_callback

(KN_DD_TXGETBUF)

Purpose

Get a Data Buffer for Transmission (Callback Function)

Used By

n

Setup

Structure definitions are in file KN_API.H.
#include "KN_LIB.H"
int callback(void *prepp, int cmd,
void *bufpp, int unused, void *pktpp);

KwikNet Task

n

Application Task

Interrupt Handler (

n

Ethernet

n

Serial )

To fetch an Ethernet packet buffer or a serial device data buffer for
transmission, call the network callback function as follows:
struct knx_dvcprep *prepp;
void
*pktp;
char
*bufp;
nchar = (*prepp->xdvp_callback)(prepp, KN_DD_TXGETBUF,
&bufp, 0, &pktp);

Description

is a pointer to the device preparation structure. This is the pointer
presented to the device driver's device preparation function. It is used
by KwikNet to identify the network with which the device is associated.

Prepp

is the network callback command code KN_DD_TXGETBUF used to
indicate that the caller wishes to fetch the next available data buffer for
transmission on the network.

Cmd

is a pointer to storage for a pointer to the data buffer containing the
data packet characters which are to be transmitted on the network. The
data buffer pointer will be present at *bufpp upon return.

Bufpp

Parameter unused is not used. Set this parameter to 0.
is a pointer to storage for a packet identifier. The packet identifier
will be present at *pktpp upon return. It is a unique identifier which
must be passed back to KwikNet once the characters contained in the
data buffer have been transmitted on the network.

Pktpp

Returns

If a data buffer is ready for transmission, a value of n is returned. N is the
count of the number of data characters to be transmitted. A pointer to the
data buffer containing the n characters will be stored at *bufpp. A valid
packet identifier will be stored at *pktpp.
If no data buffers are ready for transmission, a data count of 0 will be
returned.

Restriction

The caller must eventually make another call to the network callback
function to free the data buffer which it has accepted.

See Also

Network callback function to free a transmit data buffer (KN_DD_TXFREE).
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xdvp_callback

xdvp_callback

(KN_DD_TXFREE)

Purpose

Free a Transmit Data Buffer (Callback Function)

Used By

n

Setup

Structure definitions are in file KN_API.H.
#include "KN_LIB.H"
int callback(void *prepp, int cmd,
void *unused, int status, void *pktp);

KwikNet Task

n

Application Task

Interrupt Handler (

o

Ethernet

n

Serial )

To free a transmit data buffer, call the network callback function as follows:
struct knx_dvcprep *prepp;
void
*pktp;
int
status;
(*prepp->xdvp_callback)(prepp, KN_DD_TXFREE,
NULL, status, pktp);

Description

is a pointer to the device preparation structure. This is the pointer
presented to the device driver's device preparation function. It is used
by KwikNet to identify the network with which the device is associated.

Prepp

is the network callback command code KN_DD_TXFREE used to
indicate that the caller wishes to free a transmit data buffer previously
acquired for transmission on the network.

Cmd

Parameter unused is not used. Set this parameter to NULL.
is the transmit completion status. A value of 0 indicates that the
transmission has been successfully initiated or has completed without
error. A non-zero value indicates that the transmission was terminated
for some device dependent reason.

Status

is the packet identifier previously given to the device driver by the
network callback function.

Pktp
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Returns

The value 0 is always returned.

Restriction

Device drivers must return the data buffers to the network driver in the
exact order in which the buffers were acquired for transmission.

Note

The network driver will unconditionally free the data buffer identified by
parameter pktp.

See Also

Network callback function to get a data buffer for transmission
(KN_DD_TXGETBUF).
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xdvp_callback

xdvp_callback

(KN_DD_UINITBLOCK)

Purpose

Initialize Serial Device Data Blocks (Callback Function)

Used By

n

Setup

Structure definitions are in file KN_API.H.
#include "KN_LIB.H"
int callback(void *prepp, int cmd,
void *blockdp, int unused1, void *unused2);

KwikNet Task

n

Application Task

o

Interrupt Handler

To allocate and initialize data blocks for a serial (UART) device driver,
call the network callback function as follows:
struct knx_dvcprep *prepp;
struct knx_uart_blockdef bdef;
(*prepp->xdvp_callback)(prepp, KN_DD_UINITBLOCK,
&bdef, 0, NULL);

Description

is a pointer to the device preparation structure. This is the pointer
presented to the device driver's device preparation function. It is used
by KwikNet to identify the network with which the device is associated.

Prepp

is the network callback command code KN_DD_UINITBLOCK used to
indicate that the caller wishes to allocate and initialize a set of
streaming buffers for serial transmission and reception.

Cmd

is a pointer to a serial (UART) device driver block definition
structure which specifies the total number of transmit and receive data
blocks required and the size of each. You must provide enough
transmit and receive data blocks to buffer the largest possible protocol
frame which for SLIP is 2014 bytes and for PPP is 3014 bytes.
Structure knx_uart_blockdef is defined in file KN_API.H as follows:

Blockdp

struct knx_uart_blockdef {
int
xud_txnblocks;
int
xud_txblocksz;
int
xud_rxnblocks;
int
xud_rxblocksz;
};

/*
/*
/*
/*

Number of Tx blocks
Size of Tx block (bytes)
Number of Rx blocks
Size of Rx block (bytes)

*/
*/
*/
*/

Parameters unused1 and unused2 are not used. Set unused1 to 0 and
unused2 to NULL.
Returns

If successful, a value 0 is returned.
If the total storage specified cannot be allocated, a negative error status
will be returned. The minimum storage requirements are not checked.

Note

This function must be called by the device driver’s device preparation
function whenever the network interface is opened.

See Also

Network callback function to release all serial device data blocks
(KN_DD_UFREEBLOCK).
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xdvp_callback

(KN_DD_UFREEBLOCK)

xdvp_callback

Purpose

Free All Serial Device Data Blocks (Callback Function)

Used By

n

Setup

Structure definitions are in file KN_API.H.
#include "KN_LIB.H"
int callback(void *prepp, int cmd,
void *unused1, int unused2, void *unused3);

KwikNet Task

n

Application Task

o

Interrupt Handler

To free the data blocks allocated for a serial (UART) device driver,
call the network callback function as follows:
struct knx_dvcprep *prepp;
(*prepp->xdvp_callback)(prepp, KN_DD_UFREEBLOCK,
NULL, 0, NULL);

Description

is a pointer to the device preparation structure. This is the pointer
presented to the device driver's device preparation function. It is used
by KwikNet to identify the network with which the device is associated.

Prepp

is the network callback command code KN_DD_UFREEBLOCK used to
indicate that the caller wishes to free all of the streaming buffers
allocated for use by the serial device driver.

Cmd

Parameters unused1, unused2 and unused3 are not used. Set unused1 to
NULL, unused2 to 0 and unused3 to NULL.
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Returns

The value 0 is always returned.

Note

This function must be called by the device driver’s close function to
release data buffer resources allocated when the network interface was
opened.

See Also

Network callback function to initialize serial device data blocks
(KN_DD_UINITBLOCK).
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xdvp_callback

(KN_DD_FAIL)

xdvp_callback

Purpose

Declare a Device Interface Failure (Callback Function)

Used By

n

Setup

Structure definitions are in file KN_API.H.
#include "KN_LIB.H"
int callback(void *prepp, int cmd,
void *unused1, int reason, void *unused2);

KwikNet Task

n

Application Task

o

Interrupt Handler

To declare that an opened, or partially opened, device interface has failed
in an unrecoverable fashion, call the network callback function as follows:
struct knx_dvcprep *prepp;
int
reason;
(*prepp->xdvp_callback)(prepp, KN_DD_FAIL,
NULL, reason, NULL);

Description

is a pointer to the device preparation structure. This is the pointer
presented to the device driver's device preparation function. It is used
by KwikNet to identify the network with which the device is associated.

Prepp

is the network callback command code KN_DD_FAIL used to declare a
device interface failure.

Cmd

Reason is one of the
KN_EV_DVCFAIL

following values specifying the cause of the failure.
The driver successfully initiated an attempt to open
the device interface but was subsequently unable to
make the interface available for use
or
the device interface was opened successfully but
subsequently failed for an unexpected reason.
KN_EV_DVCRESET Unable to reset the device during the driver's
attempt to recover following a serious device error.

Parameters unused1 and unused2 are not used. Set both to NULL.
Returns

The value 0 is always returned.
The network driver calls your network event notification function
kn_netevent(), if it exists, passing it the reason for the network failure.
The network driver then unconditionally closes the network interface,
resulting in an eventual call to device driver function dddd_close() to
close the device interface (see Chapter 2.4).

Note

Drivers like the KwikNet Blackfin BF537 Ethernet Device Driver use this
callback with a reason code of KN_EV_DVCFAIL to indicate that the
network interface cannot be used because the driver was unable to
successfully negotiate the required physical (PHY) interface settings.
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xdvp_callback

(KN_DD_EVENT)

Purpose

Report a Significant Device Driver Event (Callback Function)

Used By

n

Setup

Structure definitions are in file KN_API.H.
#include "KN_LIB.H"
int callback(void *prepp, int cmd,
void *unused1, int eventid, void *unused2);

KwikNet Task

n

Application Task

o

Interrupt Handler

To report that a significant device related event has been detected,
call the network callback function as follows:
struct knx_dvcprep *prepp;
int
eventid;
(*prepp->xdvp_callback)(prepp, KN_DD_EVENT,
NULL, eventid, NULL);

Description

is a pointer to the device preparation structure. This is the pointer
presented to the device driver's device preparation function. It is used
by KwikNet to identify the network with which the device is associated.

Prepp

is the network callback command code KN_DD_EVENT used to declare
that a significant device interface event has occurred.

Cmd

Eventid is the following value identifying the particular event.
KN_EV_DVCUP
The driver successfully initiated an attempt

to open
the device interface and is finally able to report that
the interface is available for use.

Parameters unused1 and unused2 are not used. Set both to NULL.
Returns

The value 0 is always returned.
The network driver calls your network event notification function
kn_netevent(), if it exists, passing it the event identifier eventid.

Note

94

Drivers like the KwikNet Blackfin BF537 Ethernet Device Driver use this
callback with the eventid of KN_EV_DVCUP to report that the network
interface is finally open after having successfully negotiated the required
physical (PHY) interface settings.
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A. Startup Hooks
A.1 Network Startup Hook
When KwikNet network driver opens a network interface for use, it calls an application
network startup hook, if one exists. The hook is a function which the network driver can
call to give the application an opportunity to alter the operating characteristics of the
network interface. The startup hook can dynamically adjust network parameters to adapt
to the needs of the particular application.
The name of the startup hook function, if any, for prebuilt networks is provided by you in
your Network Parameter File in the network definition entered on the Networks property
page. For dynamically added networks, the network hook function pointer must be
registered with a call to KwikNet procedure kn_ifnethook().
Each network definition can specify a network startup hook for one particular network.
Each network startup function is dependent on the network type: Ethernet, SLIP or PPP.
Each must be coded as indicated in the following descriptions.
Every network startup hook receives a pointer to a network parameter structure which
contains network parameters ready for use by the network driver. It is these parameters
which can be modified by the startup hook.
The following network parameter structures are described in Chapter 4.5 of the KwikNet
TCP/IP Stack User's Guide.
knx_np_ether
knx_np_slip
knx_np_ppp
knx_np_ppp

Startup Hooks

Ethernet network interface
SLIP network interface
PPP Client network interface
PPP Server network interface
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Ethernet Hook

Ethernet Hook

Purpose

Ethernet Network Startup Hook

Context

n

Setup

Structure definitions are in file KN_API.H.
#include "KN_LIB.H"
int ethernet_hook(KN_NETDP netdp, void *paramp);

KwikNet Task

n

Application Task

The startup hook function calling method is equivalent to:
struct knx_np_ether params;
KN_NETDP
netdp;
result = ethernet_hook(netdp, &params);

Description

is the network descriptor pointer, the KwikNet handle used to
identify the network interface of interest.

Netdp

is a pointer to an Ethernet network parameter structure. This
structure contains the network interface parameters which the network
driver will use as is, unless modified by your startup hook. The
structure knx_np_ether is defined in file KN_API.H. The parameters
are described in detail in Chapter 4.5 of the KwikNet TCP/IP Stack
User's Guide.

Paramp

Returns

If successful, the value 0 is returned.
Otherwise, the value -1 is returned.

Example

#include "KN_LIB.H"
int ethernet_hook(KN_NETDP netdp, void *paramp)
{
struct knx_np_ether *pp = (struct knx_np_ether *)paramp;
/* Override default configuration.
/* Do not use DHCP to acquire IP address.
/* Use Auto IP instead.
pp->xp_ether_ipattr = KN_IPATTR_AUTOIP;
return (0);
}
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SLIP Hook

SLIP Hook

Purpose

SLIP Network Startup Hook

Context

n

Setup

Structure definitions are in file KN_API.H.
#include "KN_LIB.H"
int slipnet_hook(KN_NETDP netdp, void *paramp);

KwikNet Task

n

Application Task

The startup hook function calling method is equivalent to:
struct knx_np_slip params;
KN_NETDP
netdp;
result = slipnet_hook(netdp, &params);

Description

is the network descriptor pointer, the KwikNet handle used to
identify the network interface of interest.

Netdp

is a pointer to a SLIP network parameter structure. This structure
contains the network interface parameters which the network driver
will use as is, unless modified by your startup hook. The structure
knx_np_slip is defined in file KN_API.H.
The parameters are
described in detail in Chapter 4.5 of the KwikNet TCP/IP Stack User's
Guide.

Paramp

Returns

If successful, the value 0 is returned.
Otherwise, the value -1 is returned.

Example

#include "KN_LIB.H"
int slipnet_hook(KN_NETDP netdp, void *paramp)
{
struct knx_np_slip *pp = (struct knx_np_slip *)paramp;
/* Override default configuration.
/* Set the remote peer's IP address to 192.168.5.12
kn_inet_addr("192.168.5.12", &pp->xp_slip_ipremote);
return (0);
}

Startup Hooks
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PPP Hook

Purpose

PPP Network Startup Hook

Context

n

Setup

Structure definitions are in file KN_API.H.
#include "KN_LIB.H"
int pppnet_hook(KN_NETDP netdp, void *paramp);

KwikNet Task

n

Application Task

The startup hook function calling method is equivalent to:
struct knx_np_ppp params;
KN_NETDP
netdp;
result = pppnet_hook(netdp, &params);

Description

is the network descriptor pointer, the KwikNet handle used to
identify the network interface of interest.

Netdp

is a pointer to a PPP network parameter structure. This structure
contains the network interface parameters which the network driver
will use as is, unless modified by your startup hook. The structure
knx_np_ppp is defined in file KN_API.H. The parameters are described
in detail in Chapter 4.5 of the KwikNet TCP/IP Stack User's Guide.

Paramp

Returns

If successful, the value 0 is returned.
Otherwise, the value -1 is returned.

Example

#include "KN_LIB.H"
int pppnet_hook(KN_NETDP netdp, void *paramp)
{
struct knx_np_ppp *pp = (struct knx_np_ppp *)paramp;
/* Override default configuration.
/* Remote peer's IP address is the default gateway.
/* Fetch primary and secondary DNS servers from peer.
/* Do not allow magic number options.
pp->xp_ppp_ipattr |= KN_IPATTR_GATEWAY;
pp->xp_ppp_options |= KN_PPP_REQDNS;
pp->xp_ppp_options &= ~KN_PPP_MAGIC;
return (0);
}
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A.2 Device Driver Startup Hook
After a KwikNet network driver has initialized its network, it calls the network's device
driver preparation function to initialize the device. The device driver receives a pointer
to an application device startup hook, if one exists. The hook is a function which the
device driver can call to give the application an opportunity to alter the driver's operating
characteristics. The startup hook can dynamically adjust device parameters to adapt to
the needs of the particular application.
The name of the device startup hook function, if any, for prebuilt networks is provided by
you in your Network Parameter File in the device definition entered on the Networks
property page. For dynamically added networks, the function pointer is specified in the
device definition structure which you provide in your call to kn_ifopen() to open the
network interface.
Each device definition can specify a device startup hook for the device attached to one
particular network.
Each device startup hook is dependent on the nature of the device. Each must be coded
as indicated in the following description.
Every device startup hook receives a pointer to a device dependent structure which
contains parameters ready for use by the device driver. It is these parameters which can
be modified by the startup hook.
Every device driver which supports a startup hook must provide a header file which
defines its device dependent parameter structure. The header file must document the
fields within the structure that can be modified and define the allowable values which
each such field can assume.

Startup Hooks
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Device Hook

Device Hook

Purpose

Device Driver Startup Hook

Context

n

Setup

Structure definitions are in file KN_API.H.
#include "KN_LIB.H"
int dvc_hook(KN_NETDP netdp, void *paramp);

KwikNet Task

n

Application Task

The startup hook function calling method is equivalent to:
struct knx_dddd_cfg params;
KN_NETDP
netdp;
result = dvc_hook(netdp, &params);

Description

is the network descriptor pointer, the KwikNet handle used to
identify the network interface of interest.

Netdp

is a pointer to a device parameter structure. This structure
contains device dependent configuration parameters which the device
driver will use as is, unless modified by your startup hook.

Paramp

Every device driver which supports a startup hook must provide a
header file which defines structure knx_dddd_cfg. The header file
must document the fields within the structure that can be modified and
define the allowable values which each such field can assume.
Returns

If successful, the value 0 is returned.
Otherwise, the value -1 is returned.

Example

#include "KN_LIB.H"
#include "dddd_DVC.H"

/* Device specific definitions*/

int dvc_hook(KN_NETDP netdp, void *paramp)
{
struct knx_dddd_cfg *pp = (struct knx_dddd_cfg *)paramp;
/* Change baud rate to 19200.
pp->xdddd_baud = 19200L;
return (0);
}
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A.3 Modem Driver Startup Hook
After a KwikNet network driver has initialized a network which requires modem support,
it calls the KwikNet Modem Driver to prepare for modem use. The modem driver receives
a pointer to an application modem startup hook, if one exists. The hook is a function
which the modem driver can call to give the application an opportunity to alter the
modem driver's operating characteristics. The startup hook can dynamically adjust
modem parameters to adapt to the needs of the particular application.
The name of the modem startup hook function, if any, for prebuilt networks is provided
by you in your Network Parameter File in the Modem Dialog Box which is accessed via
the Modem Options... button on the network's definition on the Networks property page.
For dynamically added networks, the modem startup hook function is identified in the
modem definition structure which you provide in your call to kn_ifmodem() to attach the
modem driver to the network interface.
Each network interface can provide a modem startup hook for its modem. Each must be
coded as indicated in the following description.
Every modem startup hook receives a pointer to a modem parameter structure which
contains parameters ready for use by the modem driver. It is these parameters which can
be modified by the startup hook.

Startup Hooks
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Modem Hook

Modem Hook

Purpose

Modem Driver Startup Hook

Context

n

Setup

Structure definitions are in file KN_API.H.
#include "KN_LIB.H"
int modem_hook(KN_NETDP netdp, struct knx_mdmprep *paramp);

KwikNet Task

n

Application Task

The startup hook function calling method is equivalent to:
struct knx_mdmprep params;
KN_NETDP
netdp;
result = modem_hook(netdp, &params);

Description

is the network descriptor pointer, the KwikNet handle used to
identify the network interface to which the modem is attached.

Netdp

is a pointer to a modem parameter structure. This structure
contains modem dependent parameters which the modem driver will
use as is, unless modified by your startup hook. The structure
knx_mdmprep is defined in file KN_API.H as follows:

Paramp

struct knx_mdmprep {
int
xmdp_tone;
int
xmdp_bypass;

int

/* Tone dial: (0/1 = no/yes) */
/* Bypass modem dialing
*/
/* 0 = use modem AT commands */
/* 1 = no modem AT commands */
/* 2 = Windows direct connect*/

xmdp_redial;

/* Number of dial attempts

*/

/* Connection timeout (seconds)
int
xmdp_conntmo;

*/

/* Idle connection timeout (seconds) (0 = never)
unsigned short xmdp_idletmo;

*/

short xmdp_answer;

*/
*/
*/
*/
*/

int
int

xmdp_init_blen;
xmdp_dial_blen;

/*
/*
/*
/*
/*

Rings before answering
0 = no incoming calls
1-255 = answer on nth ring
Size of init string buffer
Size of dial string buufer

/* Initialization AT commands (include the "AT" prefix) */
char
*xmdp_init_string;
/* Phone number to dial (do not include "ATDx" prefix) */
char
*xmdp_dial_string;
};

Returns

If successful, the value 0 is returned.
Otherwise, the value -1 is returned.
...more
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Modem Hook ...continued
Example

#include "KN_LIB.H"
int modem_hook(KN_NETDP netdp, struct knx_mdmprep *paramp)
{
/* Use tone dialing
*/
paramp->xmdp_tone = 1;
/* Do not answer incoming calls
paramp->xmdp_answer = 0;

*/

return (0);
}

Startup Hooks
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B. Sample Device Drivers
B.1 Sample NE-2000 Ethernet Device Driver
The KwikNet TCP/IP Stack includes an Ethernet network driver which supports the
Ethernet media access protocol. It also supports the ARP protocol. RARP is not
supported.
The Ethernet network driver requires an Ethernet device driver to service the Ethernet
hardware interface. For purposes of illustration, an NE-2000 compatible Ethernet driver
is included. Although this sample driver is targeted for use with a device found only on
PC hardware, the underlying implementation techniques used are common to all KwikNet
Ethernet device drivers.
To select this driver for a particular network, edit your Network Parameter File and pick
Ether: NE-2000 from the pull down list labeled Device driver on the Networks property page.
A loopback Ethernet device driver which operates without any hardware is also included
with KwikNet for testing purposes. To select this driver for a particular network, edit your
Network Parameter File and pick Ether: Loopback from the pull down list labeled
Device driver on the Networks property page.
The loopback Ethernet driver with mnemonic ETLOOP is automatically included as part of
the KwikNet Library. There are no device dependent parameters required for this driver.
Other optional Ethernet device drivers available from KADAK for specific Ethernet
controllers are described in Appendix C. Drivers are continuously being developed so if
the driver you need is not listed, call KADAK.
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D-Link DE-220 Ethernet Adapter
Device Driver Data Sheet

Filename

DE220.C, DE220.H

Mnemonic

DE220

Compliance NE-2000 compatible
Description

The sample Ethernet device driver supports the D-Link DE-220 Family
ISA PnP Ethernet Adapter, a PC card ready for use with DOS or
Windows®. It uses a custom Ethernet chipset to support a 10BASE-T
connection. It includes 16Kb of local memory which can be used to buffer
multiple Ethernet packets for transmission and reception. The device
programming interface is NE-2000 software compliant.
The KwikNet device driver supports this card in its NE-2000 mode of
operation. The driver does not support the card's Plug-n-Play features.
The card must be installed in the PC and configured using DOS or
Windows prior to use with KwikNet.
The device driver uses the card's local memory to buffer multiple transmit
and receive Ethernet packets. Only half duplex operation is supported.

Configure

This device driver includes a number of low level configurable parameters
which can only be adjusted by editing the definitions in the driver source
module DE220.H. The default values and editing instructions are included
in the file. These parameters control the following features:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

B-2

Select port I/O or memory mapped I/O references
Use 8, 16 or 32 bit I/O references
Define register address spacing
Permit broadcast Ethernet packets to be rejected
Accept multicast Ethernet packets
Adjust the FIFO threshold
Specify the bit transfer rate of the underlying Ethernet network to
which the device is attached. This value (10x106 by default) is
reported by KwikNet in its network statistics summary.
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D-Link DE-220 Ethernet Adapter
Device Driver Data Sheet (continued)

Parameters

The KwikNet Configuration Manager can be used to define the set of device
dependent parameters shown on the next page. These parameters are
entered in the Device Driver Definition on the Networks property page.

MSB
1

LSB
Ethernet Address (high 16 bits)

Unit (reserved)

2

Ethernet Address (low 32 bits)

3

Base Address

4

IRQ Identifier

5

Transmit Packets

A B

Attributes

The low order 8 bits of the first parameter describe the device attributes
supported by the driver. A setting of 0 will select the default attributes
most commonly required. Reserved and undefined fields must be 0.

B

If this bit is 1, 8-bit byte DMA transfers will be used. Otherwise, 16-bit
word DMA transfers will be used by default.

A

If this bit is 1, the 48-bit Ethernet address provided in parameters 1 and 2
will be used. Otherwise, the 48-bit Ethernet address from the device
interface ROM will be used by default. In either case, the Ethernet
address can be overidden by your Device Driver Startup Hook.

Ethernet Address The 48-bit Ethernet address assigned to the network must be
defined if attribute bit A is set to 1. The most significant byte (see MSB in
diagram) of the high 16 bits of the Ethernet address will be transmitted
first; the least significant byte (see LSB in diagram) of the low 32 bits of
the address will be transmitted last. If attribute bit A is set to 0, set the
Ethernet address to 0 as well.
Base

Sample Device Drivers

This parameter defines the hardware device address of the bank of
registers used to program the controller. For Intel 80x86 processors, this
is the 16-bit port number by which the register bank is referenced using
hardware I/O instructions. Common values are 0x0280 or 0x0300. For
memory mapped devices, this parameter would be the memory address at
which the bank of registers is located.
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D-Link DE-220 Ethernet Adapter
Device Driver Data Sheet (continued)

Parameters (continued)

B-4

IRQ

This parameter is the KwikNet IRQ identifier which defines the interrupt
through which both the transmit and receive interrupt requests are
vectored. It is used by the board driver to map logical device interrupts to
the underlying target hardware and operating system.
For PC
architectures, the KwikNet IRQ identifier is the actual interrupt controller
IRQ pin number (0 to 15) which the controller card has been configured to
use. A common value is IRQ5. For other architectures, the IRQ identifier
is a positive integer which defines the interrupt mapping (see Chapter 1.8).

Packets

The 16Kb controller memory can accommodate approximately 10 full size
Ethernet packets. Space should be allocated for at least two received
packets. This parameter is used to limit the number of buffered transmit
packets. The value must be an integer from 1 to 8. If a value outside this
range is given, a default of 1 will be used.
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D-Link DE-220 Ethernet Adapter
Device Driver Data Sheet (continued)

Using the Sample Ethernet Device Driver
To select this Ethernet device driver for a particular network, use the KwikNet
Configuration Manager to edit your Network Parameter File and pick Ether: NE-2000 from
the pull down list labeled Device driver on the Networks property page.
Assume that you require the following configuration.
The Ethernet address is contained in the adapter ROM.
16-bit DMA transfers are to be used.
The DE-220 registers reside at I/O base address (port number) 0x0300.
KwikNet IRQ identifier 5 identifies the Ethernet controller as the interrupt source.
The number of transmit buffers is to be limited to 2.
Enter the following five device driver parameters:
Parameter #1:
Parameter #2:
Parameter #3:
Parameter #4:
Parameter #5:

0
0
0x0300
5
2

Since attribute A=0, the Ethernet address is read from ROM and the configured value of 0
is not used.
Since attribute B=0, 16-bit DMA transfers will be used.
Generate your KwikNet Library Make File and use it to build your KwikNet Library.
Compile the board driver module KN_BOARD.C and the device driver module DE220.C.
Be sure to link the resulting object modules and the KwikNet Library with your KwikNet
application.

Sample Device Drivers
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D-Link DE-220 Ethernet Adapter
Device Driver Data Sheet (continued)

Porting the Sample Ethernet Device Driver
The KwikNet DE-220 Ethernet Device Driver is ready for use with the D-Link DE-220
Family ISA PnP Ethernet Adapter card in a 32-bit PC/AT ISA bus host environment.
To port this device driver to your non-PC, NE-2000 compatible hardware, proceed as
follows. Review header file DE220.H and be sure that the symbols defined at the
beginning of the file match your intended use. Alterations may be required if your device
is not strictly NE-2000 compliant.
Review device driver file DE220.C and be sure that the symbols IO_SCALE, IO_BIAS and
defined at the beginning of the file match your required use. The purpose of
each symbol is described in header file KN_DVCIO.H.
IO_DELAY

Compile the device driver and link the resulting object module with your KwikNet
application.
If the device driver does not operate correctly with your hardware, review device driver
file DE220.C and confirm that all I/O operations which it performs meet the requirements
of your particular NE-2000 device.
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B.2 Sample INS8250 Serial Device Driver
The KwikNet TCP/IP Stack includes a SLIP network driver which supports the SLIP
media access protocol. The optional PPP component includes a PPP network driver.
Either or both of these network drivers will operate with the modem driver included with
KwikNet.
The serial network drivers require a serial device driver to service the serial (UART)
hardware interface. For purposes of illustration, a serial driver for the INS8250 UART is
included. This sample driver supports modem signaling as required by the KwikNet
Modem Driver. Although this sample driver is targeted for use with a device commonly
found on PC hardware, the underlying implementation techniques used are common to all
KwikNet serial device drivers.
To select this driver for a particular network, edit your Network Parameter File and pick
UART: NS8250 or 16550 from the pull down list labeled Device driver on the Networks
property page.
A loopback serial driver which operates without any hardware is included with KwikNet
for testing purposes. To select this driver for a particular network, edit your Network
Parameter File and pick UART: Loopback from the pull down list labeled Device driver on
the Networks property page.
The loopback serial driver with mnemonic CMLOOP is automatically included as part of
the KwikNet Library. There are no device dependent parameters required for this driver.

Sample Device Drivers
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INS8250 UART Controller
Device Driver Data Sheet

Filename

NS8250.C, NS8250.H

Mnemonic

NS8250

Compliance National Semiconductor INS8250, NS16450 (NS16550, NS16C552)
Intel 8251A USART
Description

The sample serial device driver supports the INS8250 (or equivalent)
UART commonly found on PC compatible COM cards supported by DOS
or Windows®.
The KwikNet device driver supports this device as a stand-alone UART,
independent of the PC. Hence, the driver is suitable for use with
processors other than the Intel 80x86 family.
The device driver supports interrupt driven transmit and receive data
transfers, allowing full duplex operation.

Configure

This device driver includes a number of low level configurable parameters
which can only be adjusted by editing the definitions in the driver source
module. The default values and editing instructions are included in the
file. These parameters control the following features:
•
•
•
•

Parameters
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Support modem operations required by the KwikNet Modem Driver
Select port I/O or memory mapped I/O references
Use 8, 16 or 32 bit I/O references
Define register address spacing

The KwikNet Configuration Manager can be used to define the set of device
dependent parameters shown on the next page. These parameters are
entered in the Device Driver Definition on the Networks property page.
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INS8250 UART Controller
Device Driver Data Sheet (continued)

Parameters

The device dependent parameters are defined as follows:

MSB

LSB

O O

U
1 U
T T

Tx/Rx Block Size

Unit

Crystal

2 1

2

Baud Rate

3

Base Address

4

IRQ Identifier

5

Number of Transmit Blocks

D R
R
F T T
R S F

Number of Receive Blocks

Attributes

The first parameter describes the device attributes supported by the driver.
Reserved and undefined fields must be 0.

RF

Set this bit to 1 to enable RTS/CTS hardware flow control.

RTS

The state of this bit defines the initial state of the RTS signal. This bit is
ignored if bit RF is set.

DTR

The state of this bit defines the initial state of the DTR signal.

F

Set this bit to 1 to enable FIFO mode if supported by the UART.
Otherwise, FIFO mode will not be used, even if available in the UART.

Crystal

This parameter defines the UART crystal frequency from which the baud
rate is derived. The crystal frequency is selected using one of the
following integer codes:
0
1
2
3
4

1.8432 MHz (standard PC)
3.072 MHz
3.6864 MHz
18.432 MHz
24.0 MHz

Unit

If the UART supports multiple identical devices, use this parameter to
select UART channel n (>= 0). Otherwise, use a unit number of 0.

OUT1,2

The state of these two bits define the initial state of the OUT1 and OUT2
signals. Some PCs will require that OUT2 be set to 1.

Sample Device Drivers
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INS8250 UART Controller
Device Driver Data Sheet (continued)

Parameters (continued)
Block Size

This parameter defines the size (in bytes) of the transmit and receive data
blocks which are used by the device driver. If this parameter is 0, the
default data block size of 128 bytes will be used.

Baud Rate

This parameter defines the baud rate at which the device must operate.
Conventional baud rates from 50 to 128000 are supported. Higher baud
rates will require a 24 Mhz crystal and a very high speed processor.
KwikNet includes the baud rate in its network statistics summary.

Base

This parameter defines the hardware device address of the bank of
registers used to program the controller. For Intel 80x86 processors, this
is the 16-bit port number by which the register bank is referenced using
hardware I/O instructions. Common values are 0x02F8 or 0x03F8. For
memory mapped devices, this is the memory address at which the bank of
registers is located.

IRQ

This parameter is the KwikNet IRQ identifier which defines the interrupt
through which both the transmit and receive interrupt requests are
vectored. It is used by the board driver to map logical device interrupts to
the underlying target hardware and operating system.
For PC
architectures, the KwikNet IRQ identifier is the actual interrupt controller
IRQ pin number (0 to 15) which the controller uses. A common value is
IRQ3 or IRQ4. For other architectures, the IRQ identifier is a positive
integer which defines the interrupt mapping (see Chapter 1.8).

Blocks

These parameters define the number of transmit and receive data blocks
which are used by the device driver. If these parameters are 0, the default
number of data blocks will be used: 24 for transmit and 6 for receive.
You must provide enough transmit data blocks so that the total storage is
sufficient to buffer the largest possible protocol frame which for SLIP is
2014 bytes and for PPP is 3014 bytes. For receiving data, you should have
at least two data blocks so that data can be received in one data block
while KwikNet is processing previously received data in the other.
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INS8250 UART Controller
Device Driver Data Sheet (continued)

Using the Sample Serial Device Driver
To select this serial device driver for a particular network, use the KwikNet Configuration
Manager to edit your Network Parameter File and pick UART: NS8250 or 16550 from the
pull down list labeled Device driver on the Networks property page.
Assume that you require the following configuration.
The UART is to operate at 9600 baud.
FIFO mode is to be enabled if it is available in the UART.
RTS/CTS hardware flow control is to be used.
Output signals OUT1 and OUT2 are to be set low and high respectively.
The UART registers reside at I/O base address (port number) 0x03F8.
KwikNet IRQ identifier 4 identifies the UART as the interrupt source.
The default 128 byte transmit and receive data block size is suitable.
32 transmit data blocks and 4 receive data blocks are required.
Enter the following five device driver parameters:
Parameter #1:
Parameter #2:
Parameter #3:
Parameter #4:
Parameter #5:

0x80000009
9600
0x03F8
4
0x00200004

Generate your KwikNet Library Make File and use it to build your KwikNet Library.
Compile the board driver module KN_BOARD.C and the device driver module NS8250.C.
Be sure to link the resulting object modules and the KwikNet Library with your KwikNet
application.

Sample Device Drivers
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INS8250 UART Controller
Device Driver Data Sheet (continued)

Porting the Sample Serial Device Driver
The KwikNet INS8250 Serial Device Driver is ready for use with the INS8250 or
NS16550 UART (or equvalent) commonly found on PC hardware.
To port this device driver to your non-PC compatible hardware, proceed as follows.
Review header file NS8250.H and be sure that the symbols defined toward the end of the
file match your UART specification. Alterations may be required if your device is not
strictly INS8250 compatible.
Review device driver file NS8250.C and be sure that the symbols IO_SCALE, IO_BIAS and
IO_DELAY defined at the beginning of the file match your required use. The purpose of
each symbol is described in header file KN_DVCIO.H. If your device driver will never
encounter a modem connection, change the definition of symbol DD_MODEM to 0 to
eliminate all modem support from the driver.
Compile the device driver and link the resulting object module with your KwikNet
application.
If the device driver does not operate correctly with your hardware, review device driver
file NS8250.C and confirm that all I/O operations which it performs meet the
requirements of your particular UART device.
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B.3 Crossover Serial Driver
A crossover serial driver is provided to allow two serial networks to operate as though
interconnected by a null modem, but without serial device drivers or hardware. The
KwikNet Configuration Manager is used to attach the crossover serial driver to each of the
two networks which are to be connected. To select this driver for a particular network,
edit your Network Parameter File and pick UART: Crossover from the pull down list
labeled Device driver on the Networks property page.
Filename

KN_UARLB.C

Mnemonic

CMXO

Description

The KwikNet crossover serial driver is included in the KwikNet Library. It is
ready for use as soon as you have built your KwikNet Library.

Parameters

The crossover driver for one network must be able to identify the network
to which it is connected. The crossover id, a unique number of your
choice, is used for this purpose.
This crossover id is entered as the first and only parameter required by the
crossover driver. If only two networks are being crossed, use the default
crossover id of 0. If multiple network pairs are being crossed, each pair
must use a unique crossover id.

MSB
1

LSB
Crossover ID

2
3
4
5

Crossover ID This parameter is used by the crossover serial driver to identify the
networks which must be interconnected. KwikNet will only interconnect
two networks if they both use the crossover serial driver and have
matching crossover ids.
Reserved and undefined fields must be 0.

Sample Device Drivers
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B.4 Custom Device Driver
An Ethernet device driver shell DDETHER.C and a serial device driver shell DDSERIAL.C,
both ready for customization to meet your device requirements, are provided with
KwikNet. Use the following blank KwikNet device driver data sheet to describe your
custom device driver created from one of these driver shells. Fill in the descriptive fields
as shown in the sample Ethernet or serial driver data sheets.
Filename
Mnemonic
Compliance
Description

Configure

This device driver includes a number of low level configurable parameters
which can only be adjusted by editing the definitions in the driver source
module. The default values and editing instructions are included in the
file. These parameters control the following features:
•
•
•
•

Parameters

Sample Device Drivers

The KwikNet Configuration Manager can be used to define the set of device
dependent parameters shown on the next page. These parameters are
entered in the Device Driver Definition on the Networks property page.

KADAK
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Device Driver Data Sheet (continued)

Parameters

The device dependent parameters are defined as follows:

MSB

LSB

1
2
3
4
5

Attributes
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Reserved and undefined fields must be 0.
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C. Optional KwikNet Device Drivers
The sample serial device driver described in Appendix B and provided with the KwikNet
TCP/IP Stack includes the following services and supports the indicated serial (UART)
controllers.
Device
Mnemonic
CMLOOP
CMXO
NS8250

Supports:
Loopback serial driver
Crossover serial driver
Sample device driver supports:
Intel 8251A USART
National Semiconductor INS8250, NS16450
and NS16550, NS16C552 with FIFO support

The sample Ethernet device driver described in Appendix B and provided with the
KwikNet TCP/IP Stack includes the following services and supports the indicated Ethernet
controllers.
Device
Mnemonic
ETLOOP
DE220

Supports:
Loopback Ethernet driver
Sample device driver supports:
Generic Novell NE2000 compatible controllers
D-Link DE-220 Family ISA PnP Ethernet Adapter
National Semiconductor DP8390, DP83901, DP83902

The following optional serial device drivers for specific serial (UART) controllers are
also available from KADAK. Drivers are continuously being developed so if the driver
you need is not listed, call KADAK.
Device
Mnemonic

Vendor

Processor / Part

AT91S

Atmel

USART for ARM, Thumb:
AT91x40xxx family (AT91R40807)
AT91M42800A, AT91M55800A, AT91M63200
AT91RM3400, AT91RM9200

MCFS

Freescale

UART for ColdFire:
MCF52xx: 06e, 14, 16, 32..35, 49, 70..72, 74, 75, 80..82
MCF53xx: 07
MCF54xx: 07, 70..75, 80..85

Optional KwikNet Device Drivers
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The following optional Ethernet device drivers for specific Ethernet controllers are also
available from KADAK. Drivers are continuously being developed so if the driver you
need is not listed, call KADAK.
Device
Mnemonic

Vendor

Family

Processor / Part

M360E

Motorola

68000

MC68EN360 SCC

M5272E
M5282E

Freescale
Freescale

ColdFire
ColdFire

MCF5272 FEC
MCF5282 FEC
MCF52xx: 32..35, 70, 71, 74, 75, 80..82

M5475E

Freescale

ColdFire

MCF5475 FEC (see separate manual)
MCF54xx: 70..75, 80..85

M5200

Freescale

PowerPC

MPC5200 FEC

M860E
M860T
M8260F
M8560F

Motorola
Motorola
Motorola
Freescale

PowerPC
PowerPC
PowerPC
PowerPC

MPC860 SCC
MPC860T FEC
MPC8260 FCC
MPC8560 FCC

P405E

IBM

PowerPC

PPC405GP

BF537E

Analog
Devices

Blackfin

ADSP-BF536, ADSP-BF537

Device
Mnemonic

Vendor

Part

AM7990
DM9008
SM91C96
SM91C111
IN82544
IN82559
CS8900A

Advanced Micro Devices
Davicom Semiconductor
Standard Microsystems Corp
Standard Microsystems Corp
Intel
Intel
Cirrus Logic

Am7990 (Lance), Am79C961
DM9008
LAN91C96
LAN91C111, LAN91C113
82544
82559
CS8900A

(see separate manual)

Note
Data sheets for optional KwikNet device drivers follow in
Appendix C in the order in which they are listed above.
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AT91 USART Controller
Device Driver Data Sheet

Filename

AT91S.C, AT91S.H, AT91SBRD.C

Mnemonic

AT91S

Description

The KwikNet AT91 USART Serial Device Driver supports the use of the
AT91 USART controller for serial communication for SLIP or PPP
networks. The driver is provided ready for use on the Atmel AT91EB40
Evaluation Board equipped with an Atmel AT91R40807 processor.
This driver supports the USART found on the following Atmel processors:
AT91x40,
AT91M42800A, AT91M55800A, AT91M63200,
AT91RM3400, AT91RM9200

Configure

This device driver includes a number of low level configurable parameters
which can only be adjusted by editing the definitions in the driver source
modules AT91S.H and AT91S.C.
The default values and editing
instructions are included in the files. These parameters control the
following features:
•
•

AT91 USART Device Driver

Select AT91 processor variant
Support modem operations required by the KwikNet modem driver
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AT91 USART Controller
Device Driver Data Sheet (continued)

Parameters

The KwikNet Configuration Manager can be used to define the following
set of device dependent parameters. These parameters are entered in the
Device Driver Definition on the Networks property page.

MSB

LSB
M D R

1

Tx/Rx Buffer Size

Unit

2

Baud Rate

3

Clock Frequency

4

Priority

5

R
CLK D T T F
M R S

IRQ Identifier

Number of Transmit Buffers

Number of Receive Buffers

Attributes

The low order 8 bits of the first parameter describe the device attributes
supported by the driver. Reserved and undefined fields must be 0.

RF

Set this bit to 1 to enable RTS/CTS hardware flow control if supported by
the USART. Set this bit to 0 if RTS/CTS flow control is not to be used,
even if supported by the USART.

RTS

The state of this bit defines the required state of the RTS signal if
supported by the USART. This bit is ignored if bit RF is 1.

DTR

The state of this bit defines the initial state of the DTR signal when modem
signals are used. This bit is ignored if bit MDM is 0.

MDM

Set this bit to 1 if you require access to modem signals. The driver can
only provide modem support for AT91 processor variants equipped with
modem signals (DTR, DSR and DCD). If the AT91 processor does not
have modem signals, setting this bit will have no effect.
Set this bit to 0 if access to modem signals is not required, even if
supported by the USART.

AT91S-2
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AT91 USART Controller
Device Driver Data Sheet (continued)

Parameters (continued)
CLK

This parameter selects the clock signal from which the baud rate is
derived. The clock signal source is selected using one of the following
integer codes:
0
1
2
3

MCK
MCK/8
Slow clock (AT91M42800A only)
External SCK

Unit

If the processor variant has multiple USART devices, use this parameter to
select USART device n (n >= 0). Otherwise, set the unit number to 0.

Buffer Size

This parameter defines the size of the transmit and receive buffers which
are to be managed by the device driver. If this parameter is 0, the default
buffer size of 128 bytes will be used.

Baud Rate

This parameter defines the baud rate at which the device must operate.
Conventional baud rates from 50 to 128000 are supported. Higher baud
rates will require a very high speed processor. KwikNet includes the baud
rate in its network statistics summary.

Clock Frequency
This parameter defines the frequency in Hz of the input clock
signal selected by the CLK parameter.
IRQ

This parameter is the KwikNet IRQ identifier which defines the interrupt
through which both the transmit and receive interrupt requests are
vectored. It is used by the board driver module KN_BOARD.C to map
logical device interrupts to the underlying target hardware and operating
system. For ARM and Thumb architectures, the IRQ identifier is a
positive integer which defines the interrupt mapping (see Chapter 1.8).
When using KwikNet with AMX 4-ARM or AMX 4-Thumb, the AMX
vector number is used as the IRQ identifier.
If you are using the KwikNet Porting Kit, the assignment of IRQ identifiers
must be done by you as part of your overall system design.

Priority

AT91 USART Device Driver

This parameter defines the priority level (0 to 7) of the USART interrupt
relative to other interrupt inputs to the Advanced Interrupt Controller.
Priority level 0 is the lowest priority and level 7 is the highest.
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Device Driver Data Sheet (continued)

Parameters (continued)
Buffers

These parameters define the number of transmit and receive buffers which
are to be managed by the device driver. If you set the number of transmit
buffers to 0, twenty four (24) transmit buffers will be allocated by default.
If you set the number of receive buffers to 0, six (6) receive buffers will be
allocated by default.
The size of each transmit and receive buffer is specified by parameter
You must provide enough transmit buffers of that size to
buffer at least 3000 bytes of data, the largest possible PPP packet. By
default, 24 transmit buffers of 128 bytes allow 3072 bytes of data to be
buffered for transmission.
Tx/Rx Buffer Size.

The device driver should have at least two receive buffers so that data can
continue to be received while KwikNet processes previously received data.
More receive buffers may be required to avoid data loss at high baud rates
on a slow processor.
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Device Driver Data Sheet (continued)

Porting the AT91 USART Device Driver
The KwikNet AT91 USART Serial Device Driver is ready for use with the AT91 USART
in the AT91R40807 processor operating on the Atmel AT91EB40 Evaluation Board.
Use the file KN_BDAT9.C as a replacement for the default board driver module
KN_BOARD.C provided with KwikNet. File KN_BDAT9.C is a copy of file KN_BOARD.C
edited to support the use of this driver on the AT91EB40 or AT91EB42 Evaluation
Board.
To port this device driver to your own target hardware, proceed as follows. Review
header file AT91S.H and be sure that the symbols defined near the beginning of the file
match your USART specification. Alterations may be required if you are not using one
of the Atmel AT91 processor variants already supported by the driver. In that case, you
will also have to edit the pin setup module file AT91SBRD.C to add the input/output pin
setup definitions for your hardware configuration.
Review device driver file AT91S.C and be sure that the symbols IO_SCALE, IO_BIAS and
IO_DELAY defined at the beginning of the file match your required use. The purpose of
each symbol is described in header file KN_DVCIO.H. If your device driver will never
encounter a modem connection, change the definition of symbol DD_MODEM to 0 to
eliminate all modem support from the driver, thereby reducing code size.
Compile the KwikNet AT91 board driver module KN_BDAT9.C, the device driver module
AT91S.C and the pin setup module AT91SBRD.C and link the resulting object modules
with your KwikNet application.
If the device driver does not operate correctly with your hardware, review device driver
file AT91S.C and the pin setup module AT91SBRD.C and confirm that all I/O operations
which they perform meet the requirements of your particular USART device.

AT91 USART Device Driver
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Configuring the AT91 USART Device Driver
Use the KwikNet Configuration Manager to edit your Network Parameter File to include
this serial device driver. Assume that you require the following configuration for use
with the AT91RM3400 processor.
The second of the four available USARTs (unit 1) is to be used.
The USART is to operate at 57600 baud.
The clock source is the external SCK with a source frequency of 32 MHz.
RTS/CTS hardware flow control is to be used.
Modem signals are required; output signal DTR is to be set high.
KwikNet IRQ identifier 7 identifies the second USART as the interrupt source.
USART interrupts are to occur at priority level 1.
The default 128 byte transmit and receive buffer size is suitable.
32 transmit buffers and 8 receive buffers are required.
Enter the following five device driver parameters:
Parameter #1:
Parameter #2:
Parameter #3:
Parameter #4:
Parameter #5:

0x0000013D
57600
32000000
0x10000007
0x00200008

Generate your KwikNet Library Make File and use it to build your KwikNet Library.
Compile the KwikNet AT91 board driver module KN_BDAT9.C, the device driver module
and the pin setup module AT91SBRD.C. Be sure to link the resulting object
modules and the KwikNet Library with your KwikNet application.
AT91S.C
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ColdFire UART Controller
Device Driver Data Sheet

Filename

MCFS.C, MCFS.H, MCFSBRD.C

Mnemonic

MCFS

Description

The KwikNet ColdFire UART Serial Device Driver supports the use of
UART controllers found on ColdFire processors for serial communication
for SLIP or PPP networks.
This driver supports the UARTs found on the following ColdFire
processors and boards:
MCF5307 family:
MCF5206e
Cadre III M5206EC3 board
MCF5249
Freescale M5249C3 board
MCF5307
Arnewsh SBC5307 board
MCF5407
Freescale M5407C3 board
MCF5272 family:
MCF5272
Freescale M5272C3 board
MCF5282 family:
MCF5214,16
MCF5232..35
Freescale M5235EVB board
MCF5280..82
Freescale M5282EVB board
MCF5270,71
Freescale M5271EVB board
MCF5274,75
Freescale M5275EVB board
MCF5475 family:
MCF5470..75
Freescale M5475EVB board
MCF5480..85
Freescale M5485EVB board

Configure

This device driver includes a number of low level configurable parameters
which can only be adjusted by editing the definitions in the driver source
modules MCFS.H and MCFS.C. The default values and editing instructions
are included in the files. These parameters control the following features:
•
•

ColdFire UART Device Driver

Select ColdFire processor variant
Support modem operations required by the KwikNet modem driver
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Parameters

The KwikNet Configuration Manager can be used to define the following
set of device dependent parameters. These parameters are entered in the
Device Driver Definition on the Networks property page.

MSB
1
2

LSB
Tx/Rx Buffer Size
Vector

5

R
R
T
F
S

Clock Frequency
Base Address

BA2

Number of Transmit Buffers

IRQ
Level

IRQ
Priority

Number of Receive Buffers

Unit

If the processor variant has multiple UART devices, use this parameter to
select UART device n where n >= 0. Otherwise, set the unit number to 0.

Attributes

The low order 8 bits of the first parameter describe the device attributes
supported by the driver. Reserved and undefined fields must be 0.

RF

Set this bit to 1 to enable RTS/CTS hardware flow control if supported by
the UART. Set this bit to 0 if RTS/CTS flow control is not to be used, even
if supported by the UART.

RTS

The state of this bit defines the required state of the RTS signal if
supported by the UART. This bit is ignored if bit RF is 1.

CLK

This parameter selects the clock signal from which the baud rate is
derived. The clock signal source is selected using one of the following
integer codes:
0, 1
2
3

Buffer Size

MCFS-2

CLK

Baud Rate

3
4

Unit

System clock
External clock / 16
External clock / 1

This parameter defines the size of the transmit and receive buffers which
are to be managed by the device driver. If this parameter is 0, the default
buffer size of 128 bytes will be used.
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Parameters (continued)
Baud Rate

This parameter defines the baud rate at which the device must operate.
Conventional baud rates from 50 to 128000 are supported. Higher baud
rates will require a very high speed processor. KwikNet includes the baud
rate in its network statistics summary. If the CLK parameter selects an
external clock source, then this parameter is ignored.

Clock Frequency
This parameter defines the frequency in Hz of the system clock
signal. If the CLK parameter selects an external clock source, then this
parameter is ignored.
Base Address

The Base Address field and the BA2 field are treated as a single
22-bit value for most ColdFire processors. This parameter provides the
upper 22 bits of the ColdFire processor's module base address. If this
parameter has a value, say BADR, then the processor's internal memory
mapped registers will be located at (BADR<<10)+0.
The 22-bit value BADR must match the value programmed into the upper
bits of the Internal Peripheral System Base Address Register (IPSBAR) or
Module Base Address Register (MBAR). The device driver does not alter
either of these registers.
Only the most significant bits of the base address are meaningful.
However, the number of meaningful bits varies from processor to
processor. When deriving the true base address, the device driver will use
only the meaningful bits, as determined by the ColdFire processor which
your device driver is configured to support.

BA2

The MCF5249 ColdFire processor has two module base addresses. The
field provides the upper 20 bits of the value programmed
into the Module Base Address Register (MBAR). If this parameter has a
value, say BADR, then the processor's internal memory mapped registers
will be located at (BADR<<12)+0.
Base Address

Field BA2 provides the upper 2 bits of the second module base address. If
this parameter has value BADR2, then the second bank of internal memory
mapped registers will be located at (BADR2<<30)+0. The value BADR2
must match the value programmed into the upper bits of the Module Base
Address Register #2 (MBAR2).
For processors other than the MCF5249, field BA2 is treated as part of the
base address value as described above.

ColdFire UART Device Driver
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Parameters (continued)
Vector

For processors in the MCF5307 family, this parameter is the ColdFire
interrupt vector number through which UART interrupt requests are to be
vectored. Choose a positive integer in the range from 0 to 255 which does
not conflict with any other interrupt or exception source in your system.
For all other ColdFire processor families, this parameter is ignored.

IRQ Level

This parameter defines the ColdFire interrupt level to be assigned to
device interrupt requests generated by the UART. Priority levels from 1
(lowest) to 6 (highest) are acceptable. A value of 0 will be translated to a
priority of 1. Any value greater than 6 will be translated to a priority of 6.

IRQ Priority This parameter defines the relative priority within a ColdFire interrupt
level to be assigned to device interrupt requests generated by the UART.
For processors in the MCF5282 and MCF5475 families, priority levels
from 0 (lowest) to 7 (highest) are acceptable.
For processors in the MCF5307 family, priority levels from 0 (lowest) to 3
(highest) are acceptable.
For processors in the MCF5272 family, this parameter is ignored.
Buffers

These parameters define the number of transmit and receive buffers which
are to be managed by the device driver. If you set the number of transmit
buffers to 0, twenty four (24) transmit buffers will be allocated by default.
If you set the number of receive buffers to 0, six (6) receive buffers will be
allocated by default.
The size of each transmit and receive buffer is specified by parameter
You must provide enough transmit buffers of that size to
buffer at least 3000 bytes of data, the largest possible PPP packet. By
default, 24 transmit buffers of 128 bytes allow 3072 bytes of data to be
buffered for transmission.
Tx/Rx Buffer Size.

The device driver should have at least two receive buffers so that data can
continue to be received while KwikNet processes previously received data.
More receive buffers may be required to avoid data loss at high baud rates
on a slow processor.
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Porting the ColdFire UART Device Driver
The KwikNet ColdFire UART Serial Device Driver is ready for use with the UART
controllers in many ColdFire processors on several evaluation boards. The default board
driver module KN_BOARD.C provided with KwikNet is also ready for use with these boards.
To port this device driver to your own target hardware, proceed as follows. Review
header file MCFS.H and be sure that the symbols defined near the beginning of the file
match your UART specification. Alterations may be required if you are not using one of
the Freescale ColdFire processor variants already supported by the driver.
In particular, you must define the symbol DD_MCF_BRD to identify the specific ColdFire
processor that you are using. If you do not want to modify MCFS.H, you may also select
the processor type by using a text editor to add a ...KN_DEF directive to the end of your
KwikNet Network Parameter File. For example, to target an MCF5271 processor, use the
directive:
...KN_DEF

DD_MCF_BRD,DD_MCF5271

One important piece of the ColdFire puzzle that is often taken for granted is how the chip
is wired into a particular design. These processors provide various methods of
controlling general purpose I/O pins connected to the outside world. Since the pins
associated with these general I/O ports can be configured in a myriad of ways, you will
have to edit the pin assignment module MCFSBRD.C to specify the manner in which your
ColdFire processor is wired to your UART adapter.
Review device driver file MCFS.C and be sure that the symbols IO_SCALE, IO_BIAS and
IO_DELAY defined at the beginning of the file match your required use. The purpose of
each symbol is described in header file KN_DVCIO.H. If your device driver will never
require a modem connection, change the definition of symbol DD_MODEM to 0 to eliminate
all modem support from the driver, thereby reducing code size.
Compile the KwikNet ColdFire board driver module KN_BOARD.C, the device driver
module MCFS.C and the pin setup module MCFSBRD.C and link the resulting object
modules with your KwikNet application.
If the device driver does not operate correctly with your hardware, review device driver
file MCFS.C and the pin setup module MCFSBRD.C and confirm that all I/O operations
which they perform meet the requirements of your particular UART device.

ColdFire UART Device Driver
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Configuring the ColdFire UART Device Driver
Use the KwikNet Configuration Manager to edit your Network Parameter File to include
this serial device driver. Assume that you require the following configuration for use
with the MCF5407 processor.
The second of the two available UARTs (unit 1) is to be used.
The UART is to operate at 57600 (0x00E100) baud.
The clock source is the internal system clock with a source frequency of 50 MHz.
RTS/CTS hardware flow control is to be used.
The MCF5407 module base address is 0x10000000.
UART interrupts will be routed through vector 75 (0x4B).
UART interrupts are to occur at interrupt level 1, priority 2.
The default 128 byte transmit and receive buffer size is suitable.
32 transmit buffers and 8 receive buffers are required.
Enter the following five device driver parameters:
Parameter #1:
Parameter #2:
Parameter #3:
Parameter #4:
Parameter #5:

0x00000101
0x4B00E100
50000000
0x10000012
0x00200008

Using a text editor, add the following directive to your KwikNet Network Parameter File.
...KN_DEF

DD_MCF_BRD,DD_MCF5407

Generate your KwikNet Library Make File and use it to build your KwikNet Library.
Compile the KwikNet board driver module KN_BOARD.C, the device driver module MCFS.C
and the pin setup module MCFSBRD.C. Be sure to link the resulting object modules and
the KwikNet Library with your KwikNet application.
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MC68EN360 SCC Ethernet
Device Driver Data Sheet

Filename

M360E.C, M360E.H, M360EBRD.C

Mnemonic

M360E

Description

The KwikNet MC68EN360 SCC Ethernet Device Driver supports the use of
any of the four MC68EN360 SCC channels for 10Mbps Ethernet
communication. The driver is provided ready for use on the Motorola
M68360QUADS board.

Configure

This device driver includes a number of low level configurable parameters
which can only be adjusted by editing the definitions in the driver source
module M360E.H. The default values and editing instructions are included
in the file. These parameters control the following features:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

MC68EN360 SCC Device Driver

Permit broadcast Ethernet packets to be rejected
Set CPM interrupt request level
Adjust transmit inactivity timeout
Minimum number of transmit and receive buffers
Maximum number of receive problems before interface is reset
Default unit number if configured unit number is out of range
Support the enforcement of n-byte alignment of receive buffers
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MC68EN360 SCC Ethernet
Device Driver Data Sheet (continued)

Parameters

The KwikNet Configuration Manager can be used to define the following
set of device dependent parameters. These parameters are entered in the
Device Driver Definition on the Networks property page.

MSB
1

Ethernet Address (high 16 bits)

Unit

2

Ethernet Address (low 32 bits)

3

Address of Buffer Descriptor Table

4

IRQ Identifier

5

M360E-2

LSB

Number of Transmit Buffers

A

D S PR

Number of Receive Buffers

Unit

This parameter selects the SCC channel to be used for network
communication. A value of 1 to 4 will select channel SCC1 to SCC4
respectively. If the value is not 1 to 4, channel SCC1 will be used.

Attributes

The low order 8 bits of the first parameter describe the device attributes
supported by the driver. Reserved and undefined fields must be 0.

PR

This two bit field defines the relative priority of the SCC channel selected
by field Unit. A value of 0 to 3 assigns the SCC to priority position SCaP
to SCdP respectively.

S

This bit defines the SCC priority scheme. If this bit is 0, the grouped
priority scheme is used. If this bit is 1, the spread priority scheme is used.

D

This bit defines the duplex mode of operation. If this bit is 0, the SCC
channel will operate in half duplex mode. If this bit is 1, the SCC channel
will operate in full duplex mode. On the supported board, only SCC1 is
wired to permit operation in either mode.

KADAK
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MC68EN360 SCC Ethernet
Device Driver Data Sheet (continued)

Attributes (continued)
A

Most MC68EN360 processors require long alignment of receive buffers.
Unfortunately, since Ethernet headers are 14 bytes long, the data in each
received Ethernet frame will be halfword aligned, leading to serious data
processing inefficiencies. This parameter can be used to adjust the device
driver's alignment of receive buffers to address this issue.
If this bit is 0, the driver will force all receive buffers to be aligned on an
n-byte boundary where n is defined by symbol DD_RCVALIGN in header file
M360E.H. The default value for n is 4. The driver then moves the entire
received frame within the KwikNet packet buffer to ensure proper long
alignment of the data for processing by KwikNet.
If this bit is 1, the driver will properly position all received data such that
no extra data copy is required after the Ethernet frame has been received.
Be sure that your MC68EN360 supports 2-byte alignment of Ethernet
frames before enabling this feature. In this case, you can also reduce the
driver code size by defining symbol DD_RCVALIGN in header file M360E.H
to be 2.
Note that this attribute will only be effective if symbol DD_RCVALIGN in
header file M360E.H is defined to be greater than 2, thereby enabling the
device driver to support this receive buffer alignment feature.

Warning
packet buffers must be aligned to meet or exceed this
driver's receive alignment requirement. Hence, you must ensure that
the "Receive buffer alignment" specified on the Ethernet property page
of your KwikNet Network Parameter File is a multiple of the value
assigned to DD_RCVALIGN in header file M360E.H.
KwikNet
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Device Driver Data Sheet (continued)

Parameters (continued)
Ethernet Address The 48-bit Ethernet address assigned to the network must be
defined. The most significant byte (see MSB in diagram) of the high 16
bits of the Ethernet address will be transmitted first; the least significant
byte (see LSB in diagram) of the low 32 bits of the address will be
transmitted last.
Buffer Table This parameter provides the address within the MC68EN360 dual ported
RAM to be used for the transmit and receive Buffer Descriptor Table. The
address is restricted to the limits of the dual ported RAM as mapped into
the 4GByte address space by the MBAR register. The upper 19 bits of this
address are also used to form the base address of the internal memory
mapped registers and SCC parameter RAM.
The Buffer Descriptor Table must be 8-byte aligned.
IRQ

This parameter is the KwikNet IRQ identifier which defines the interrupt
through which both the transmit and receive interrupt requests are
vectored. It is used by the board driver module KN_BOARD.C to map
logical device interrupts to the underlying target hardware and operating
system.
When using KwikNet with AMX 68000, the AMX vector number is used as
the KwikNet IRQ identifier. The AMX vector number is simply the
processor vector number.
If you are using the KwikNet Porting Kit, the assignment of IRQ identifiers
must be done by you as part of your overall system design.

Buffers

M360E-4

These parameters define the number of transmit and receive buffers which
are to be managed by the device driver. Descriptors for these transmit and
receive buffers will be allocated in the Buffer Descriptor Table. The
number of buffers is limited to the number of buffer descriptors which can
be allocated in the Buffer Descriptor Table in the MC68EN360 dual
ported RAM. Three transmit buffers and eight receive buffers are
frequently sufficient.

KADAK
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Device Driver Data Sheet (continued)

Porting the MC68EN360 SCC Ethernet Device Driver
The KwikNet MC68EN360 SCC Ethernet Device Driver is ready for use on the Motorola
M68360QUADS board. Use file KN_QUADS.C as a replacement for the default board
driver module KN_BOARD.C provided with KwikNet. File KN_QUADS.C is a copy of file
KN_BOARD.C edited to support the use of this driver on the M68360QUADS board.
To port this device driver to your MC68EN360 hardware, proceed as follows. Review
header file M360E.H and be sure that the symbols defined at the beginning of the file
match your intended MC68EN360 use. Alterations will be required in only the rarest of
configurations.
One important piece to the MC68EN360 puzzle that is often taken for granted is how the
chip is wired into a particular design. The processor provides Ports A, B and C for all
general purpose I/O with the outside world. Since the pins associated with these ports
can be configured in a myriad of ways, you will have to edit the pin assignment module
M360EBRD.C to specify the manner in which your MC68EN360 processor is wired to your
Ethernet adapter.
If you are using the M68360QUADS board, edit the definition of symbol KN_QUADS to
pick that board. Instructions are provided in the file. If you are porting the driver to your
own hardware, set the definition of this symbol to 0 to prohibit configuration for that
board.
If you are porting the driver to your own hardware, edit the arrays board360[],
board360ex[] and board360dyn[] to reflect your pin assignments. Use the settings for
the M68360QUADS board as an example.
The board driver module KN_QUADS.C for the M68360QUADS board initializes the
internal interrupt controller of the slave MC68EN360 controller to define the manner in
which the slave controller generates interrupts. This board driver assumes that the base
address of the slave controller is 0x22000. It programs the slave controller to vector its
generated interrupts to the main MC68EN360 processor into the block of interrupt
vectors starting at vector number 0x40. Hence, SCC1 to SCC4 will generate interrupts
through processor vector numbers 94 to 91 respectively (backwards, but true).
If you change the MBAR register of the slave MC68EN360 controller to use an alternate
base address or wish to relocate the slave's reserved block of interrupt vectors, you will
have to edit procedure kn_brdreset() in board driver module KN_QUADS.C accordingly.

MC68EN360 SCC Device Driver
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Device Driver Data Sheet (continued)

Configuring the MC68EN360 SCC Ethernet Device Driver
Use the KwikNet Configuration Manager to edit your Network Parameter File to include
this Ethernet device driver. Assume that you require the following configuration for use
on the Motorola M68360QUADS board.
MC68EN360 SCC channel 1 is to be used operating at 10Mbps.
Select SCC priority position SCaP using the grouped scheme.
The Ethernet link must operate in half duplex mode.
Enforce 4-byte alignment of receive buffers.
The controller is to be assigned Ethernet address 0x00A04C829A18.
The slave MC68EN360 base address is 0x00022000 per its MBAR register setting.
KwikNet IRQ identifier 94 identifies SCC channel 1 as the interrupt source.
2 transmit buffers and 8 receive buffers are required.
Buffers are to be located at internal RAM offset 0x0000.
Enter the following five device driver parameters:
Parameter #1:
Parameter #2:
Parameter #3:
Parameter #4:
Parameter #5:

0x00A00100
0x4C829A18
0x22000
94
0x20008

Generate your KwikNet Library Make File and use it to build your KwikNet Library.
Compile the KwikNet board driver module KN_BOARD.C or KN_QUADS.C, the pin
assignment module M360EBRD.C and the device driver module M360E.C. Be sure to link
the resulting object modules and the KwikNet Library with your KwikNet application.

M360E-6
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MCF5272 FEC Ethernet
Device Driver Data Sheet

Filename

M5272E.C, M5272E.H, M5272BRD.C

Mnemonic

M5272E

Description

The KwikNet MCF5272 FEC Ethernet Device Driver supports the use of
the MCF5272 Fast Ethernet Controller (FEC) for 10Mbps or 100Mbps
Ethernet communication. The driver is provided ready for use on the
Freescale M5272C3 board.

Configure

This device driver includes a number of low level configurable parameters
which can only be adjusted by editing the definitions in the driver source
module M5272E.H. The default values and editing instructions are
included in the file. These parameters control the following features:
•
•
•
•
•

MCF5272 FEC Device Driver

Permit broadcast Ethernet packets to be rejected
Select MII or seven-wire transceiver interface
Adjust transmit and receive recovery timeouts
Minimum number of transmit and receive buffers
Support the enforcement of n-byte alignment of receive buffers
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Device Driver Data Sheet (continued)

Parameters

The KwikNet Configuration Manager can be used to define the following
set of device dependent parameters. These parameters are entered in the
Device Driver Definition on the Networks property page.

MSB
1

LSB
Ethernet Address (high 16 bits)

2
3

A R D S TW

Ethernet Address (low 32 bits)
Base Address

4
5

Unit (reserved)

Reserved
IRQ
Level

Reserved
Number of Transmit Buffers

Number of Receive Buffers

Unit

This parameter is reserved for use as an FEC channel number. Set this
parameter to 0.

Attributes

The low order 8 bits of the first parameter describe the device attributes
supported by the driver. Reserved and undefined fields must be 0.

TW

This two bit parameter specifies the Transmit FIFO Watermark, a value
which controls the amount of data that the Ethernet controller will
accumulate in its transmit FIFO before beginning frame transmission.
The following binary values for parameter TW are acceptable.
00
Begin transmission after buffering 64 bytes
01
Reserved (same effect as value 00)
10
Begin transmission after buffering 128 bytes
11
Begin transmission after buffering 192 bytes
The Ethernet transmit FIFO compensates for a memory system that cannot
keep pace with Ethernet transmission rates. It allows an uninterrupted
stream of data to be delivered to the Ethernet channel.
A higher watermark reduces the risk of transmit FIFO underrun errors but
delays transmission, thereby affecting throughput. Note that packets
which are smaller than the watermark threshold will not be deferred.

M5272E-2
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Attributes (continued)
S

This bit defines the FEC operation speed. If this bit is 0, the FEC will
operate at 10Mbps. If this bit is 1, the FEC will operate at 100Mbps.

D

This bit defines the duplex mode of operation. If this bit is 0, the FEC
channel will operate in half duplex mode. If this bit is 1, the FEC channel
will operate in full duplex mode.

R

This bit defines the Transmit Retime value. If this bit is 1, transmit output
signals will be delayed by one-half of the transmit clock period to provide
compatibility with transceivers with hold time requirements in excess of
the MII specification. If no such delay is required, set this bit to 0.

A

The MCF5272 processor requires each receive buffer to be located at a
memory address which is a multiple of 16. Unfortunately, since Ethernet
headers are 14 bytes long, the data in each received Ethernet frame will be
halfword aligned, leading to serious data processing inefficiencies. This
parameter can be used to adjust the device driver's alignment of receive
buffers to address this issue.
If this bit is 0, the driver will force all receive buffers to be aligned on an
n-byte boundary where n is defined by symbol DD_RCVALIGN in header file
M5272E.H. The default value for n is 16. The driver then moves the entire
received frame within the KwikNet packet buffer to ensure proper long
alignment of the data for processing by KwikNet.
If this bit is 1, the driver will properly position all received data such that
no extra data copy is required after the Ethernet frame has been received.
Be sure that your MCF5272 supports 2-byte alignment of Ethernet frames
before enabling this feature. In this case, you can also reduce the driver
code size by defining symbol DD_RCVALIGN in header file M5272E.H to
be 2.
Note that this attribute will only be effective if symbol DD_RCVALIGN in
header file M5272E.H is defined to be greater than 2, thereby enabling the
device driver to support this receive buffer alignment feature.

Warning
packet buffers must be aligned to meet or exceed this
driver's receive alignment requirement. Hence, you must ensure that
the "Receive buffer alignment" specified on the Ethernet property page
of your KwikNet Network Parameter File is a multiple of the value
assigned to DD_RCVALIGN in header file M5272E.H.
KwikNet
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Parameters (continued)
Ethernet Address The 48-bit Ethernet address assigned to the network must be
defined. The most significant byte (see MSB in diagram) of the high 16
bits of the Ethernet address will be transmitted first; the least significant
byte (see LSB in diagram) of the low 32 bits of the address will be
transmitted last.
Base Address

This parameter provides the upper 16 bits of the MCF5272 module
base address. If this parameter has value BA, then the MCF5272 internal
memory mapped registers will be located at memory address (BA<<16)+0.
Value BA must match the value programmed into the upper 16 bits of the
MCF5272 Module Base Address Register (MBAR) by your application
startup code.

IRQ Level

This parameter defines the ColdFire interrupt priority level to be assigned
to all device interrupt requests generated by the MCF5272 Fast Ethernet
Controller (FEC). Priority levels from 1 (lowest) to 6 (highest) are
acceptable. A value of 0 will be translated to a priority of 1. Any value
greater than 6 will be translated to a priority of 6.
The MCF5272 internal devices generate interrupts which are serviced via
a block of vectors in the processor interrupt vector table. The block of
vectors start at the vector number specified by the content of the
Programmable Interrupt Vector Register (PIVR). The MCF5272 FEC
generates interrupts 22, 23 and 24 relative to the PIVR vector number. For
example, if the PIVR value is 64 (0x40), the FEC will generate processor
interrupts 86, 87 and 88 at offsets 0x158, 0x15C and 0x160 respectively
within the processor interrupt vector table. Each of these three interrupts
will be serviced at the priority level specified by the IRQ Level parameter.
Note that this device driver will use three of the dedicated ISP roots
provided by the KwikNet board driver module. Hence, when using this
device driver with other network interfaces, you may have to increase the
number of ISP roots provided by the board driver module.

Buffers

M5272E-4

These parameters define the number of transmit and receive buffers which
are to be managed by the device driver. Descriptors for these transmit and
receive buffers will be dynamically constructed in the Buffer Descriptor
Table allocated by the device driver. The number of buffers which can be
managed is limited only by the memory available to KwikNet for allocation
as a Buffer Descriptor Table. Three transmit buffers and eight receive
buffers are frequently sufficient.

KADAK
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Porting the MCF5272 FEC Ethernet Device Driver
The KwikNet MCF5272 FEC Ethernet Device Driver is ready for use on the Freescale
M5272C3 board. The default board driver module KN_BOARD.C provided with KwikNet is
also ready for use with this board.
To port this device driver to your MCF5272 hardware, proceed as follows. Review
header file M5272E.H and be sure that the symbols defined at the beginning of the file
match your intended MCF5272 use.
One important piece to the MCF5272 puzzle that is often taken for granted is how the
chip is wired into a particular design. The processor provides Ports A, B, C and D for all
general purpose I/O with the outside world. Although the pins associated with these
ports can be configured in a myriad of ways, only a subset of the pins controlled by Port
B apply to the FEC interface.
You should review the pin assignment module M5272BRD.C and, if necessary, modify
function kn_pcon_fec() to specify the manner in which your MCF5272 processor is
wired to your Ethernet adapter. In some cases, you may have to alter this function to
program the external transceiver interface for proper operation.
As provided, function kn_pcon_fec() supports the use of the Level One LXT971L
Ethernet transceiver on the Freescale M5272C3 board. The external transceiver is
configured using hardware jumpers on the M5272C3 board and does not require special
software initialization. General Purpose I/O Port B of the MCF5272 is initialized to
connect the FEC I/O pins to the transceiver.
options such as the duplex setting and transceiver speed may require the
initialization of MCF5272 General Purpose I/O signals that are hard-wired to
configuration pins on the transceiver. In other cases, registers internal to the transceiver
may have to be programmed to specify these options. The Media Independent Interface
(MII) provided by the MCF5272 may have to be used for this purpose. Note that
function kn_pcon_fec() receives the KwikNet device driver attributes (configuration
parameter 1) as a parameter, making it easy for you to dynamically adjust your
transceiver interface as specified by your KwikNet configuration.
KwikNet
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Configuring the MCF5272 FEC Ethernet Device Driver
Use the KwikNet Configuration Manager to edit your Network Parameter File to include
this Ethernet device driver. Assume that you require the following configuration for use
on the Freescale M5272C3 board.
A Transmit FIFO Watermark of 64 bytes is sufficient.
The MCF5272 FEC channel operates at 100Mbps.
The Ethernet link must operate in full duplex mode.
No Transmit Retime is required.
Enforce 16-byte alignment of receive buffers.
The controller is to be assigned Ethernet address 0x00CF5272C301.
The MCF5272 base address is 0x10000000 per your MBAR register setting.
FEC interrupt requests are to be serviced at priority level 5.
4 transmit buffers and 8 receive buffers are required.
Enter the following five device driver parameters:
Parameter #1:
Parameter #2:
Parameter #3:
Parameter #4:
Parameter #5:

0x00CF000C
0x5272C301
0x10000000
5
0x40008

Generate your KwikNet Library Make File and use it to build your KwikNet Library.
Compile the KwikNet board driver module KN_BOARD.C, the pin assignment module
and the device driver module M5272E.C. Be sure to link the resulting object
modules and the KwikNet Library with your KwikNet application.

M5272BRD.C
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MCF5282 FEC Ethernet
Device Driver Data Sheet

Filename

M5282E.C, M5282E.H

Mnemonic

M5282E

Description

The KwikNet MCF5282 FEC Ethernet Device Driver supports the use of
the processor's Fast Ethernet Controller (FEC) for 10Mbps or 100Mbps
Ethernet communication. The driver supports the following ColdFire
processors:
MCF528x family:
MCF523x family:
MCF527x family:

MCF5280, 5281, 5282
MCF5232, 5233, 5234, 5235
MCF5270, 5271, 5274, 5275

The driver is provided ready for use on the Freescale M5282EVB and
M5271EVB evaluation boards.
Configure

This device driver includes a number of low level configurable parameters
which can only be adjusted by editing the definitions in the driver source
module M5282E.H. The default values and editing instructions are
included in the file. These parameters control the following features:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

MCF5282 FEC Device Driver

Select ColdFire processor variant
Select transceiver interface type
Minimum size of transmit and receive storage
Size and alignment of ring buffers and buffer descriptors
Adjust transmit and receive recovery timeouts
Include support for effects of data caching
Prioritize Ethernet interrupts
Buffer and buffer descriptor storage allocation strategy
PHY address of external transceiver (MII mode only)
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Parameters

The KwikNet Configuration Manager can be used to define the following
set of device dependent parameters. These parameters are entered in the
Device Driver Definition on the Networks property page.

MSB
1

Ethernet Address (high 16 bits)

2
3

LSB
Unit

D S TW

Ethernet Address (low 32 bits)
BA

IRQ
Level

Reserved

4

Transmit Storage Size

5

Receive Storage Size

Unit

If the processor variant has multiple FEC devices, use this parameter to
select FEC device n (n >= 0). Otherwise, set the unit number to 0.

Attributes

The low order 8 bits of the first parameter describe the device attributes
supported by the driver. Reserved and undefined fields must be 0.

TW

This two bit parameter specifies the Transmit FIFO Watermark, a value
which controls the amount of data that the Ethernet controller will
accumulate in its transmit FIFO before beginning frame transmission.
The following binary values for parameter TW are acceptable.
00
Begin transmission after buffering 64 bytes
01
Reserved (same effect as value 00)
10
Begin transmission after buffering 128 bytes
11
Begin transmission after buffering 192 bytes
The Ethernet transmit FIFO compensates for a memory system that cannot
keep pace with Ethernet transmission rates. It allows an uninterrupted
stream of data to be delivered to the Ethernet channel.
A higher watermark reduces the risk of transmit FIFO underrun errors but
delays transmission, thereby affecting throughput. Note that packets
which are smaller than the watermark threshold will not be deferred.

M5282E-2
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Attributes (continued)
S

This bit defines the FEC operation speed. If this bit is 0, the FEC will
operate at 10Mbps. If this bit is 1, the FEC will operate at 100Mbps.
Value S must match the speed of the network to which this device will be
connected. Failure to do so may affect the communication of all nodes on
the network.

D

This bit defines the duplex mode of operation. If this bit is 0, the FEC
channel will operate in half duplex mode. If this bit is 1, the FEC channel
will operate in full duplex mode.
Value D must match the duplex of the network to which this device will be
connected. Failure to do so may affect the communication of all nodes on
the network.

Ethernet Address The 48-bit Ethernet address assigned to the network must be
defined. The most significant byte (see MSB in diagram) of the high 16
bits of the Ethernet address will be transmitted first; the least significant
byte (see LSB in diagram) of the low 32 bits of the address will be
transmitted last.
Base Address (BA) This parameter provides the upper 2 bits of the processor's internal
peripheral system base address. If this parameter has value BA, then the
internal memory mapped registers will be located at memory address
(BA<<30)+0. Value BA must match the value programmed into the upper
2 bits of the Internal Peripheral System Base Address Register (IPSBAR)
by your application startup code.
IRQ Level

This parameter defines the base interrupt priority level for all interrupt
requests generated by the Fast Ethernet Controller (FEC). Since the total
number of interrupts generated by the FEC controller exceeds the number
of interrupts which can be assigned to one priority level, the FEC
interrupts are split into two groups.
This parameter is added to symbol DD_IL_BASE1 defined in driver header
file M5282E.H to obtain the ColdFire interrupt priority level for the first
defined group of FEC interrupts. This value is also added to symbol
DD_IL_BASE2 to obtain the ColdFire interrupt priority level for the second
defined group of FEC interrupts. Refer to the description of interrupt
prioritization in file M5282E.H to customize these FEC interrupt groups.
Priority levels from 1 (lowest) to 6 (highest) are acceptable. A value of 0
will be translated to a priority of 1. A value of 7 will be translated to a
priority of 6. The specified value must, when added to DD_IL_BASE1 or
DD_IL_BASE2, produce a result which lies in the range 1 to 6 inclusive.

MCF5282 FEC Device Driver
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Parameters (continued)
Transmit/Receive Storage These parameters define the number of bytes to allocate for
buffering transmit and receive packets. The allocated storage is managed
as a linear array of equal sized ring buffers. Each ring buffer has an
associated 8-byte descriptor allocated in the Transmit/Receive Buffer
Descriptor Table. The ring buffer size is defined by symbol DD_BUFSIZE
in the device driver header file M5282E.H. By default, the ring buffer size
is defined to be 256 bytes. Each Ethernet packet that is sent or received is
composed of one or more ring buffers.
The values entered for these parameters will be rounded down to the
nearest DD_BUFSIZE multiple prior to allocation. The minimum allocation
is 1536 for transmit and 1536 for receive, allowing buffering for one
maximum sized Ethernet packet.
By default, the ring buffers and buffer descriptors are allocated using the
standard KwikNet memory allocation. This allocation strategy is suitable
only if data caching is disabled. Your KwikNet memory allocation
method (see the OS property page in Chapter 2.3 of the KwikNet TCP/IP
Stack User's Guide) must provide enough memory to meet the storage
requirements that you have specified.

Warning
The transmit and receive Buffer Descriptor Tables must reside in
memory that is not subject to data caching. If the memory allocated
by KwikNet is cache enabled, then you cannot use that memory. You
must modify the memory allocation macros as described in header
file M5282E.H to allocate from non-cached memory.

M5282E-4
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Porting the MCF5282 FEC Ethernet Device Driver
The KwikNet MCF5282 FEC Ethernet Device Driver is ready for use on the Freescale
M5282EVB and M5271EVB boards. Board driver module KN_BDEVB.C is provided with
KwikNet for use with these boards.
To port this device driver to your own target hardware, proceed as follows. Review
header file M5282E.H and be sure that the symbols defined at the beginning of the file
match your intended FEC use. Alterations may be required if you are not using one of
the Freescale ColdFire processor variants already supported by the driver.
In particular, you must define the symbol DD_MCF_EBRD to identify the specific ColdFire
processor that you are using. If you do not want to modify M5282E.H, you may also
select the processor type by using a text editor to add a ...KN_DEF directive to the end of
your KwikNet Network Parameter File. For example, to target the MCF5271 processor,
use the directive:
...KN_DEF

DD_MCF_EBRD,DD_MCF5271

If you are connecting the FEC to an MII (Media Independent Interface) compliant
Ethernet transceiver, define symbol DD_PHYADDR in header file M5282E.H to be the MII
bus address of the transceiver. By default, DD_PHYADDR is set to 1. If MII mode is
enabled (symbol DD_MIIMODE is defined as 1) in header file M5282E.H, this device driver
will send a reset command to register 0 of the device with address DD_PHYADDR. If your
transceiver requires additional programming, extend the existing transceiver initialization
code in function ed_init() in source file M5282E.C.
If you intend to locate your ring buffers in data cache enabled memory, you must set
symbol DD_DCACHE in header file M5282E.H to 1. You must also create the public
functions listed below as described in header file M5282E.H. These functions receive
three parameters: the address of a block of memory, the size of the block of memory and
the cache line size.
kn_dcache_preprd()
kn_dcache_prepwr()
kn_dcache_store()

MCF5282 FEC Device Driver

Prepare memory for read
Prepare memory for write
Store memory for write

KADAK

(invalidate data cache)
(prevent cache line fills)
(flush data cache)
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Configuring the MCF5282 FEC Ethernet Device Driver
Use the KwikNet Configuration Manager to edit your Network Parameter File to include
this Ethernet device driver. Assume that you require the following configuration for use
on the Freescale M5282EVB or M5271EVB board.
A Transmit FIFO Watermark of 64 bytes is sufficient.
The FEC channel operates at 100Mbps.
The Ethernet link must operate in full duplex mode.
The controller is to be assigned Ethernet address 0x00CF5282E001.
The peripheral base address is 0x40000000 per your IPSBAR register setting.
FEC interrupt requests are to be serviced at priority levels 4 and 5.
4KB of transmit packet storage is required.
16KB of receive packet storage is required.
Enter the following five device driver parameters:
Parameter #1:
Parameter #2:
Parameter #3:
Parameter #4:
Parameter #5:

0x00CF000C
0x5282E001
0x40000004
0x1000
0x4000

If using the M5271EVB board, be sure to select the MCF5271 processor by editing driver
header file M5282E.H. Alternatively, use a text editor and add the following directive to
your KwikNet Network Parameter File.
...KN_DEF

DD_MCF_EBRD,DD_MCF5271

Generate your KwikNet Library Make File and use it to build your KwikNet Library.
Compile the KwikNet board driver module KN_BOARD.C and the device driver module
Be sure to link the resulting object modules with your KwikNet application.

M5282E.C.

If you are using KwikNet with AMX CFire on the M5282EVB board, use the KwikNet
board driver module KN_BDEVB.C instead of file KN_BOARD.C. You will also require the
AMX CFire board support module M5282EVB.S.
If you are using KwikNet with AMX CFire on the M5271EVB board, use the KwikNet
board driver module KN_BDEVB.C instead of file KN_BOARD.C. You will also require the
AMX CFire board support module M5271EVB.S.
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MPC860 SCC Ethernet
Device Driver Data Sheet

Filename

M860E.C, M860E.H, M860EBRD.C

Mnemonic

M860E

Description

The KwikNet MPC860 SCC Ethernet Device Driver supports the use of any
of the four MPC860 SCC channels for 10Mbps Ethernet communication.
The driver is provided ready for use on any of the Motorola MPC860ADS,
MPC8xxFADS or MBX860 boards.

Configure

This device driver includes a number of low level configurable parameters
which can only be adjusted by editing the definitions in the driver source
module M860E.H. The default values and editing instructions are included
in the file. These parameters control the following features:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

MPC860 SCC Device Driver

Permit broadcast Ethernet packets to be rejected
Set CPM interrupt request level
SDMA U-bus arbitration priority
Include support for effects of data caching
Adjust transmit inactivity timeout
Minimum number of transmit and receive buffers
Maximum number of receive problems before interface is reset
Default unit number if configured unit number is out of range
Support the enforcement of n-byte alignment of receive buffers

KADAK
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Parameters

The KwikNet Configuration Manager can be used to define the following
set of device dependent parameters. These parameters are entered in the
Device Driver Definition on the Networks property page.

MSB
1

Ethernet Address (high 16 bits)

Unit

2

Ethernet Address (low 32 bits)

3

Address of Buffer Descriptor Table

4

IRQ Identifier

5

M860E-2

LSB

Number of Transmit Buffers

A C D S PR

Number of Receive Buffers

Unit

This parameter selects the SCC channel to be used for network
communication. A value of 1 to 4 will select channel SCC1 to SCC4
respectively. If the value is not 1 to 4, channel SCC1 will be used.

Attributes

The low order 8 bits of the first parameter describe the device attributes
supported by the driver. Reserved and undefined fields must be 0.

PR

This two bit field defines the relative priority of the SCC channel selected
by field Unit. A value of 0 to 3 assigns the SCC to priority position SCaP
to SCdP respectively.

S

This bit defines the SCC priority scheme. If this bit is 0, the grouped
priority scheme is used. If this bit is 1, the spread priority scheme is used.

D

This bit defines the duplex mode of operation. If this bit is 0, the SCC
channel will operate in half duplex mode. If this bit is 1, the SCC channel
will operate in full duplex mode. On the supported boards, only SCC1 is
wired to permit operation in either mode.

KADAK
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Attributes (continued)
C

This bit determines if the driver must accommodate data caching. If this
bit is 0, it will be assumed that data caching may be enabled and that
caching effects must be considered. If this bit is 1, it will be assumed that
data caching will not be present and that caching effects can be ignored.
Note that this attribute will only be effective if symbol DD_DCACHE in
header file M860E.H is defined to be 1, thereby enabling the device driver
to support this data cache accommodation feature.

A

Most MPC860 processors require long alignment of receive buffers.
Unfortunately, since Ethernet headers are 14 bytes long, the data in each
received Ethernet frame will be halfword aligned, leading to serious data
processing inefficiencies. This parameter can be used to adjust the device
driver's alignment of receive buffers to address this issue.
If this bit is 0, the driver will force all receive buffers to be aligned on an
n-byte boundary where n is defined by symbol DD_RCVALIGN in header file
M860E.H. The default value for n is 4. The driver then moves the entire
received frame within the KwikNet packet buffer to ensure proper long
alignment of the data for processing by KwikNet.

If this bit is 1, the driver will properly position all received data such that
no extra data copy is required after the Ethernet frame has been received.
Be sure that your MPC860 supports 2-byte alignment of Ethernet frames
before enabling this feature. In this case, you can also reduce the driver
code size by defining symbol DD_RCVALIGN in header file M860E.H to be 2.
Note that this attribute will only be effective if symbol DD_RCVALIGN in
header file M860E.H is defined to be greater than 2, thereby enabling the
device driver to support this receive buffer alignment feature.

Warning
packet buffers must be aligned to meet or exceed this
driver's receive alignment requirement. Hence, you must ensure that
the "Receive buffer alignment" specified on the Ethernet property page
of your KwikNet Network Parameter File is a multiple of the value
assigned to DD_RCVALIGN in header file M860E.H.
KwikNet

MPC860 SCC Device Driver
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Parameters (continued)
Ethernet Address The 48-bit Ethernet address assigned to the network must be
defined. The most significant byte (see MSB in diagram) of the high 16
bits of the Ethernet address will be transmitted first; the least significant
byte (see LSB in diagram) of the low 32 bits of the address will be
transmitted last.
Buffer Table This parameter provides the address within the MPC860 dual ported RAM
to be used for the transmit and receive Buffer Descriptor Table. The
address is restricted to the limits of the dual ported RAM as mapped into
the 4GByte address space by the IMMR register. The upper 16 bits of this
address are also used to form the base address of the internal memory
mapped registers and SCC parameter RAM.
The Buffer Descriptor Table must be 8-byte aligned.
IRQ

This parameter is the KwikNet IRQ identifier which defines how the
transmit and receive interrupt requests are vectored. It is used by the
board driver module KN_BOARD.C to map logical device interrupts to the
underlying target hardware and operating system.
Note that device interrupts to the PowerPC are funnelled through one or
more PowerPC exception vectors. Multiple devices can generate
interrupts through a single PowerPC exception vector.
AMX PPC32 handles the separation of interrupts and their vectoring
through a single linear array referred to as the AMX Vector Table.
Consequently, when using KwikNet with AMX PPC32, the AMX vector
number is used as the KwikNet IRQ identifier.
If you are using the KwikNet Porting Kit, the assignment of IRQ identifiers
must be done by you as part of your overall system design.

Buffers

M860E-4

These parameters define the number of transmit and receive buffers which
are to be managed by the device driver. Descriptors for these transmit and
receive buffers will be allocated in the Buffer Descriptor Table. The
number of buffers is limited to the number of buffer descriptors which can
be allocated in the Buffer Descriptor Table in the MPC860 dual ported
RAM. Three transmit buffers and eight receive buffers are frequently
sufficient.

KADAK
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Porting the MPC860 SCC Ethernet Device Driver
The KwikNet MPC860 SCC Ethernet Device Driver is ready for use on any of the
Motorola MPC860ADS, MPC8xxFADS or MBX860 boards. The default board driver
module KN_BOARD.C provided with KwikNet is also ready for use with any of these boards.
To port this device driver to your MPC860 hardware, proceed as follows. Review header
file M860E.H and be sure that the symbols defined at the beginning of the file match your
intended MPC860 use. Alterations will be required in only the rarest of configurations.
One important piece to the MPC860 puzzle that is often taken for granted is how the chip
is wired into a particular design. The processor provides Ports A, B, C and D for all
general purpose I/O with the outside world. Since the pins associated with these ports
can be configured in a myriad of ways, you will have to edit the pin assignment module
M860EBRD.C to specify the manner in which your MPC860 processor is wired to your
Ethernet adapter.
If you are using one of the boards on which this driver has been tested, edit the definition
of symbols KNADS860, KNMBX860, KNFADS860 and KNFADS860T to pick the particular
board of interest. Instructions are provided in the file. If you are porting the driver to
your own hardware, set the definitions of each of these symbols to 0 to prohibit
configuration for these boards.
If you are porting the driver to your own hardware, edit the arrays board860[],
board860ex[] and board860dyn[] to reflect your pin assignments. Use the settings for
any of the supported boards as an example.
If you are using AMX PPC32, you can use Interrupt Identification Procedure ch500vd()
in one of the AMX board support modules to derive the AMX vector number for the
interrupting device. For the MPC860ADS or MPC8xxFADS boards, use the AMX
MPC860ADS board support module CH860ADS.S. For the MBX860 board, use the AMX
MBX860 board support module CH860MBX.S.

MPC860 SCC Device Driver
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Configuring the MPC860 SCC Ethernet Device Driver
Use the KwikNet Configuration Manager to edit your Network Parameter File to include
this Ethernet device driver. Assume that you require the following configuration for use
on the Motorola MPC860ADS board.
MPC860 SCC channel 1 is to be used operating at 10Mbps.
Select SCC priority position SCaP using the grouped scheme.
Caching must be accommodated.
The Ethernet link must operate in half duplex mode.
Enforce 4-byte alignment of receive buffers.
The controller is to be assigned Ethernet address 0x00A04C829A18.
The MPC860 base address is 0xFF000000 per your IMMR register setting.
KwikNet IRQ identifier 9 identifies SCC channel 1 as the interrupt source.
2 transmit buffers and 8 receive buffers are required.
Buffers are to be located at internal RAM offset 0x2000.
Enter the following five device driver parameters:
Parameter #1:
Parameter #2:
Parameter #3:
Parameter #4:
Parameter #5:

0x00A00100
0x4C829A18
0xFF002000
9
0x20008

Generate your KwikNet Library Make File and use it to build your KwikNet Library.
Compile the KwikNet board driver module KN_BOARD.C, the pin assignment module
M860EBRD.C and the device driver module M860E.C. Be sure to link the resulting object
modules and the KwikNet Library with your KwikNet application.
If you are using AMX PPC32, you can use Interrupt Identification Procedure ch500vd()
in one of the AMX board support modules to derive the AMX vector number for the
interrupting device. For the MPC860ADS or MPC8xxFADS boards, use the AMX
MPC860ADS board support module CH860ADS.S. For the MBX860 board, use the AMX
MBX860 board support module CH860MBX.S.
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MPC860T FEC Ethernet
Device Driver Data Sheet

Filename

M860T.C, M860T.H, M860TBRD.C

Mnemonic

M860T

Description

The KwikNet MPC860T FEC Ethernet Device Driver supports the use of
the MPC860T Fast Ethernet Channel (FEC) for 10Mbps or 100Mbps
Ethernet communication. The driver is provided ready for use on the
Motorola MPC8xxFADS board.

Configure

This device driver includes a number of low level configurable parameters
which can only be adjusted by editing the definitions in the driver source
module M860T.H. The default values and editing instructions are included
in the file. These parameters control the following features:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

MPC860T FEC Device Driver

Permit broadcast Ethernet packets to be rejected
Set FEC interrupt request level
SDMA U-bus arbitration priority
Include support for effects of data caching
Adjust transmit and receive recovery timeouts
Minimum number of transmit and receive buffers
Support the enforcement of n-byte alignment of receive buffers
Buffer descriptor storage allocation strategy
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Parameters

The KwikNet Configuration Manager can be used to define the following
set of device dependent parameters. These parameters are entered in the
Device Driver Definition on the Networks property page.

MSB
1

LSB
Ethernet Address (high 16 bits)

Unit (reserved)

2

Ethernet Address (low 32 bits)

3

Base Address

4

IRQ Identifier

5

Number of Transmit Buffers

A C D

S

Number of Receive Buffers

Unit

This parameter is reserved for future use as an FEC channel number. Set
this parameter to 0.

Attributes

The low order 8 bits of the first parameter describe the device attributes
supported by the driver. Reserved and undefined fields must be 0.

S

This bit defines the FEC operation speed. If this bit is 0, the FEC will
operate at 10Mbps. If this bit is 1, the FEC will operate at 100Mbps.

D

This bit defines the duplex mode of operation. If this bit is 0, the FEC
channel will operate in half duplex mode. If this bit is 1, the FEC channel
will operate in full duplex mode.

C

This bit determines if the driver must accommodate data caching. If this
bit is 0, it will be assumed that data caching may be enabled and that
caching effects must be considered. If this bit is 1, it will be assumed that
data caching will not be present and that caching effects can be ignored.
Note that this attribute will only be effective if symbol DD_DCACHE in
header file M860T.H is defined to be 1, thereby enabling the device driver
to support this data cache accommodation feature.

M860T-2
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Attributes (continued)
A

The MPC860T processor requires each receive buffer to be located at a
memory address which is a multiple of 16. Unfortunately, since Ethernet
headers are 14 bytes long, the data in each received Ethernet frame will be
halfword aligned, leading to serious data processing inefficiencies. This
parameter can be used to adjust the device driver's alignment of receive
buffers to address this issue.
If this bit is 0, the driver will force all receive buffers to be aligned on an
n-byte boundary where n is defined by symbol DD_RCVALIGN in header file
M860T.H. The default value for n is 16. The driver then moves the entire
received frame within the KwikNet packet buffer to ensure proper long
alignment of the data for processing by KwikNet.
If this bit is 1, the driver will properly position all received data such that
no extra data copy is required after the Ethernet frame has been received.
Be sure that your MPC860T supports 2-byte alignment of Ethernet frames
before enabling this feature. In this case, you can also reduce the driver
code size by defining symbol DD_RCVALIGN in header file M860T.H to be 2.
Note that this attribute will only be effective if symbol DD_RCVALIGN in
header file M860T.H is defined to be greater than 2, thereby enabling the
device driver to support this receive buffer alignment feature.

Warning
packet buffers must be aligned to meet or exceed this
driver's receive alignment requirement. Hence, you must ensure that
the "Receive buffer alignment" specified on the Ethernet property page
of your KwikNet Network Parameter File is a multiple of the value
assigned to DD_RCVALIGN in header file M860T.H.
KwikNet

Ethernet Address The 48-bit Ethernet address assigned to the network must be
defined. The most significant byte (see MSB in diagram) of the high 16
bits of the Ethernet address will be transmitted first; the least significant
byte (see LSB in diagram) of the low 32 bits of the address will be
transmitted last.
Base Address This parameter provides the MPC860T base address. The address must
match the value programmed into the IMMR register by your processor
startup code. The upper 16 bits of this address are used to form the base
address of the internal memory mapped registers. The lower 16 bits of
this address are ignored.

MPC860T FEC Device Driver
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Parameters (continued)
IRQ

This parameter is the KwikNet IRQ identifier which defines how the
transmit and receive interrupt requests are vectored. It is used by the
board driver module KN_BOARD.C to map logical device interrupts to the
underlying target hardware and operating system.
Note that device interrupts to the PowerPC are funnelled through one or
more PowerPC exception vectors. Multiple devices can generate
interrupts through a single PowerPC exception vector.
AMX PPC32 handles the separation of interrupts and their vectoring
through a single linear array referred to as the AMX Vector Table.
Consequently, when using KwikNet with AMX PPC32, the AMX vector
number is used as the KwikNet IRQ identifier.
If you are using the KwikNet Porting Kit, the assignment of IRQ identifiers
must be done by you as part of your overall system design.

Buffers

These parameters define the number of transmit and receive buffers which
are to be managed by the device driver. Descriptors for these transmit and
receive buffers will be dynamically allocated by the device driver. The
number of buffers is limited only by the memory available to KwikNet for
allocation. Three transmit buffers and eight receive buffers are frequently
sufficient.
By default, the buffer descriptors are allocated using the standard KwikNet
memory allocation. This allocation strategy is suitable only if data
caching is disabled. Your KwikNet memory allocation method (see the OS
property page in Chapter 2.3 of the KwikNet TCP/IP Stack User's Guide)
must provide enough memory to meet the buffering requirements that you
have specified.

Warning
The transmit and receive Buffer Descriptor Tables must reside in
memory that is not subject to data caching. If the memory allocated
by KwikNet is cache enabled, then you cannot use that memory. You
must modify the memory allocation macros as described in header
file M860T.H to allocate from non-cached memory.

M860T-4
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Porting the MPC860T FEC Ethernet Device Driver
The KwikNet MPC860T FEC Ethernet Device Driver is ready for use on the Motorola
MPC8xxFADS board equipped with an MPC860TDB daughter board. The default board
driver module KN_BOARD.C provided with KwikNet is also ready for use with this board.
To port this device driver to your MPC860T hardware, proceed as follows. Review
header file M860T.H and be sure that the symbols defined at the beginning of the file
match your intended MPC860T use. Alterations will be required in only the rarest of
configurations.
One important piece to the MPC860T puzzle that is often taken for granted is how the
chip is wired into a particular design. The processor provides Ports A, B, C and D for all
general purpose I/O with the outside world. Since the pins associated with these ports
can be configured in a myriad of ways, you will have to edit the pin assignment module
M860TBRD.C to specify the manner in which your MPC860T processor is wired to your
Ethernet adapter.
If you are using the MPC8xxFADS board, edit the definition of symbol KNFADS860T to
pick that board. Instructions are provided in the file. If you are porting the driver to your
own hardware, set the definition of this symbol to 0 to prohibit configuration for that
board.
If you are porting the driver to your own hardware, edit the arrays board860ex[] and
board860dyn[] to reflect your pin assignments. Use the settings for the MPC8xxFADS
board as an example.
If you are using AMX PPC32, you can use Interrupt Identification Procedure ch500vd()
in the AMX MPC860FADS board support module FADS860.S to derive the AMX vector
number for the interrupting device.

MPC860T FEC Device Driver
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Configuring the MPC860T FEC Ethernet Device Driver
Use the KwikNet Configuration Manager to edit your Network Parameter File to include
this Ethernet device driver. Assume that you require the following configuration for use
on the Motorola MPC860FADS board.
The MPC860T FEC channel operates at 100Mbps.
Caching must be accommodated.
The Ethernet link must operate in half duplex mode.
Enforce 16-byte alignment of receive buffers.
The controller is to be assigned Ethernet address 0x00A04C829A18.
The MPC860T base address is 0xFF000000 per your IMMR register setting.
KwikNet IRQ identifier 7 identifies the FEC as the interrupt source.
2 transmit buffers and 8 receive buffers are required.
Enter the following five device driver parameters:
Parameter #1:
Parameter #2:
Parameter #3:
Parameter #4:
Parameter #5:

0x00A00001
0x4C829A18
0xFF000000
7
0x20008

Generate your KwikNet Library Make File and use it to build your KwikNet Library.
Compile the KwikNet board driver module KN_BOARD.C, the pin assignment module
and the device driver module M860T.C. Be sure to link the resulting object
modules and the KwikNet Library with your KwikNet application.
M860TBRD.C

If you are using AMX PPC32, you can use Interrupt Identification Procedure ch500vd()
in the AMX MPC860FADS board support module FADS860.S to derive the AMX vector
number for the interrupting device.
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MPC8260 FCC Ethernet
Device Driver Data Sheet

Filename

M8260F.C, M8260F.H, M8260FBS.C

Mnemonic

M8260F

Description

The KwikNet MPC8260 FCC Ethernet Device Driver supports the use of
the MPC8260 Fast Communications Controller (FCC) for 10Mbps or
100Mbps Ethernet communication. The driver is provided ready for use
on the EST Corp. SBC8260 board.

Configure

This device driver includes a number of low level configurable parameters
which can only be adjusted by editing the definitions in the driver source
module M8260F.H. The default values and editing instructions are
included in the file. These parameters control the following features:
•
•
•
•
•

MPC8260 FCC Device Driver

Include support for effects of data caching
Adjust transmit recovery timeout
Adjust PHY auto-negotiate poll and timeout intervals
Minimum number of transmit and receive buffers
Minimum receive buffer size
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Parameters

The KwikNet Configuration Manager can be used to define the following
set of device dependent parameters. These parameters are entered in the
Device Driver Definition on the Networks property page.

MSB
1

LSB
Ethernet Address (high 16 bits)

Unit

2

Ethernet Address (low 32 bits)

3

Address of Buffer Descriptor Table

4
5

IRQ Identifier

Tx Threshold

Receive Buffer Size

PHY Id

C D P

S

Number of Tx Buffers

Number of Receive Buffers

Unit

This parameter selects the FCC channel to be used for network
communication. A value of 1 to 3 will select channel FCC1 to FCC3
respectively. If the value is not 1 to 3, channel FCC1 will be used.

Attributes

The low order 8 bits of the first parameter describe the device attributes
supported by the driver. Reserved and undefined fields must be 0.
When the device driver is initialized, the device attributes are presented to
the board setup function kn_8260_fcc() in the board setup module
M8260FBS.C for use in configuring the physical Ethernet transceiver.

M8260F-2

S

This bit defines the speed of operation. If this bit is 0, the controller will
operate at 10Mbps. If this bit is 1, the controller will operate at 100Mbps.
The speed may be negotiated and, if so, will be influenced by the setting
of the P attribute bit.

D

This bit defines the duplex mode of operation. If this bit is 0, the
controller will operate in half duplex mode. If this bit is 1, the controller
will operate in full duplex mode. The duplex mode may be negotiated
and, if so, will be influenced by the setting of the P attribute bit.

KADAK
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Attributes (continued)
C

This bit determines if the driver must accommodate data caching. If this
bit is 0, it will be assumed that data caching may be enabled and that
caching effects must be considered. If this bit is 1, it will be assumed that
data caching will not be present and that caching effects can be ignored.
Note that this attribute will only be effective if symbol DD_DCACHE in
header file M8260F.H is defined to be 1, thereby enabling the device driver
to support this data cache accommodation feature.

P

This bit defines the preferred negotiation strategy to be used when
programming the physical layer transceiver (PHY) to establish the speed
and duplex mode of operation.
If the PHY supports extended auto-negotiation, set P to 1 to negotiate the
best possible settings supported by the PHY, ignoring the S and D settings.
If P is 0, the preferences specified by S and D will be advertised, but the
negotiated results will be accepted.
If the PHY supports auto-negotiation with no extensions, set P to 1 to
accept the default speed and duplex mode established by the PHY,
ignoring the S and D settings. If P is 0, the PHY will be programmed to
unconditionally establish the settings specified by S and D.
If the PHY does not support auto-negotiation, set P to 0.

PHY Id

This parameter identifies the PHY number (0 to 31) to be presented to the
MII when configuring the physical Ethernet adapter. If the MII controller
supports only a single physical interface, set this parameter to 0.

Ethernet Address The 48-bit Ethernet address assigned to the network must be
defined. The most significant byte (see MSB in diagram) of the high 16
bits of the Ethernet address will be transmitted first; the least significant
byte (see LSB in diagram) of the low 32 bits of the address will be
transmitted last.
Buffer Descriptor Table
This parameter provides the address within the MPC8260
dual ported RAM to be used for the transmit and receive Buffer Descriptor
Table. The address is restricted to the limits of the dual ported RAM as
mapped into the 4GByte address space by the IMMR register. The upper 15
bits of this address are also used to form the base address of the internal
memory mapped registers and FCC parameter RAM. A total of
8*(NTbuf+NRbuf) bytes of RAM will be used at this address where NTbuf
is the number of transmit buffers and NRbuf is the number of receive
buffers specified in this Device Driver Definition.

MPC8260 FCC Device Driver
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Parameters (continued)
IRQ

This parameter is the KwikNet IRQ identifier which defines how the
transmit and receive interrupt requests are vectored. It is used by the
board driver module KN_BOARD.C to map logical device interrupts to the
underlying target hardware and operating system.
Note that device interrupts to the PowerPC are funnelled through one or
more PowerPC exception vectors. Multiple devices can generate
interrupts through a single PowerPC exception vector.
AMX PPC32 handles the separation of interrupts and their vectoring
through a single linear array referred to as the AMX Vector Table.
Consequently, when using KwikNet with AMX PPC32, the AMX vector
number is used as the KwikNet IRQ identifier.
If you are using the KwikNet Porting Kit, the assignment of IRQ identifiers
must be done by you as part of your overall system design.

Buffers

These parameters define the number of transmit buffers (NTbuf) and the
number of receive buffers (NRbuf) which are to be managed by the device
driver. An 8 byte descriptor for each transmit and receive buffer is
allocated in the Buffer Descriptor Table.
Since KwikNet packet buffers are used as transmit buffers, no data copying
is required. At any instant, the device driver can be in control of a
maximum of NTbuf KwikNet packet buffers.
Unfortunately, the MPC8260 imposes alignment restrictions on received
data which precludes the direct transfer of received data into a KwikNet
packet buffer. For this reason, the device driver allocates an array of
NRbuf data buffers into which received data is stored. The device driver
then copies the received data from one or more receive buffers into a
KwikNet packet buffer, ensuring that the packet data is properly aligned for
best KwikNet performance.
The number of receive buffers and the size of each determines the total
size of the receive buffer array which will be allocated by the device
driver. You must ensure that your KwikNet memory allocation method can
meet this requirement (see the OS property page in Chapter 2.3 of the
KwikNet TCP/IP Stack User's Guide). For example, 16384 (16K) bytes
will be required for 64 receive buffers of 256 bytes each.

Receive Buffer Size This parameter defines the number of bytes allocated for each
receive buffer. An Ethernet packet can span multiple receive buffers. A
buffer size of 256 bytes provides good efficiency for large packets while
limiting the amount of wasted space in small packets. The FCC requires
that the buffer size be divisible by 32 and in the range 64 to 1536 bytes.
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Parameters (continued)
Tx Threshold This parameter can be used to minimize transmit interrupt overhead. The
transmit threshold value, say TxLim, must be an integer in the range 0 to
NTbuf where NTbuf is the number of transmit buffers specified in this
Device Driver Definition.
The MPC8260 can continuously transmit packets without generating a
transmit interrupt, as long as packets are available. By deferring the
generation of a transmit interrupt until the supply of untransmitted packets
is nearly exhausted, higher effective transmit data rates can be achieved.
The transmit threshold value is used to determine which packets should
generate a transmit interrupt. As the driver accepts a packet for
transmission, it compares the total number of packets which it then owns
to NTbuf, the maximum number of transmit buffers which it controls. If
the difference is less than or equal to the transmit threshold TxLim, the
driver ensures that a transmit interrupt will be generated when the packet
just accepted is eventually transmitted.
If TxLim equals NTbuf, a transmit interrupt will be generated every time a
packet is transmitted. Best results will usually be achieved with a small
value for TxLim, especially for large NTbuf values.
If TxLim is set to 0, a transmit interrupt will rarely occur. However, the
driver's transmit recovery timer will ensure proper operation, albeit less
than optimal.
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PHY Negotiation
The Ethernet physical layer transceiver (PHY) is configured each time the device driver
is called by the KwikNet Ethernet Network Driver to open the network interface for use by
the application. Since the driver cannot suspend execution of the KwikNet TCP/IP stack
while it awaits the PHY negotiation results, it uses a KwikNet timer to periodically sample
the PHY, watching for the auto-negotiation to complete. The sampling period and the
wait interval are defined in header file M8260F.H. By default, the driver samples at 200
ms intervals for up to 5 seconds.
The device driver reports the success or failure of the auto-negotiation process to the
Ethernet network driver. If a link has been established, the network driver completes the
opening process and declares the network interface operational. If necessary, IP address
negotiation will then be initiated using either DHCP or AutoIP according to your network
interface definition.
If the PHY auto-negotiation fails, the Ethernet network driver will declare that the
network interface cannot be opened for use.
Event Callback Notification
The device driver generates a network event to signal the success (KN_EV_DVCUP) or
failure (KN_EV_DVCFAIL) of the PHY auto-negotiation.
If you implement the KwikNet event notification function kn_netevent() as described in
Chapter 4.5 of the KwikNet TCP/IP Stack User's Guide, your function will be called
whenever either of these network events is generated. Note that your function will be
called again when the network is subsequently declared open (up) or closed (down).
Alternatively, your application can periodically poll the network interface by calling
function kn_ifstate() to determine when the interface is available for use. The
function will report that the interface is in transit (KN_NIFS_TRANSIT) until it is finally
declared up (KN_NIFS_UP) or down (KN_NIFS_DOWN).
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Porting the MPC8260 FCC Ethernet Device Driver
The KwikNet MPC8260 FCC Ethernet Device Driver is ready for use on the EST Corp.
SBC8260 board. The default board driver module KN_BOARD.C provided with KwikNet is
also ready for use with this board.
To port this device driver to your MPC8260 hardware, proceed as follows. Review
header file M8260F.H and be sure that the symbols defined at the beginning of the file
match your intended MPC8260 use. Alterations will be required in only the rarest of
configurations.
One important piece to the MPC8260 puzzle that is often taken for granted is how the
chip is wired into a particular design. The processor provides Ports A, B, C and D for all
general purpose I/O with the outside world. Since the pins associated with these ports
can be configured in a myriad of ways, you will have to edit the board setup module
M8260FBS.C to specify the manner in which your MPC8260 processor is wired to your
Ethernet transceiver.
If you are using the EST Corp. SBC8260 board, edit the definition of symbol KNEST8260
to pick that board. Instructions are provided in the file. If you are porting the driver to
your own hardware, set the definition of this symbol to 0 to prohibit configuration for that
board.
If you are porting the driver to your own hardware, edit function kn_8260_fcc() to
reflect your pin assignments and PHY initialization requirements. Edit function
kn_8260_fcc_phy() to reflect your MII bus access method. Use the board setup for the
EST Corp. SBC8260 board as an example. Note that function kn_8260_fcc() receives
the device attributes and PHY device identifier from your Device Driver Definition as a
parameter. Edit function kn_8260_fcc() to configure your board to operate with the
specified attributes.
The external physical layer transceiver (PHY) used by the FCC2 on the SBC8260 board
is the CTX-1170. The MPC8260 communicates with the CTX-1170 over a Media
Independent Interface (MII) that can support up to 32 devices. On the SBC8260 board,
the CTX-1170 device has been wired to PHY address 0 on the MII bus.
Programming of the PHY depends upon the control register and status register bit
definitions which are considered to be standard across all brands of Ethernet PHY
devices. If the control and status registers of your PHY device are not compatible with
those of the CTX-1170, you will have to modify the definitions in header file M8260F.H
and edit function kn_8260_fcc() in file M8260FBS.C to program your PHY device
appropriately.
If you are using AMX PPC32, you can use Interrupt Identification Procedure ch500vd()
in the AMX EST Corp. SBC8260 board support module SBC8260.S to derive the AMX
vector number for the interrupting device.
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Configuring the MPC8260 FCC Ethernet Device Driver
Use the KwikNet Configuration Manager to edit your Network Parameter File to include
this Ethernet device driver. Assume that you require the following configuration for use
on the EST Corp. SBC8260 board.
MPC8260 FCC channel 2 is to be used.
FCC channel 2 is connected to PHY device 0.
Caching must be accommodated.
The Ethernet link speed and duplex mode is auto-negotiated.
The controller is to be assigned Ethernet address 0x00A04C829A18.
The MPC8260 base address is 0x0F000000 per your IMMR register setting.
The Buffer Descriptor Table is to be located at internal RAM at offset 0x2000.
KwikNet IRQ identifier 33 identifies the FCC as the interrupt source.
4 transmit buffers are required.
The transmit interrupt threshold is 1.
A total of 64 receive buffers of 256 bytes each are required.
Enter the following five device driver parameters:
Parameter #1:
Parameter #2:
Parameter #3:
Parameter #4:
Parameter #5:

0x00A00204
0x4C829A18
0x0F002000
0x21010004
0x01000040

Generate your KwikNet Library Make File and use it to build your KwikNet Library.
Compile the KwikNet board driver module KN_BOARD.C, the board setup module
and the device driver module M8260F.C. Be sure to link the resulting object
modules and the KwikNet Library with your KwikNet application.

M8260FBS.C

If you are using AMX PPC32, you can use Interrupt Identification Procedure ch500vd()
in the AMX EST Corp. SBC8260 board support module SBC8260.S to derive the AMX
vector number for the interrupting device.
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MPC8560 FCC Ethernet
Device Driver Data Sheet

Filename

M8560F.C, M8560F.H, M8560FBS.C

Mnemonic

M8560F

Description

The KwikNet MPC8560 FCC Ethernet Device Driver supports the use of
the MPC8560 Fast Communications Controller (FCC) for 10Mbps or
100Mbps Ethernet communication. The driver is provided ready for use
on the Freescale MPC8560ADS board.

Configure

This device driver includes a number of low level configurable parameters
which can only be adjusted by editing the definitions in the driver source
module M8560F.H. The default values and editing instructions are
included in the file. These parameters control the following features:
•
•
•
•
•
•

MPC8560 FCC Device Driver

Include support for effects of data caching
Adjust transmit recovery timeout
Adjust PHY auto-negotiate poll and timeout intervals
Adjust MII clock frequency
Minimum number of transmit and receive buffers
Minimum receive buffer size
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Parameters

The KwikNet Configuration Manager can be used to define the following
set of device dependent parameters. These parameters are entered in the
Device Driver Definition on the Networks property page.

MSB
1

LSB
Ethernet Address (high 16 bits)

Unit

2

Ethernet Address (low 32 bits)

3

Address of Buffer Descriptor Table

4
5

IRQ Identifier

Tx Threshold

Receive Buffer Size

PHY Id

C D P

S

Number of Tx Buffers

Number of Receive Buffers

Unit

This parameter selects the FCC channel to be used for network
communication. A value of 1 to 3 will select channel FCC1 to FCC3
respectively. If the value is not 1 to 3, channel FCC1 will be used.

Attributes

The low order 8 bits of the first parameter describe the device attributes
supported by the driver. Reserved and undefined fields must be 0.
When the device driver is initialized, the device attributes are presented to
the board setup function kn_8560_fcc() in the board setup module
M8560FBS.C for use in configuring the physical Ethernet transceiver.

M8560F-2

S

This bit defines the speed of operation. If this bit is 0, the controller will
operate at 10Mbps. If this bit is 1, the controller will operate at 100Mbps.
The speed may be negotiated and, if so, will be influenced by the setting
of the P attribute bit.

D

This bit defines the duplex mode of operation. If this bit is 0, the
controller will operate in half duplex mode. If this bit is 1, the controller
will operate in full duplex mode. The duplex mode may be negotiated
and, if so, will be influenced by the setting of the P attribute bit.
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Attributes (continued)
C

This bit determines if the driver must accommodate data caching. If this
bit is 0, it will be assumed that data caching may be enabled and that
caching effects must be considered. If this bit is 1, it will be assumed that
data caching will not be present and that caching effects can be ignored.
Note that this attribute will only be effective if symbol DD_DCACHE in
header file M8560F.H is defined to be 1, thereby enabling the device driver
to support this data cache accommodation feature.

P

This bit defines the preferred negotiation strategy to be used when
programming the physical layer transceiver (PHY) to establish the speed
and duplex mode of operation.
If the PHY supports extended auto-negotiation, set P to 1 to negotiate the
best possible settings supported by the PHY, ignoring the S and D settings.
If P is 0, the preferences specified by S and D will be advertised, but the
negotiated results will be accepted.
If the PHY supports auto-negotiation with no extensions, set P to 1 to
accept the default speed and duplex mode established by the PHY,
ignoring the S and D settings. If P is 0, the PHY will be programmed to
unconditionally establish the settings specified by S and D.
If the PHY does not support auto-negotiation, set P to 0.

PHY Id

This parameter identifies the PHY number (0 to 31) to be presented to the
MII when configuring the physical Ethernet adapter. If the MII controller
supports only a single physical interface, set this parameter to 0.

Ethernet Address The 48-bit Ethernet address assigned to the network must be
defined. The most significant byte (see MSB in diagram) of the high 16
bits of the Ethernet address will be transmitted first; the least significant
byte (see LSB in diagram) of the low 32 bits of the address will be
transmitted last.
Buffer Descriptor Table
This parameter provides the address within the MPC8560
dual ported RAM to be used for the transmit and receive Buffer Descriptor
Table. The address is restricted to the limits of the dual ported RAM as
mapped into the 4GByte address space by the CCSRBAR register. The
upper 12 bits of this address are also used to form the base address of the
internal memory mapped registers and FCC parameter RAM. A total of
8*(NTbuf+NRbuf) bytes of RAM will be used at this address where NTbuf
is the number of transmit buffers and NRbuf is the number of receive
buffers specified in this Device Driver Definition.

MPC8560 FCC Device Driver
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Parameters (continued)
IRQ

This parameter is the KwikNet IRQ identifier which defines how the
transmit and receive interrupt requests are vectored. It is used by the
board driver module KN_BOARD.C to map logical device interrupts to the
underlying target hardware and operating system.
Note that device interrupts to the PowerPC are funnelled through one or
more PowerPC exception vectors. Multiple devices can generate
interrupts through a single PowerPC exception vector.
AMX PPC32 handles the separation of interrupts and their vectoring
through a single linear array referred to as the AMX Vector Table.
Consequently, when using KwikNet with AMX PPC32, the AMX vector
number is used as the KwikNet IRQ identifier.
If you are using the KwikNet Porting Kit, the assignment of IRQ identifiers
must be done by you as part of your overall system design.

Buffers

These parameters define the number of transmit buffers (NTbuf) and the
number of receive buffers (NRbuf) which are to be managed by the device
driver. An 8 byte descriptor for each transmit and receive buffer is
allocated in the Buffer Descriptor Table.
Since KwikNet packet buffers are used as transmit buffers, no data copying
is required. At any instant, the device driver can be in control of a
maximum of NTbuf KwikNet packet buffers.
Unfortunately, the MPC8560 imposes alignment restrictions on received
data which precludes the direct transfer of received data into a KwikNet
packet buffer. For this reason, the device driver allocates an array of
NRbuf data buffers into which received data is stored. The device driver
then copies the received data from one or more receive buffers into a
KwikNet packet buffer, ensuring that the packet data is properly aligned for
best KwikNet performance.
The number of receive buffers and the size of each determines the total
size of the receive buffer array which will be allocated by the device
driver. You must ensure that your KwikNet memory allocation method can
meet this requirement (see the OS property page in Chapter 2.3 of the
KwikNet TCP/IP Stack User's Guide). For example, 16384 (16K) bytes
will be required for 64 receive buffers of 256 bytes each.

Receive Buffer Size This parameter defines the number of bytes allocated for each
receive buffer. An Ethernet packet can span multiple receive buffers. A
buffer size of 256 bytes provides good efficiency for large packets while
limiting the amount of wasted space in small packets. The FCC requires
that the buffer size be divisible by 32 and in the range 64 to 1536 bytes.
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Parameters (continued)
Tx Threshold This parameter can be used to minimize transmit interrupt overhead. The
transmit threshold value, say TxLim, must be an integer in the range 0 to
NTbuf where NTbuf is the number of transmit buffers specified in this
Device Driver Definition.
The MPC8560 can continuously transmit packets without generating a
transmit interrupt, as long as packets are available. By deferring the
generation of a transmit interrupt until the supply of untransmitted packets
is nearly exhausted, higher effective transmit data rates can be achieved.
The transmit threshold value is used to determine which packets should
generate a transmit interrupt. As the driver accepts a packet for
transmission, it compares the total number of packets which it then owns
to NTbuf, the maximum number of transmit buffers which it controls. If
the difference is less than or equal to the transmit threshold TxLim, the
driver ensures that a transmit interrupt will be generated when the packet
just accepted is eventually transmitted.
If TxLim equals NTbuf, a transmit interrupt will be generated every time a
packet is transmitted. Best results will usually be achieved with a small
value for TxLim, especially for large NTbuf values.
If TxLim is set to 0, a transmit interrupt will rarely occur. However, the
driver's transmit recovery timer will ensure proper operation, albeit less
than optimal.
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PHY Negotiation
The Ethernet physical layer transceiver (PHY) is configured each time the device driver
is called by the KwikNet Ethernet Network Driver to open the network interface for use by
the application. Since the driver cannot suspend execution of the KwikNet TCP/IP stack
while it awaits the PHY negotiation results, it uses a KwikNet timer to periodically sample
the PHY, watching for the auto-negotiation to complete. The sampling period and the
wait interval are defined in header file M8560F.H. By default, the driver samples at 200
ms intervals for up to 5 seconds.
The device driver reports the success or failure of the auto-negotiation process to the
Ethernet network driver. If a link has been established, the network driver completes the
opening process and declares the network interface operational. If necessary, IP address
negotiation will then be initiated using either DHCP or AutoIP according to your network
interface definition.
If the PHY auto-negotiation fails, the Ethernet network driver will declare that the
network interface cannot be opened for use.
Event Callback Notification
The device driver generates a network event to signal the success (KN_EV_DVCUP) or
failure (KN_EV_DVCFAIL) of the PHY auto-negotiation.
If you implement the KwikNet event notification function kn_netevent() as described in
Chapter 4.5 of the KwikNet TCP/IP Stack User's Guide, your function will be called
whenever either of these network events is generated. Note that your function will be
called again when the network is subsequently declared open (up) or closed (down).
Alternatively, your application can periodically poll the network interface by calling
function kn_ifstate() to determine when the interface is available for use. The
function will report that the interface is in transit (KN_NIFS_TRANSIT) until it is finally
declared up (KN_NIFS_UP) or down (KN_NIFS_DOWN).
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Porting the MPC8560 FCC Ethernet Device Driver
The KwikNet MPC8560 FCC Ethernet Device Driver is ready for use on the Freescale
MPC8560ADS board. Board driver module KNBD8560.C is provided with KwikNet for
use with this board.
To port this device driver to your MPC8560 hardware, proceed as follows. Review
header file M8560F.H and be sure that the symbols defined at the beginning of the file
match your intended MPC8560 use. Alterations will be required in only the rarest of
configurations.
One important piece to the MPC8560 puzzle that is often taken for granted is how the
chip is wired into a particular design. The processor provides Ports A, B, C and D for all
general purpose I/O with the outside world. Since the pins associated with these ports
can be configured in a myriad of ways, you will have to edit the board setup module
M8560FBS.C to specify the manner in which your MPC8560 processor is wired to your
Ethernet transceiver.
If you are using the Freescale MPC8560ADS board, edit the definition of symbol
KNADS8560 to pick that board. Instructions are provided in the file. If you are porting the
driver to your own hardware, set the definition of this symbol to 0 to prohibit
configuration for that board.
If you are porting the driver to your own hardware, edit function kn_8560_fcc() to
reflect your pin assignments and PHY initialization requirements. Edit function
kn_8560_fcc_phy() to reflect your MII bus access method. Use the board setup for the
Freescale MPC8560ADS board as an example. Note that function kn_8560_fcc()
receives the device attributes and PHY device identifier from your Device Driver
Definition as a parameter. Edit function kn_8560_fcc() to configure your board to
operate with the specified attributes.
The external physical layer transceiver (PHY) used by the FCCs on the MPC8560ADS
board is the Davicom DM9161. The MPC8560 communicates with the DM9161 over a
Media Independent Interface (MII) that can support up to 32 devices. On the
MPC8560ADS board, the DM9161 devices have been wired to have unique PHY
addresses on the MII bus. FCC2 is connected to PHY address 2 and FCC3 is connected
to PHY address 3.
Programming of the PHY depends upon the control register and status register bit
definitions which are considered to be standard across all brands of Ethernet PHY
devices. If the control and status registers of your PHY device are not compatible with
those of the DM9161, you will have to modify the definitions in header file M8560F.H
and edit function kn_8560_fcc() in file M8560FBS.C to program your PHY device
appropriately.

MPC8560 FCC Device Driver
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The PHY control and status registers are accessed serially by the MPC8560 at a
maximum rate of 3Mbps (minimum clock period of 400ns). The actual bit rate is
programmed as a division of the MPC8560 Core Complex Bus (CCB) clock.
Modify the definition of symbol DD_MDCDIV in header file M8560F.H to match the CCB
frequency of your MPC8560. By default, DD_MDCDIV is set to divide the 330MHz CCB
by 112 (14 * 8), which sets the MII data bus speed to 2.9Mbps.
If you are using AMX PPC32, you can use Interrupt Identification Procedure ch500vd()
in the AMX Freescale MPC8560ADS board support module ADS8560.S to derive the
AMX vector number for the interrupting device.
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Configuring the MPC8560 FCC Ethernet Device Driver
Use the KwikNet Configuration Manager to edit your Network Parameter File to include
this Ethernet device driver. Assume that you require the following configuration for use
on the Freescale MPC8560ADS board.
MPC8560 FCC channel 2 is to be used.
FCC channel 2 is connected to PHY device 2.
Caching must be accommodated.
The Ethernet link speed and duplex mode is auto-negotiated.
The controller is to be assigned Ethernet address 0x00A04C829A18.
The MPC8560 base address is 0x40000000 per your CCSRBAR register setting.
The Buffer Descriptor Table is to be located at internal RAM at offset 0x82000.
KwikNet IRQ identifier 49 identifies the FCC as the interrupt source.
4 transmit buffers are required.
The transmit interrupt threshold is 1.
A total of 64 receive buffers of 256 bytes each are required.
Enter the following five device driver parameters:
Parameter #1:
Parameter #2:
Parameter #3:
Parameter #4:
Parameter #5:

0x00A00204
0x4C829A18
0x40082000
0x31010204
0x01000040

Generate your KwikNet Library Make File and use it to build your KwikNet Library.
Compile the KwikNet board driver module KNBD8560.C, the board setup module
and the device driver module M8560F.C. Be sure to link the resulting object
modules and the KwikNet Library with your KwikNet application.
M8560FBS.C

If you are using AMX PPC32, you can use Interrupt Identification Procedure ch500vd()
in the AMX Freescale MPC8560ADS board support module ADS8560.S to derive the
AMX vector number for the interrupting device.
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PPC405GP Ethernet
Device Driver Data Sheet

Filename

P405E.C, P405E.H, P405EBRD.H, KN_BD405.C

Mnemonic

P405E

Description

The KwikNet PPC405GP Ethernet Device Driver supports the use of the
PPC405GP for 10Mbps or 100Mbps Ethernet communication. Both half
duplex and full duplex modes of operation are supported. The driver is
provided ready for use on the IBM Corp. PPC405GP Reference Board.

Configure

This device driver includes a number of low level configurable parameters
which can only be adjusted by editing the definitions in the driver source
module P405E.H. The default values and editing instructions are included
in the file. These parameters control the following features:
•
•
•
•
•
•

PPC405GP Device Driver

Adjust transmit recovery timeout
Minimum size of transmit and receive storage
Size and alignment of transmit and receive ring buffers
Size and alignment of buffer descriptors
Include support for effects of data caching
Buffer descriptor and ring buffer storage allocation strategy
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Parameters

The KwikNet Configuration Manager can be used to define the following
set of device dependent parameters. These parameters are entered in the
Device Driver Definition on the Networks property page.

MSB
1

LSB
Ethernet Address (high 16 bits)

Unit (reserved)

2

Ethernet Address (low 32 bits)

3

IRQ Identifier

4

Transmit Storage Size

5

Receive Storage Size

D S

Attributes

The low order 8 bits of the first parameter describe the device attributes
supported by the driver. Reserved and undefined fields must be 0.

S

This bit defines the speed of operation. If this bit is 0, the controller will
operate at 10Mbps. If this bit is 1, the controller will operate at 100Mbps.
This attribute controls the PPC405GP internal Ethernet controller only.
Care must be taken to match this setting to the rate at which the external
Ethernet transceiver will operate. Many Ethernet transceivers will
automatically adjust their rate to match the network to which they are
connected. In such cases, you may have to modify Ethernet device
initialization procedure ed_init() to adapt the driver settings to match
the Ethernet transceiver.

D

This bit defines the duplex mode of operation. If this bit is 0, the
controller will operate in half duplex mode. If this bit is 1, the controller
will operate in full duplex mode.
This attribute controls the PPC405GP internal Ethernet controller only.
Care must be taken to match this setting to that of the external Ethernet
transceiver. Many Ethernet transceivers will automatically adjust their
duplex mode to match the network to which they are connected. In such
cases, you may have to modify Ethernet device initialization procedure
ed_init() to adapt the driver settings to match the Ethernet transceiver.
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Parameters (continued)
Ethernet Address The 48-bit Ethernet address assigned to the network must be
defined. The most significant byte (see MSB in diagram) of the high 16
bits of the Ethernet address will be transmitted first; the least significant
byte (see LSB in diagram) of the low 32 bits of the address will be
transmitted last.
IRQ

This parameter is the KwikNet IRQ identifier which defines how the
Ethernet controller interrupt requests are vectored. It is used by the board
driver module KN_BD405.C to map logical device interrupts to the
underlying target hardware and operating system.
This driver provides support for the following seven (7) interrupts
generated by the PPC405GP Ethernet controller:
N
N+1
N+2
N+3
N+4
N+5
N+6

Ethernet wake-up interrupt
MAL system error interrupt
MAL transmit end-of-buffer interrupt
MAL receive end-of-buffer interrupt
MAL transmit descriptor error interrupt
MAL receive descriptor error interrupt
Ethernet status interrupt

Interrupt request types N through N+6 correspond to bits 9 through 15 of
the PPC405GP Universal Interrupt Controller Status Register. For
detailed interrupt information refer to Chapter 10, Interrupt Controller
Operations of the PowerPC 405GP Embedded Processor User's Manual.
Set the KwikNet IRQ identifier to a value N which can be used by the board
driver to provide interrupt support for the seven interrupt requests which
the PPC405GP Ethernet controller can generate.
KADAK's AMX PPC32 RTOS services PowerPC interrupt exceptions,
identifies the interrupt sources and vectors each interrupt through a single
linear array referred to as the AMX Vector Table. If you are using
KwikNet with AMX PPC32, set the KwikNet IRQ identifier to N where N is
the first AMX vector number of a block of seven consecutive AMX
vectors reserved for the PPC405GP Ethernet controller. Board driver
module KN_BD405.C maps all seven AMX vectors to a common interrupt
handler, allowing the board driver to treat the complete set of PPC405GP
Ethernet interrupts as though they came from a single source.
If you are using the KwikNet Porting Kit, the assignment of IRQ identifiers
must be done by you as part of your overall system design. You will have
to adapt the kit's board driver KN_BOARD.C to provide service for the seven
interrupts defined by the IRQ identifier which you assign to the
PPC405GP Ethernet controller.
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Parameters (continued)
Transmit/Receive Storage These parameters define the number of bytes to allocate for
buffering transmit and receive packets. The allocated storage is managed
as a linear array of equal sized ring buffers. Each ring buffer has an
associated 8-byte descriptor allocated in the Transmit/Receive Buffer
Descriptor Table. The ring buffer size is defined by symbol DD_BUFSIZE
in the device driver header file P405E.H. By default, the ring buffer size is
defined to be 256 bytes. Each Ethernet packet that is sent or received is
composed of one or more ring buffers.
The values entered for these parameters will be rounded down to the
nearest DD_BUFSIZE multiple prior to allocation. The minimum allocation
is 1536 for transmit and 1536 for receive, allowing buffering for one
maximum sized Ethernet packet.
By default, the ring buffers and buffer descriptors are allocated using the
standard KwikNet memory allocation. This allocation strategy is suitable
only if data caching is disabled. Your KwikNet memory allocation
method (see the OS property page in Chapter 2.3 of the KwikNet TCP/IP
Stack User's Guide) must provide enough memory to meet the storage
requirements that you have specified.

Warning
The transmit and receive Buffer Descriptor Tables must reside in
memory that is not subject to data caching. If the memory allocated
by KwikNet is cache enabled, then you cannot use that memory. You
must modify the memory allocation macros as described in header
file P405E.H. to allocate from non-cached memory.
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PPC405GP Low Level Register Support
The PPC405GP processor provides a set of Memory Access Layer (MAL) registers for
managing memory access. The MAL registers must be initialized and subsequently
manipulated according to the manner in which the processor is connected to the memory
subsystem accessed by the Ethernet controller.
The PPC405GP processor also includes Universal Interrupt Controller (UIC) registers to
manage interrupts generated by devices built into or connected to the PPC405GP. The
UIC registers must be programmed to reflect the manner in which devices are interfaced
to the processor.
Unfortunately, each UIC and MAL register is implemented as a PPC405GP Device
Control Register (DCR) which can only be accessed using processor instructions
provided for that purpose. The PPC405GP processor also provides a set of processor
instructions for controlling access to cached regions of memory.
The KwikNet PPC405GP Ethernet Device Driver must use assembly language instructions
to program the MAL and UIC registers and to provide cache support. The PowerPC
compilers tested by KADAK all allow inline assembly language statements in C or
provide C macros or library procedures for manipulating low level processor registers.
The compiler specific macros used by this device driver for manipulating low level
processor registers are defined near the beginning of header file P405EBRD.H. Board
module KN_BD405.C includes this header file once to access these low level function
prototypes and macros. The header file is then included again, near the end of file
KN_BD405.C, to generate the code sequences specified at the end of the header file.
If you are using a PowerPC compiler that is not supported by KADAK, you will have to
edit the definitions in header file P405EBRD.H to use the inline assembly language
features of your compiler. Look for comments of the form "Vendor =" and edit the
vendor definitions which most closely match the characteristics of your compiler. Make
sure that your definitions are compiled unconditionally and that the definitions for all
other vendors are excluded.
If your compiler does not support inline assembly language statements, you will have to
provide low level register manipulation functions in an assembly language module. You
can use the assembly language code provided in header file P405EBRD.H. Look for the
conditional block of code ("#ifdef _NO_ASM_IN_C_") at the end of the header file and
copy it to your assembly language module.
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Porting the PPC405GP Ethernet Device Driver
The KwikNet PPC405GP Ethernet Device Driver is ready for use on the IBM Corp.
PPC405GP Reference Board. Board driver module KN_BD405.C provides the services
required by KwikNet for use with AMX PPC32 on that board. Board driver module
KN_BOARD.C, provided with the KwikNet Porting Kit, will require modification to use this
Ethernet device driver with KwikNet and your RTOS or single threaded OS.
To port this device driver to your PPC405GP hardware, proceed as follows. Review
header file P405E.H and be sure that the symbols defined at the beginning of the file
match your intended PPC405GP use. In particular, ensure that the memory allocation
strategy is implemented correctly, especially if the data cache is enabled.
If necessary, adapt the board driver to provide the board support functions needed to read
and write PPC405GP Device Control Registers and to manage the PPC405GP data cache.
See the previous topic titled "PPC405GP Low Level Register Support".
The Ethernet transceiver on the PPC405GP Reference Board detects the characteristics
for the network to which it is connected and automatically adjusts for 10 or 100Mbps and
half or full duplex operation. This driver unconditionally initializes the PPC405GP
controller to operate with the speed and duplex settings specified by your KwikNet device
configuration. It is therefore imperative that your KwikNet device parameter settings
match the physical network to which the transceiver is connected.
If you can sense the speed and duplex settings established by the Ethernet transceiver,
then you may be able to adapt the device driver attributes to match those settings. By so
doing, your KwikNet driver will be able adjust its operation to the actual network
characteristics. If possible, edit Device Preparation Function kn_p405e_prep() to sense
the operating status of the Ethernet transceiver and alter the configured KwikNet device
parameters accordingly. If the transceiver status cannot be tested until the device
interface is ready for use, you will have to defer the adjustment to the Device
Initialization Function kn_p405e_init() or its support procedure ed_init().
If your Ethernet transceiver must be initialized to operate with the speed and duplex
settings specified by your KwikNet device configuration, you will have to edit the Ethernet
device initialization procedure ed_init() to do so.
If you are using AMX PPC32, you can use Interrupt Identification Procedure ch500vd()
in the AMX board support module to derive the AMX vector number for the interrupting
device. For the IBM Corp. PPC405GP Reference Board, use AMX PPC405GP board
support module CH405EVB.S.
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Configuring the PPC405GP Ethernet Device Driver
Use the KwikNet Configuration Manager to edit your Network Parameter File to include
this Ethernet device driver. Assume that you require the following configuration for use
on the IBM Corp. PPC405GP Reference Board with AMX PPC32.
PPC405GP is to be used operating at 100Mbps.
The Ethernet link must operate in full duplex mode.
The controller is to be assigned Ethernet address 0x00A04C829A18.
The KwikNet IRQ identifier is 9 because the seven interrupts generated by the
device are mapped to the seven AMX vectors starting at AMX vector number 9.
4KB of transmit packet storage is required.
16KB of receive packet storage is required.
Enter the following five device driver parameters:
Parameter #1:
Parameter #2:
Parameter #3:
Parameter #4:
Parameter #5:

0x00A00003
0x4C829A18
9
4096
16384

Generate your KwikNet Library Make File and use it to build your KwikNet Library.
Compile the KwikNet board driver module KN_BD405.C and the device driver module
P405E.C. Be sure to link the resulting object modules and the KwikNet Library with your
KwikNet application.
If you are using AMX PPC32, you can use Interrupt Identification Procedure ch500vd()
in the AMX board support module CH405EVB.S to derive the AMX vector number for the
interrupting device.
If you are using this driver with the KwikNet Porting Kit, use the kit's board driver module
KN_BOARD.C in place of module KN_BD405.C. Be sure to edit the kit's board driver to
provide the necessary interrupt support for your target hardware and OS. If necessary,
adjust the KwikNet IRQ id parameter to match the requirements of your board driver.
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ADSP-BF537 Ethernet
Device Driver Data Sheet

Filename

BF537E.C, BF537E.H

Mnemonic

BF537

Description

The KwikNet ADSP-BF537 Ethernet Device Driver supports the use of the
ADSP-BF537 internal MAC device for 10Mbps or 100Mbps Ethernet
communication. Both half duplex and full duplex modes of operation are
supported. The driver is provided ready for use on the Analog Devices,
Inc. ADSP-BF537 EZ-KIT Lite board.

Configure

This device driver includes a number of low level configurable parameters
which can only be adjusted by editing the definitions in the driver source
module BF537E.H. The default values and editing instructions are
included in the file. These parameters control the following features:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ADSP-BF537 Device Driver

Adjust transmit inactivity timeout
Include support for effects of data caching
Adjust PHY auto-negotiate poll and timeout intervals
PHY address of external transceiver
Maximum system bus clock (SCLK) frequency
Receive and transmit DMA channel numbers
Ethernet MAC interrupt identifiers
Minimum number of transmit and receive buffers
Alignment of ring buffers and buffer descriptors
Ring buffer storage allocation strategy
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Parameters

The KwikNet Configuration Manager can be used to define the following
set of device dependent parameters. These parameters are entered in the
Device Driver Definition on the Networks property page.

MSB
1

LSB
Ethernet Address (high 16 bits)

Unit (reserved)

2

Ethernet Address (low 32 bits)

3

Reserved

4

Reserved

5

Number of Transmit Buffers

C D P

S

Number of Receive Buffers

Attributes

The low order 8 bits of the first parameter describe the device attributes
supported by the driver. Reserved and undefined fields must be 0.

S

This bit defines the speed of operation. If this bit is 0, the controller will
operate at 10Mbps. If this bit is 1, the controller will operate at 100Mbps.
The speed may be negotiated and, if so, will be influenced by the setting
of the P attribute bit.

D

This bit defines the duplex mode of operation. If this bit is 0, the
controller will operate in half duplex mode. If this bit is 1, the controller
will operate in full duplex mode. The duplex mode may be negotiated
and, if so, will be influenced by the setting of the P attribute bit.

C

This bit determines if the driver must accommodate data caching. If this
bit is 0, it will be assumed that data caching may be enabled and that
caching effects must be considered. If this bit is 1, it will be assumed that
data caching will not be present and that caching effects can be ignored.
Note that this attribute will only be effective if symbol DD_DCACHE in
header file BF537E.H is defined to be 1, thereby enabling the device driver
to support this data cache accommodation feature.
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Parameters (continued)
P

This bit defines the preferred negotiation strategy to be used when
programming the physical layer transceiver (PHY) to establish the speed
and duplex mode of operation.
If the PHY supports extended auto-negotiation, set P to 1 to negotiate the
best possible settings supported by the PHY, ignoring the S and D settings.
If P is 0, the preferences specified by S and D will be advertised, but the
negotiated results will be accepted.
If the PHY supports auto-negotiation with no extensions, set P to 1 to
accept the default speed and duplex mode established by the PHY,
ignoring the S and D settings. If P is 0, the PHY will be programmed to
unconditionally establish the settings specified by S and D.
If the PHY does not support auto-negotiation, set P to 0.

Ethernet Address The 48-bit Ethernet address assigned to the network must be
defined. The most significant byte (see MSB in diagram) of the high 16
bits of the Ethernet address will be transmitted first; the least significant
byte (see LSB in diagram) of the low 32 bits of the address will be
transmitted last.
Buffers

These parameters define the number of transmit and receive buffers which
are to be managed by the device driver. Each buffer requires 1600 bytes
of memory. Two transmit buffers and eight receive buffers are frequently
sufficient.
For good performance at 100 Mpbs, boost the number of receive buffers to
16 or more, if the memory is available. Increasing the number of transmit
buffers to more than 8 will usually not have much effect on performance.
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PHY Negotiation
The Ethernet physical layer transceiver (PHY) is configured each time the device driver
is called by the KwikNet Ethernet Network Driver to open the network interface for use by
the application. Since the driver cannot suspend execution of the KwikNet TCP/IP stack
while it awaits the PHY negotiation results, it uses a KwikNet timer to periodically sample
the PHY, watching for the auto-negotiation to complete. The sampling period and the
wait interval are defined in header file BF537E.H. By default, the driver samples at 200
ms intervals for up to 5 seconds.
The device driver reports the success or failure of the auto-negotiation process to the
Ethernet network driver. If a link has been established, the network driver completes the
opening process and declares the network interface operational. If necessary, IP address
negotiation will then be initiated using either DHCP or AutoIP according to your network
interface definition.
If the PHY auto-negotiation fails, the Ethernet network driver will declare that the
network interface cannot be opened for use.
Event Callback Notification
The device driver generates a network event to signal the success (KN_EV_DVCUP) or
failure (KN_EV_DVCFAIL) of the PHY auto-negotiation.
If you implement the KwikNet event notification function kn_netevent() as described in
Chapter 4.5 of the KwikNet TCP/IP Stack User's Guide, your function will be called
whenever either of these network events is generated. Note that your function will be
called again when the network is subsequently declared open (up) or closed (down).
Alternatively, your application can periodically poll the network interface by calling
function kn_ifstate() to determine when the interface is available for use. The
function will report that the interface is in transit (KN_NIFS_TRANSIT) until it is finally
declared up (KN_NIFS_UP) or down (KN_NIFS_DOWN).
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Porting the ADSP-BF537 Ethernet Device Driver
The KwikNet ADSP-BF537 Ethernet Device Driver is ready for use on the Analog
Devices, Inc. ADSP-BF537 EZ-KIT Lite board. The default board driver module
KN_BOARD.C provided with KwikNet is also ready for use with this board.
To port this device driver to your ADSP-BF537 hardware, proceed as follows. Review
header file BF537E.H and be sure that the symbols defined at the beginning of the file
match your intended ADSP-BF537 use.
The external physical layer transceiver (PHY) installed on the ADSP-BF537 EZ-KIT Lite
board is the SMSC LAN83C185.
The ADSP-BF537 communicates with the
LAN83C185 over a Media Independent Interface (MII) that can support up to 32 devices.
On the ADSP-BF537 EZ-KIT Lite board, the LAN83C185 has been wired to have a PHY
address of 1, which uniquely identifies the PHY on the MII bus.
Modify the definition of symbol DD_PHYADDR in header file BF537E.H to match the MII
bus address of the PHY device on your board.
The PHY control and status registers are accessed serially by the ADSP-BF537 at a
maximum rate of 2.5Mbps (minimum clock period of 400ns). The actual bit rate is
programmed as a division of the ADSP-BF537 system clock (SCLK).
Modify the definition of symbol DD_SCLK in header file BF537E.H to match the SCLK
frequency of your ADSP-BF537. By default, DD_SCLK is set to the maximum possible
SCLK frequency of 133MHz, which guarantees that the MII data bus limit of 2.5Mbps
will not be exceeded.
Programming of the PHY depends upon the control register and status register bit
definitions which are considered to be standard across all brands of Ethernet PHY
devices. If the control and status registers of your PHY device are not compatible with
those of the LAN83C185, you will have to modify the definitions in header file
BF537E.H and edit function ed_init() in file BF537E.C to program your PHY device
appropriately.
By default, the ADSP-BF537 powers up with the Ethernet MAC receiver configured to
use DMA channel 1 and the Ethernet MAC transmitter configured to use DMA channel
2. The default DMA channel mapping can be altered by software prior to initializing this
device driver. If you are not using the default mapping, modify the definitions of
symbols DD_DMA_MACRX and DD_DMA_MACTX in header file BF537E.H to reflect the DMA
channel numbers used by your application.
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Porting the ADSP-BF537 Ethernet Device Driver (continued)
The DMA channel numbers chosen for Ethernet MAC receive and transmit determine the
interrupt identifiers used by this device driver. If you have changed the definitions of
symbols DD_DMA_MACRX and DD_DMA_MACTX in header file BF537E.H, you must also
change the definitions of symbols DD_INTID_MACRX and DD_INTID_MACTX to reflect the
peripheral interrupt identifiers of the DMA channels you are using. The mapping of
DMA channel number to peripheral interrupt identifier, as derived from the
ADSP-BF537 Blackfin Processor Hardware Reference, is as follows:

DMA channel number

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

Peripheral interrupt id

4

17

18

5

6

7

8

10

11

12

13

14

Review the board driver module KN_BOARD.C. Function kn_brdreset() programs the
ADSP-BF537 core clock, system clock, CLKIN buffering and prioritization of external
bus access. The configuration programmed by kn_brdreset() is suitable for use with
the ADSP-BF537 EZ-KIT Lite board. Changes to the CLKIN buffering and prioritization
of external bus access may adversely affect the Ethernet performance.
Memory is allocated for the Ethernet MAC receive and transmit buffers and for buffer
descriptors using the KwikNet memory allocation method which you selected in your
KwikNet configuration. The KwikNet sample programs provided with KwikNet for Blackfin
allocate memory from the same SDRAM bank in which program code and data reside.
Hence, if your application is configured to use the same KwikNet memory allocation
method as the KwikNet samples, then buffer memory for this driver will be allocated from
the same SDRAM bank in which program code and data reside. Consequently, there will
be a conflict between the device's DMA accesses and the processor's instruction and data
accesses. In this case, performance may be affected.
The definitions for macros DD_BUFALLOC() and DD_BUFFREE() can be changed to acquire
memory from an alternate memory address space which does not conflict with your
application's code or data. Review the comments in file BF537E.H for instructions on
how to modify these buffer allocation macros.
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Configuring the ADSP-BF537 Ethernet Device Driver
Use the KwikNet Configuration Manager to edit your Network Parameter File to include
this Ethernet device driver. Assume that you require the following configuration for use
on the Analog Devices, Inc. ADSP-BF537 EZ-KIT Lite board.
ADSP-BF537 is to be used operating at 10Mbps.
The Ethernet link must operate in half duplex mode.
Caching must be accommodated.
The controller is to be assigned Ethernet address 0x00E022FE3EA5.
2 transmit buffers and 8 receive buffers are required.
Enter the following five device driver parameters:
Parameter #1:
Parameter #2:
Parameter #3:
Parameter #4:
Parameter #5:

0x00E00000
0x22FE3EA5
0
0
0x20008

Generate your KwikNet Library Make File and use it to build your KwikNet Library.
Compile the KwikNet
BF537E.C. Be sure to
KwikNet application.

ADSP-BF537 Device Driver

board driver module KN_BOARD.C and the device driver module
link the resulting object modules and the KwikNet Library with your
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Am7990 Ethernet Controller
Device Driver Data Sheet

Filename

AM7990.C, AM7990.H

Mnemonic

AM7990

Description

The KwikNet Am7990 Ethernet Device Driver supports the use of the
AMD Am7990 controller for 10Mbps Ethernet communication. The
driver is provided ready for use on an NE-2100 compliant network card in
a 32-bit PC/AT ISA bus host environment or on an AMD Net186™
Demonstration Board.
The terms Am7990 Ethernet controller, LANCE and NE-2100 are
sometimes used interchangeably. The LANCE (Local Area Network
Controller for Ethernet) is the name given by AMD to its Am7990
controller. However, a LANCE is just a single chip, whereas the NE-2100
is the specification for an Ethernet card that plugs into an IBM PC/AT bus
and operates using an on-board NE-2100 compliant Ethernet controller.
The LANCE chip is such an Ethernet controller.
The KwikNet Am7990 Ethernet device driver can be used with all Am7990
compatible controllers and NE-2100 compatible cards. The driver was
initially tested using an AMD Am79C961A controller operating in legacy
Am7990 mode.

Configure

This device driver includes a number of low level configurable parameters
which can only be adjusted by editing the definitions in the driver source
module AM7990.H. The default values and editing instructions are
included in the file. These parameters control the following features:
•
•
•
•

Am7990 Device Driver

Am7990 interface requires external DMA support
Use PC/AT ISA DMA support provided with the driver
Adjust transmit inactivity timeout
Minimum number of transmit and receive buffers
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Parameters

The KwikNet Configuration Manager can be used to define the following
set of device dependent parameters. These parameters are entered in the
Device Driver Definition on the Networks property page.

MSB
1

LSB
reserved

Unit (reserved)

2

I/O Base Address

3

DMA Controller Parameter

4

IRQ Identifier

5

Attributes

Number of Transmit Buffers

B
O

S A B

Number of Receive Buffers

The low order 8 bits of the first parameter describe the device attributes
supported by the driver. Reserved and undefined fields must be 0.
Some of the Am7990 options are provided as device configuration
parameters so that the network operation can be adapted to different needs
without modification or recompilation of the device driver. Refer to the
AMD Am7990 technical reference manual for a description of the
Am7990 registers and options.
Bits 0 through 2 of the attributes directly correlate to bits 0 through 2 in
the Am7990 Control and Status Register 3 (CSR3).

AM7990-2

B

Specifies the byte control option in register CSR3.

A

Specifies the ALE pin control option in register CSR3.

S

Specifies the byte swap option in register CSR3.

BO

This bit is used to select the modified backoff algorithm as specified by
the EMBA bit in the Mode Register of the Am7990 Initialization Block.
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Parameters (continued)
I/O Base

The I/O Base Address defines the start of a block of addresses reserved for
accessing the Am7990 and NE-2100 internal data structures. For the
Net186 board, this field should contain the value 0x200. For NE-2100
cards, a value of 0x03A0 is often used but is usually adjustable.

DMA

This parameter is a 32-bit unsigned long value which can be used to define
the characteristics of the DMA controller (if any) used to interface the
Am7990 controller to your memory system. If no external DMA
controller is used, set this parameter to 0.
The KwikNet device driver supports use of the Am7990 on a PC/AT.
When used in this fashion, the driver interprets this parameter to be the PC
8237A DMA channel number (0 to 7) used to connect the Am7990 to the
PC's memory system.

IRQ

This parameter is the KwikNet IRQ identifier which defines the interrupt
through which both the transmit and receive interrupt requests are
vectored. It is used by the board driver module KN_BOARD.C to map
logical device interrupts to the underlying target hardware and operating
system.
On PC compatible hardware, the PC's IRQ number (0 to 15) is used as the
IRQ identifier by all board drivers provided with KwikNet. For the Net186
board, the KwikNet board driver KN_186ES.C interprets the KwikNet IRQ
identifier as the Am186ES interrupt number (0 to 6 for Int0 to Int6).
When using KwikNet with AMX on non-PC hardware, the AMX vector
number is used as the IRQ identifier.
If you are using the KwikNet Porting Kit, the assignment of IRQ identifiers
must be done by you as part of your overall system design.

Buffers

Am7990 Device Driver

These parameters define the number of transmit and receive buffers which
are to be managed by the device driver. An eight byte buffer descriptor
will be allocated for each of these transmit and receive buffers. The
number of buffers must be a power of two in the range 1 to 128. Two
transmit buffers and eight receive buffers are frequently sufficient.
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Porting the Am7990 Ethernet Device Driver
The KwikNet Am7990 Ethernet Device Driver is ready for use on an NE-2100 compliant
network card in a 32-bit PC/AT ISA bus host environment.
To port this device driver to your Am7990 hardware, proceed as follows. Review header
file AM7990.H and be sure that the symbols defined at the beginning of the file match
your intended Am7990 use. The driver is ready for use with an Am7990 interfaced using
the Intel 8237A DMA controller found in PC compatible hardware. If you are using this
driver on non-PC hardware with a different DMA controller, edit function
kn_DMA_prep() near the end of file AM7990.H to initialize your DMA controller. If your
Am7990 interface does not require DMA support, edit file AM7990.H to change the
definition of symbol DD_7990_USESDMA to 0.
Review device driver file AM7990.C and be sure that the symbols IO_SCALE, IO_BIAS and
IO_DELAY defined at the beginning of the file match your required use. The purpose of
each symbol is described in header file KN_DVCIO.H.
Compile the device driver and link the resulting object module with your KwikNet
application.
If the device driver does not operate correctly with your hardware, review device driver
file AM7990.C and confirm that all I/O operations which it performs meet the
requirements of your particular NE-2100 device. In particular, be sure that your DMA
controller, if present, is properly programmed.
Using the Am7990 Ethernet Device Driver on the Net186 Board
With minor adaptations, the KwikNet Am7990 Ethernet Device Driver is ready for use on
the AMD Net186™ Demonstration Board. You must use file KN_186ES.C as a
replacement for the default board driver module KN_BOARD.C provided with KwikNet. File
KN_186ES.C is a copy of file KN_BOARD.C edited to support the use of this driver with the
Am186ES processor.
Since the Net186 board does not include a DMA interface, you must edit the device
driver header file AM7990.H and change the definition of symbol DD_7990_USESDMA to 0.
Compile the device driver and link the resulting object module with your KwikNet
application.
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Configuring the Am7990 Ethernet Device Driver
Use the KwikNet Configuration Manager to edit your Network Parameter File to include
this Ethernet device driver. Assume that you require the following configuration for use
with an Am7990 Ethernet controller on conventional PC hardware.
The Am7990 Ethernet controller operates at 10Mbps.
The default Am7990 configuration options (B=A=S=BO=0) are to be used.
The Am7990 registers reside at I/O base address 0x03A0.
The Am7990 is interfaced to the PC DMA controller using DMA channel 7.
KwikNet IRQ identifier 5 identifies the Am7990 controller as the interrupt source.
2 transmit buffers and 8 receive buffers are required.
Enter the following five device driver parameters:
Parameter #1:
Parameter #2:
Parameter #3:
Parameter #4:
Parameter #5:

0
0x03A0
7
5
0x20008

(for Net186 use 0)
(for Net186 use 0x0200)
(for Net186 use 0)
(for Net186 use 0)
(for Net186 use 0x20008)

Generate your KwikNet Library Make File and use it to build your KwikNet Library.
Compile the KwikNet board driver module KN_BOARD.C or KN_186ES.C and the device
driver module AM7990.C. Be sure to link the resulting object modules and the KwikNet
Library with your KwikNet application.
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DM9008 Ethernet Controller
Device Driver Data Sheet

Filename

DM9008.C, DM9008.H, KN_BDEC3.C, KN_BDSBC.C

Mnemonic

DM9008

Compliance NE-2000 compatible
Description

The KwikNet DM9008 Ethernet Device Driver supports the use of the
Davicom Semiconductor DM9008 controller for 10Mbps Ethernet
communication. The controller includes 16Kb of local memory which can
be used to buffer multiple Ethernet packets for transmission and reception.
The device programming interface is NE-2000 software compliant. The
driver is provided ready for use on the Cadre III M5206EC3 board or on
the Arnewsh SBC5307 board, both of which incorporate a Freescale
ColdFire processor.

Configure

This device driver includes a number of low level configurable parameters
which can only be adjusted by editing the definitions in the driver source
module DM9008.H. The default values and editing instructions are
included in the file. These parameters control the following features:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

DM9008 Device Driver

Select port I/O or memory mapped I/O references
Use 8, 16 or 32 bit I/O references
Define register address spacing
Permit broadcast Ethernet packets to be rejected
Accept multicast Ethernet packets
Adjust the FIFO threshold
Specify the bit transfer rate of the underlying Ethernet network to
which the device is attached. This value (10x106 by default) is
reported by KwikNet in its network statistics summary.
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Parameters

The KwikNet Configuration Manager can be used to define the following
set of device dependent parameters. These parameters are entered in the
Device Driver Definition on the Networks property page.

MSB
1

DM9008-2

LSB
Ethernet Address (high 16 bits)

Unit (reserved)

2

Ethernet Address (low 32 bits)

3

Base Address

4

IRQ Identifier

5

Transmit Packets

A B

Attributes

The low order 8 bits of the first parameter describe the device attributes
supported by the driver. Reserved and undefined fields must be 0.

B

If this bit is 1, 8-bit byte DMA transfers will be used. Otherwise, 16-bit
word DMA transfers will be used by default.

A

If this bit is 1, the 48-bit Ethernet address provided in parameters 1 and 2
will be used. Otherwise, the 48-bit Ethernet address from the device
interface ROM will be used by default. In either case, the Ethernet
address can be overidden by your Device Driver Startup Hook.

KADAK
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Parameters (continued)
Ethernet Address The 48-bit Ethernet address assigned to the network must be
defined if attribute bit A is set to 1. The most significant byte (see MSB in
diagram) of the high 16 bits of the Ethernet address will be transmitted
first; the least significant byte (see LSB in diagram) of the low 32 bits of
the address will be transmitted last. If attribute bit A is set to 0, set the
Ethernet address to 0 as well.
Base

This parameter defines the hardware device address of the bank of
registers used to program the controller. For Intel 80x86 processors, this
is the 16-bit port number by which the register bank is referenced using
hardware I/O instructions. For memory mapped devices, this parameter
would be the memory address at which the bank of registers is located.

IRQ

This parameter is the KwikNet IRQ identifier which defines the interrupt
through which both the transmit and receive interrupt requests are
vectored. It is used by the board driver module KN_BOARD.C to map
logical device interrupts to the underlying target hardware and operating
system.
On PC compatible hardware, the PC's IRQ number (0 to 15) is used as the
IRQ identifier by all board drivers provided with KwikNet. For the Net186
board, the KwikNet board driver KN_186ES.C interprets the KwikNet IRQ
identifier as the Am186ES interrupt number (0 to 6 for Int0 to Int6).
When using KwikNet with AMX on non-PC hardware, the AMX vector
number is used as the IRQ identifier.
If you are using the KwikNet Porting Kit, the assignment of IRQ identifiers
must be done by you as part of your overall system design.

Packets

DM9008 Device Driver

The 16Kb controller memory can accommodate approximately 10 full size
Ethernet packets. Space should be allocated for at least two received
packets. This parameter is used to limit the number of buffered transmit
packets. The value must be an integer from 1 to 8. If a value outside this
range is given, a default of 1 will be used.
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Porting the DM9008 Ethernet Device Driver
The KwikNet DM9008 Ethernet Device Driver is ready for use on the Cadre III
M5206EC3 board or on the Arnewsh SBC5307 board, both of which incorporate a
Freescale ColdFire processor.
If you are using the Cadre board, replace the default KwikNet board support module
KN_BOARD.C with board support module KN_BDEC3.C provided with this driver.
If you are using the Arnewsh board, replace the default KwikNet board support module
with board support module KN_BDSBC.C provided with this driver.

KN_BOARD.C

To port this device driver to your DM9008 hardware, proceed as follows. Review header
file DM9008.H and be sure that the symbols defined at the beginning of the file match
your intended DM9008 use. In particular, be sure that the DM9008 controller register
definitions match the addressing requirements of your hardware.
Review device driver file DM9008.C and be sure that the symbols IO_SCALE, IO_BIAS and
IO_DELAY defined at the beginning of the file match your required use. The purpose of
each symbol is described in header file KN_DVCIO.H.
Compile the device driver and link the resulting object module with your KwikNet
application.
If the device driver does not operate correctly with your hardware, review device driver
file DM9008.C and confirm that all I/O operations which it performs meet the
requirements of your particular DM9008 device.

DM9008-4
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Configuring the DM9008 Ethernet Device Driver
Use the KwikNet Configuration Manager to edit your Network Parameter File to include
this Ethernet device driver. Assume that you require the following configuration for use
with the DM9008 Ethernet controller on the Cadre III M5206EC3 board.
The Ethernet address is contained in the controller ROM.
16-bit DMA transfers are to be used.
The DM9008 registers reside at I/O base address 0x40000300.
KwikNet IRQ identifier 28 identifies the Ethernet controller as the interrupt source.
The number of transmit buffers is to be limited to 2.
Enter the following five device driver parameters:
Parameter #1:
Parameter #2:
Parameter #3:
Parameter #4:
Parameter #5:

0
0
0x40000300
28
2

(for Arnewsh SBC5307 board use 0xFE600300)
(for Arnewsh SBC5307 board use 27)

Generate your KwikNet Library Make File and use it to build your KwikNet Library.
Compile the KwikNet board driver module KN_BOARD.C (use KN_BDEC3.C for Cadre or
for Arnewsh) and the device driver module DM9008.C. Be sure to link the
resulting object modules and the KwikNet Library with your KwikNet application.
KN_BDSBC.C

DM9008 Device Driver
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LAN91C96 Ethernet
Device Driver Data Sheet

Filename

SM91C96.C, SM91C96.H

Mnemonic

SM91C96

Description

The KwikNet LAN91C96 Ethernet Device Driver supports the use of the
Standard Microsystems Corporation LAN91C96 controller for 10Mbps
Ethernet communication. The driver is provided ready for use on the Intel
StrongARM® SA-1111 Microprocessor Development Module.

Configure

This device driver includes a number of low level configurable parameters
which can only be adjusted by editing the definitions in the driver source
module SM91C96.H. The default values and editing instructions are
included in the file. These parameters control the following features:
•
•
•

LAN91C96 Device Driver

Select PCMCIA, ISA or 68000 bus interface
Select 8-bit or 16-bit data bus interface
Select AUI or 10BASE-T network interface
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Parameters

The KwikNet Configuration Manager can be used to define the following
set of device dependent parameters. These parameters are entered in the
Device Driver Definition on the Networks property page.

MSB
1
2
3

SM91C96-2

LSB
Ethernet Address (high 16 bits)

Unit (reserved)

SF D R INT

Ethernet Address (low 32 bits)
Base Address – I/O Space

Base Address – Attribute Space

4

IRQ Identifier

5

Memory Reserved for Transmit

Attributes

The low order 8 bits of the first parameter describe the device attributes
supported by the driver. Reserved and undefined fields must be 0.

INT

In ISA mode, this two-bit field selects one of four output pins, named
INTR0 to INTR3, to be used by the device for signaling an interrupt. This
field is ignored if either PCMCIA or 68000 mode is selected in module
SM91C96.H.

R

This bit declares that on reset, the device will automatically load its
configuration information from an external serial ROM. Set this bit to 1 if
you wish to assume the default operation as defined by the ROM. Set this
bit to 0 if your design does not include a configuration ROM or if you
wish to override the default values provided by the ROM.

D

This bit defines the duplex mode of operation. If this bit is 0, the device
will operate in half duplex mode. If this bit is 1, the device will operate in
full duplex mode.

SF

This two bit field selects the scale factor to apply to the Base Address – I/O
Space and Base Address – Attribute Space parameters. Specify a value of 0
for no scaling. Specify a value of 1 if the base address parameters are to
be multiplied by 28 (left shifted by 8 bits). Specify a value of 2 if the base
address parameters are to be multiplied by 216 (left shifted by 16 bits). A
value of 3 is treated as 0 and results in a scale factor of 1.
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Parameters (continued)
Ethernet Address The 48-bit Ethernet address assigned to the network must be
defined. The most significant byte (see MSB in diagram) of the high 16
bits of the Ethernet address will be transmitted first; the least significant
byte (see LSB in diagram) of the low 32 bits of the address will be
transmitted last.
This field is ignored if the R attribute is 1. In this case, the device is
expected to load the Ethernet address from the configuration ROM upon
reset.
Base (I/O space)
This field identifies the base address for accessing the I/O address
space of the device. The SF attribute field determines the scale factor
which will be applied to this 16-bit parameter to derive the I/O base
address.
For Intel 80x86 processors, set this parameter to reflect the base I/O port
number for the banked device registers and set the SF attribute field to 0,
indicating a scale factor of 1.
For most memory mapped devices, set this parameter to reflect the upper
16 bits of the memory address to which the banked device registers are
mapped and set the SF attribute field to 2, indicating a scale factor of 216.
Base (attribute space)
In PCMCIA mode, this field identifies the base address for
accessing the attribute address space of the device. The SF attribute field
determines the scale factor which will be applied to this 16-bit parameter
to derive the attribute base address.
The LAN91C96 provides access to its external configuration ROM and
two internal device configuration registers via attribute space read/write
cycles. Targets that use this device in a PCMCIA configuration will
typically employ hardware address decoding logic to generate the required
signals for a range of addresses reserved for this device. This parameter
denotes the base of such an address range.
This parameter is only used in PCMCIA mode. It is ignored for ISA and
68000 modes of operation.

LAN91C96 Device Driver
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Parameters (continued)
IRQ

This parameter is the KwikNet IRQ identifier which defines the interrupt
through which both the transmit and receive interrupt requests are
vectored. It is used by the board driver module KN_BOARD.C to map
logical device interrupts to the underlying target hardware and operating
system.
On PC compatible hardware, the PC's IRQ number (0 to 15) is used as the
IRQ identifier by all board drivers provided with KwikNet. For the Net186
board, the KwikNet board driver KN_186ES.C interprets the KwikNet IRQ
identifier as the Am186ES interrupt number (0 to 6 for Int0 to Int6).
When using KwikNet with AMX on non-PC hardware, the AMX vector
number is used as the IRQ identifier.
If you are using the KwikNet Porting Kit, the assignment of IRQ identifiers
must be done by you as part of your overall system design.

Memory Reserved for Transmit This parameter defines the number of bytes of
internal device memory to be reserved for data transmission. The
LAN91C96 includes a private memory management unit and 6144 bytes
of on-chip memory from which both transmit and receive buffers are
allocated. The memory is organized in 24 pages of 256 bytes each.
This parameter sets a threshold on the amount of memory the can be used
for data reception. If the amount of free memory is less than or equal to
this threshold, the controller will not grant requests for memory by the
receiver. Hence, the transmission process is guaranteed to always have at
least this number of bytes available for transmission purposes.
If this parameter is set to 0, all of the on-chip memory will be allocated on
demand by the controller as required for both transmit and receive
operations. Setting this parameter non-zero ensures the availability of
memory for transmission but increases the risk of data loss because of a
receiver overrun.
This parameter will be rounded up to the nearest multiple of 256 bytes. If
the value exceeds the total amount of memory available within the
controller, a value of 0 will be assumed, implying no reservation for
transmission. Be aware that if all of the available memory is reserved for
transmission, reception will be impossible.
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Porting the LAN91C96 Ethernet Device Driver
The KwikNet LAN91C96 Ethernet Device Driver is ready for use on the Intel
StrongARM® SA-1111 Microprocessor Development Module.
To port this device driver to your LAN91C96 hardware, proceed as follows. Review
header file SM91C96.H and be sure that the symbols defined at the beginning of the file
match your intended LAN91C96 use.
Initialization function kn_sm91c96_brd_init() is used to prepare your LAN91C96
board interface prior to first use of the controller. Function kn_sm91c96_brd_enable()
is used to prepare the controller's interrupt generation interface. For example, functions
provided with the driver establish the connections between the LAN91C96 and the
SA-1111 and set up the SA-1111 interrupt controller to allow the Ethernet controller to
generate interrupts.
Choose these functions by defining symbol DD_9196_BRD in file SM91C96.H. Instructions
are provided in the file. The code for the functions, located at the end of header file
SM91C96.H, is automatically inserted at the end of the C source module SM91C96.C if
required. Examine this code and modify it to suit your particular hardware needs.
Review device driver file SM91C96.C and be sure that the symbols IO_SCALE, IO_BIAS
and IO_DELAY defined at the beginning of the file match your required use. The purpose
of each symbol is described in header file KN_DVCIO.H.
Module SM91C96.C includes a collection of I/O macros to perform 8 and 16-bit data
transfers in and out of the controller. Two sets of macros are provided, one for use with
8-bit data paths and one for use with 16-bit data paths. Set symbol DD_8BIT in module
SM91C96.H to 1 to select 8-bit data paths or to 0 for 16-bit data paths.
For 8-bit data width implementations, macros kndd_in8, kndd_out8, kndd_ins8 and
kndd_outs8 provide single and multiple byte register accesses. Macros kndd_in16 and
kndd_out16 provide single 16-bit word accesses using two sequential 8-bit accesses.
For 16-bit data width implementations, macros kndd_in16, kndd_out16, kndd_ins16
and kndd_outs16 provide single and multiple 16-bit word accesses.
For 16-bit implementations, the endian operation of the host processor and the wiring of
the data bus determine if bytes must be reversed before writing to or reading from the
controller. As part of its initialization sequence, the device driver determines if byte
swapping is required for register access and records the information. Thereafter, the
16-bit I/O macros automatically reverse bytes if required. Support for byte reversal
during block I/O transfers is restricted to the device read and write functions, ed_read()
and ed_write().
If necessary, you can modify the I/O macros to meet your register access requirements.
Compile the device driver and link the resulting object module with your KwikNet
application. If the device driver does not operate correctly with your hardware, review
device driver file SM91C96.C and confirm that all I/O operations which it performs meet
the requirements of your particular LAN91C96 interface.
LAN91C96 Device Driver
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Configuring the LAN91C96 Ethernet Device Driver
Use the KwikNet Configuration Manager to edit your Network Parameter File to include
this Ethernet device driver. Assume that you require the following configuration for use
on the Intel StrongARM® SA-1111 Microprocessor Development Module.
The controller must operate in PCMCIA mode (INT attribute is ignored).
No device configuration ROM exists (R=0).
The controller must operate in half duplex mode (D=0).
Base address parameters are scaled by a factor of 216 (SF=2).
The controller is to be assigned Ethernet address 0x00123456789A.
The controller I/O space begins at address 0x18000000.
The controller PCMCIA attribute space begins at address 0x1A000000.
KwikNet IRQ identifier 112 identifies the controller as the interrupt source.
No memory is to be reserved for transmission.
Enter the following five device driver parameters:
Parameter #1:
Parameter #2:
Parameter #3:
Parameter #4:
Parameter #5:

0x00120020
0x3456789A
0x18001A00
112
0

Generate your KwikNet Library Make File and use it to build your KwikNet Library.
Compile the KwikNet board driver module KN_BOARD.C and the device driver module
Be sure to link the resulting object modules and the KwikNet Library with
application.

SM91C96.C.
your KwikNet
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LAN91C111 Ethernet
Device Driver Data Sheet

Filename

SM91C111.C, SM91C111.H

Mnemonic

SM91C111

Description

The KwikNet LAN91C111 Ethernet Device Driver supports the use of the
Standard Microsystems Corporation LAN91C111 or the LAN91C113
controller for 10Mbps and 100Mbps Ethernet communication. Both
controllers adhere to the programming protocol defined by SMSC for the
LAN91C111 family.
The LAN91C111 supports an 8, 16 or 32-bit device I/O interface. The
LAN91C113 supports only an 8 or 16-bit device I/O interface. This driver
supports only 8 or 16-bit interfaces. The driver is provided ready for use
with the Blackfin ADSP-BF535 with a 16-bit interface to a LAN91C113
controller.

Configure

This device driver includes a number of low level configurable parameters
which can only be adjusted by editing the definitions in the driver source
module SM91C111.H. The default values and editing instructions are
included in the file. These parameters control the following features:
•

LAN91C111 Device Driver

Select 8-bit or 16-bit data bus interface
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Parameters

The KwikNet Configuration Manager can be used to define the following
set of device dependent parameters. These parameters are entered in the
Device Driver Definition on the Networks property page.

MSB
1

LSB
Ethernet Address (high 16 bits)

Unit (reserved)

2

Ethernet Address (low 32 bits)

3

Base Address – I/O Space

4

IRQ Identifier

5

Reserved

D R

S

Attributes

The low order 8 bits of the first parameter describe the device attributes
supported by the driver. Reserved and undefined fields must be 0.

S

This bit defines the speed of operation. If this bit is 0, the controller will
operate at 10Mbps. If this bit is 1, the controller will operate at 100Mbps.

R

This bit declares that on reset, the device will automatically load its
configuration information from an external serial ROM. Set this bit to 1 if
you wish to assume the default operation as defined by the ROM. Set this
bit to 0 if your design does not include a configuration ROM or if you
wish to override the default values provided by the ROM.

D

This bit defines the duplex mode of operation. If this bit is 0, the device
will operate in half duplex mode. If this bit is 1, the device will operate in
full duplex mode.
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Parameters (continued)
Ethernet Address The 48-bit Ethernet address assigned to the network must be
defined. The most significant byte (see MSB in diagram) of the high 16
bits of the Ethernet address will be transmitted first; the least significant
byte (see LSB in diagram) of the low 32 bits of the address will be
transmitted last.
This field is ignored if the R attribute is 1. In this case, the device is
expected to load the Ethernet address from the configuration ROM upon
reset.
Base (I/O space)
This field identifies the base address for accessing the I/O address
space of the device.
For Intel 80x86 processors, set this parameter to reflect the base I/O port
number for the banked device registers.
For most memory mapped devices, set this parameter to reflect the
memory address to which the banked device registers are mapped.
IRQ

This parameter is the KwikNet IRQ identifier which defines the interrupt
through which both the transmit and receive interrupt requests are
vectored. It is used by the board driver module KN_BOARD.C to map
logical device interrupts to the underlying target hardware and operating
system.
On PC compatible hardware, the PC's IRQ number (0 to 15) is used as the
IRQ identifier by all board drivers provided with KwikNet. For the Net186
board, the KwikNet board driver KN_186ES.C interprets the KwikNet IRQ
identifier as the Am186ES interrupt number (0 to 6 for Int0 to Int6).
When using KwikNet with AMX on non-PC hardware, the AMX vector
number is used as the IRQ identifier.
If you are using the KwikNet Porting Kit, the assignment of IRQ identifiers
must be done by you as part of your overall system design.

LAN91C111 Device Driver
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Porting the LAN91C111 Ethernet Device Driver
The KwikNet LAN91C111 Ethernet Device Driver is ready for use with the Blackfin
ADSP-BF535 with a 16-bit interface to a LAN91C113 controller.
To port this device driver to your LAN91C111 compatible hardware, proceed as follows.
Review header file SM91C111.H and be sure that the symbols defined at the beginning of
the file match your intended LAN91C111 use.
Initialization function kn_sm91c111_brd_init() is used to prepare your LAN91C111
board interface prior to first use of the controller. Function kn_sm91c111_brd_enable()
is used to prepare the controller's interrupt generation interface. Be sure to adapt function
kn_sm91c111_brd_intclr() to dismiss the controller's interrupt if required by your
interrupt controller. For example, you might have to establish connections between the
LAN91C111 and the Blackfin ADSP-BF535 interrupt controller to allow the Ethernet
controller to generate interrupts. These functions, located at the end of source module
SM91C111.C, can be modified if required to meet your particular hardware needs.
Review device driver file SM91C111.C and be sure that the symbols IO_SCALE, IO_BIAS
and IO_DELAY defined at the beginning of the file match your required use. The purpose
of each symbol is described in header file KN_DVCIO.H.
Module SM91C111.C includes a collection of I/O macros to perform 8 and 16-bit data
transfers in and out of the controller. Two sets of macros are provided, one for use with
8-bit data paths and one for use with 16-bit data paths. Set symbol DD_8BIT in module
SM91C111.H to 1 to select 8-bit data paths or to 0 for 16-bit data paths.
For 8-bit data width implementations, macros kndd_in8, kndd_out8, kndd_ins8 and
kndd_outs8 provide single and multiple byte register accesses. Macros kndd_in16 and
kndd_out16 provide single 16-bit word accesses using two sequential 8-bit accesses.
For 16-bit data width implementations, macros kndd_in16, kndd_out16, kndd_ins16
and kndd_outs16 provide single and multiple 16-bit word accesses.
For 16-bit implementations, the endian operation of the host processor and the wiring of
the data bus determine if bytes must be reversed before writing to or reading from the
controller. As part of its initialization sequence, the device driver determines if byte
swapping is required for register access and records the information. Thereafter, the
16-bit I/O macros automatically reverse bytes if required. Support for byte reversal
during block I/O transfers is restricted to the device read and write functions, ed_read()
and ed_write().
If necessary, you can modify the I/O macros to meet your register access requirements.
Compile the device driver and link the resulting object module with your KwikNet
application. If the device driver does not operate correctly with your hardware, review
device driver file SM91C111.C and confirm that all I/O operations which it performs meet
the requirements of your particular LAN91C111 interface.
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Configuring the LAN91C111 Ethernet Device Driver
Use the KwikNet Configuration Manager to edit your Network Parameter File to include
this Ethernet device driver. Assume that you require the following configuration for your
target.
No device configuration ROM exists (R=0).
The controller must operate at 10Mbps (S=0).
The controller must operate in half duplex mode (D=0).
The controller is to be assigned Ethernet address 0x00123456789A.
The base address of the controller I/O space begins at address 0x18000000.
KwikNet IRQ identifier 112 identifies the controller as the interrupt source.
Enter the following five device driver parameters:
Parameter #1:
Parameter #2:
Parameter #3:
Parameter #4:
Parameter #5:

0x00120000
0x3456789A
0x18000000
112
0

Generate your KwikNet Library Make File and use it to build your KwikNet Library.
Compile the KwikNet board driver module KN_BOARD.C and the device driver module
SM91C111.C. Be sure to link the resulting object modules and the KwikNet Library with
your KwikNet application.

LAN91C111 Device Driver
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82544 Ethernet
Device Driver Data Sheet

Filename

IN82544.C, IN82544.H

Mnemonic

IN82544

Description

The KwikNet 82544 Ethernet Device Driver supports the use of the Intel
82544 Ethernet controller for 10Mbps, 100Mbps or 1000Mbps Ethernet
communication. Both half duplex and full duplex modes of operation are
supported. The driver is provided ready for use with the Intel 80321 I/O
Processor on the Intel XScale IQ80321 Evaluation Platform.

Configure

This device driver includes a number of low level configurable parameters
which can only be adjusted by editing the definitions in the driver source
module IN82544.H. The default values and editing instructions are
included in the file. These parameters control the following features:
•
•
•
•
•
•

82544 Device Driver

Memory mapped or I/O mapped register access
Adjust transmit inactivity timeout
Minimum size of transmit and receive storage
Size and alignment of transmit and receive ring buffers
Size and alignment of buffer descriptors
Buffer descriptor and ring buffer storage allocation strategy
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Parameters

The KwikNet Configuration Manager can be used to define the following
set of device dependent parameters. These parameters are entered in the
Device Driver Definition on the Networks property page.

MSB
1

LSB
Ethernet Address (high 16 bits)

Unit (reserved)

2

Ethernet Address (low 32 bits)

3

Base Address

4

IRQ Identifier

5

Transmit Storage

E A D

S

Receive Storage

Attributes

The low order 8 bits of the first parameter describe the device attributes
supported by the driver. Reserved and undefined fields must be 0.

S

This two bit parameter defines the speed of operation. If S is 0, the
controller will operate at 10Mbps. If S is 1, the controller will operate at
100Mbps. If S is 2 or 3, the controller will operate at 1000Mbps.
Attribute S is ignored if auto-negotiation is enabled (attribute A is 1).

D

This bit defines the duplex mode of operation. If this bit is 0, the
controller will operate in half duplex mode. If this bit is 1, the controller
will operate in full duplex mode. Attribute D is ignored if auto-negotiation
is enabled (attribute A is 1).

A

This bit specifies the manner in which the controller's internal Ethernet
transceiver is initialized. If this bit is 0, the transceiver will be configured
to operate as specified by speed attribute S and duplex attribute D.
If this bit is 1, the transceiver will be initialized to auto-negotiate the
optimum speed and duplex mode of operation based on the link partner's
advertised abilities. In this case, speed attribute S and duplex attribute D
will be ignored.
Auto-negotiation is the preferred mode of operation. In this mode, the
transceiver will dynamically adapt its operation to match changes in line
conditions.

82544-2
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Attributes (continued)
E

If this bit is 1, the 48-bit Ethernet address will be loaded from an external
configuration EEPROM. In this case, the Ethernet address cannot be
overridden by your Device Driver Startup Hook.
If this bit is 0, the 48-bit Ethernet address provided in parameters 1 and 2
will be used. In this case, the Ethernet address can be overridden by your
Device Driver Startup Hook.

Ethernet Address The 48-bit Ethernet address assigned to the network must be
defined. The most significant byte (see MSB in diagram) of the high 16
bits of the Ethernet address will be transmitted first; the least significant
byte (see LSB in diagram) of the low 32 bits of the address will be
transmitted last. This Ethernet address will be ignored if an external
configuration EEPROM provides the address (attribute E is 1).
Base

This parameter defines the hardware device address of the bank of
registers used to program the controller. For Intel 80x86 processors, this
is the 16-bit port number by which the register bank is referenced using
hardware I/O instructions. For memory mapped devices, this parameter is
the device memory space address at which the bank of registers is located.

IRQ

This parameter is the KwikNet IRQ identifier which defines the interrupt
through which both the transmit and receive interrupt requests are
vectored. It is used by the board driver module KN_BOARD.C to map
logical device interrupts to the underlying target hardware and operating
system. The custom board driver module KN_BDEVX.C provides this
mapping for use with AMX for ARM on the Intel XScale IQ80321
Evaluation Platform.
On PC compatible hardware, the PC's IRQ number (0 to 15) is used as the
IRQ identifier by all board drivers provided with KwikNet. For the Net186
board, the KwikNet board driver KN_186ES.C interprets the KwikNet IRQ
identifier as the Am186ES interrupt number (0 to 6 for Int0 to Int6).
When using KwikNet with AMX on non-PC hardware, the AMX vector
number is used as the IRQ identifier.
If you are using the KwikNet Porting Kit, the assignment of IRQ identifiers
must be done by you as part of your overall system design.
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Parameters (continued)
Transmit/Receive Storage These parameters define the number of bytes to allocate for
buffering transmit and receive packets. The allocated storage is managed
as a linear array of equal sized ring buffers. Each array must contain at
least two ring buffers. Each ring buffer has two associated 16-byte
descriptors allocated in the Transmit/Receive Buffer Descriptor Table.
The ring buffer size is defined by symbol DD_BUFSIZE in the device
header file IN82544.H. The ring buffer size must be 256, 512, 1024 or
2048 bytes. By default, the ring buffer size is defined to be 512 bytes.
Each Ethernet packet that is sent or received is composed of one or more
ring buffers.
The values entered for these parameters will be rounded down to the
nearest DD_BUFSIZE multiple prior to allocation. The default minimum
allocation is 4096 for transmit and 4096 for receive, allowing buffering for
two maximum sized Ethernet packets at any configured ring buffer size.
By default, the ring buffers and buffer descriptors are allocated using the
standard KwikNet memory allocation. This allocation strategy provides
access to non-cached memory on the Intel XScale IQ80321 Evaluation
Platform. Modification may be required for your use. Review header
file IN82544.H and modify the allocation strategy to meet your memory
access specification. Your KwikNet memory allocation method (see the OS
property page in Chapter 2.3 of the KwikNet TCP/IP Stack User's Guide)
must provide enough memory to meet the storage requirements that you
have specified.

Warning
The transmit and receive ring buffers and Buffer Descriptor Tables
must reside in memory that is not subject to data caching. If the
memory allocated by KwikNet is cache enabled, then you cannot use
that memory. You must modify the memory allocation macros as
described in header file IN82544.H to allocate from non-cached
memory.
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Porting the 82544 Ethernet Device Driver
The KwikNet 82544 Ethernet Device Driver is ready for use with the Intel 80321 I/O
Processor on the Intel XScale IQ80321 Evaluation Platform. Board driver module
KN_BDEVX.C provides the services required by KwikNet for use with AMX 4-ARM or
AMX 4-Thumb on that board. Board driver module KN_BOARD.C, provided with the
KwikNet Porting Kit, will require modification to use this Ethernet device driver with
KwikNet and your RTOS or single threaded OS.
To port this device driver to your 82544 compatible hardware, proceed as follows.
Review header file IN82544.H and be sure that the symbols defined at the beginning of
the file match your intended 82544 use. In particular, ensure that the memory allocation
strategy is implemented correctly, especially if the data cache is enabled.
Review device driver file IN82544.C and be sure that the symbols IO_SCALE, IO_BIAS
and IO_DELAY defined at the beginning of the file match your required use. The purpose
of each symbol is described in header file KN_DVCIO.H.
Compile the device driver and link the resulting object module with your KwikNet
application.
If the device driver does not operate correctly with your hardware, review device driver
file IN82544.C and confirm that all I/O operations which it performs meet the
requirements of your particular 82544 device interface.
If you are using this driver with the KwikNet Porting Kit, you must edit the kit's board
driver module KN_BOARD.C to provide the necessary interrupt support for your target
hardware and RTOS or single threaded OS. If necessary, adjust the configured KwikNet
IRQ id parameter to match the requirements of your board driver.
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Configuring the 82544 Ethernet Device Driver
Use the KwikNet Configuration Manager to edit your Network Parameter File to include
this Ethernet device driver. Assume that you require the following configuration for use
with the Intel 80321 I/O Processor on the Intel XScale IQ80321 Evaluation Platform.
The 82544 Ethernet controller operates at 100Mbps (S=1).
The Ethernet link must operate in full duplex mode (D=1).
Transceiver auto-negotiation is to be disabled (A=0).
No external configuration EEPROM exists (E=0).
The controller is to be assigned Ethernet address 0x00123456789A.
The controller register bank is located at I/O base address 0xA0000000.
KwikNet IRQ identifier 27 identifies the Ethernet controller as the interrupt source.
4KB of transmit packet storage is required.
16KB of receive packet storage is required.
Enter the following five device driver parameters:
Parameter #1:
Parameter #2:
Parameter #3:
Parameter #4:
Parameter #5:

0x00120005
0x3456789A
0xA0000000
27
0x10004000

Generate your KwikNet Library Make File and use it to build your KwikNet Library.
Compile the KwikNet board driver module KN_BDEVX.C (or KN_BOARD.C) and the device
driver module IN82544.C. Be sure to link the resulting object modules and the KwikNet
Library with your KwikNet application.
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82559 Ethernet
Device Driver Data Sheet

Filename

IN82559.C, IN82559.H

Mnemonic

IN82559

Description

The KwikNet 82559 Ethernet Device Driver supports the use of the Intel
82559 Ethernet controller for 10Mbps or 100Mbps Ethernet
communication. Both half duplex and full duplex modes of operation are
supported. The driver is provided ready for use with the Analog Devices,
Inc. Blackfin ADSP-BF535 processor and their VDK kernel on the
Momentum Data Systems Eagle-35 Hardware Platform.

Configure

This device driver includes a number of low level configurable parameters
which can only be adjusted by editing the definitions in the driver source
module IN82559.H. The default values and editing instructions are
included in the file. These parameters control the following features:
•
•
•
•
•

82559 Device Driver

Define transmit FIFO threshold
Adjust transmit recovery timeout
Minimum number of transmit and receive buffers
PHY address of external transceiver
Maximum number of multicast addresses to maintain
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Parameters

The KwikNet Configuration Manager can be used to define the following
set of device dependent parameters. These parameters are entered in the
Device Driver Definition on the Networks property page.

MSB
1

LSB
Ethernet Address (high 16 bits)

Unit (reserved)

2

Ethernet Address (low 32 bits)

3

Base Address

4

IRQ Identifier

5

Number of Transmit Buffers

A D S

Number of Receive Buffers

Attributes

The low order 8 bits of the first parameter describe the device attributes
supported by the driver. Reserved and undefined fields must be 0.

S

This bit defines the speed of operation. If this bit is 0, the controller will
operate at 10Mbps. If this bit is 1, the controller will operate at 100Mbps.
This bit is ignored if auto-negotiation is enabled (attribute A is 1).

D

This bit defines the duplex mode of operation. If this bit is 0, the
controller will operate in half duplex mode. If this bit is 1, the controller
will operate in full duplex mode. This bit is ignored if auto-negotiation is
enabled (attribute A is 1).

A

This bit specifies the manner in which the controller's internal Ethernet
transceiver is initialized. If this bit is 0, the transceiver will be configured
to operate as specified by speed attribute S and duplex attribute D.
If this bit is 1, the transceiver will be initialized to auto-negotiate the
optimum speed and duplex mode of operation based on the link partner's
advertised abilities. In this case, speed attribute S and duplex attribute D
will be ignored.
Auto-negotiation is the preferred mode of operation. In this mode, the
transceiver will dynamically adapt its operation to match changes in line
conditions.
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Parameters (continued)
Ethernet Address The 48-bit Ethernet address assigned to the network must be
defined. The most significant byte (see MSB in diagram) of the high 16
bits of the Ethernet address will be transmitted first; the least significant
byte (see LSB in diagram) of the low 32 bits of the address will be
transmitted last.
Base

This parameter defines the hardware device address of the bank of
registers used to program the controller. For Intel 80x86 processors, this
is the 16-bit port number by which the register bank is referenced using
hardware I/O instructions. For memory mapped devices, this parameter is
the device memory space address at which the bank of registers is located.

IRQ

This parameter is the KwikNet IRQ identifier which defines the interrupt
through which both the transmit and receive interrupt requests are
vectored. It is used by the board driver module KN_BOARD.C to map
logical device interrupts to the underlying target hardware and operating
system.
On PC compatible hardware, the PC's IRQ number (0 to 15) is used as the
IRQ identifier by all board drivers provided with KwikNet. For the Net186
board, the KwikNet board driver KN_186ES.C interprets the KwikNet IRQ
identifier as the Am186ES interrupt number (0 to 6 for Int0 to Int6).
When using KwikNet with AMX on non-PC hardware, the AMX vector
number is used as the IRQ identifier.
If you are using the KwikNet Porting Kit, the assignment of IRQ identifiers
must be done by you as part of your overall system design.

Buffers

These parameters define the maximum number of transmit and receive
operations which can be managed concurrently by the device driver. Two
transmit buffers and eight receive buffers are usually sufficient. The
device driver always allocates at least two receive buffers, even if you set
the number to one.
Note that the transmit and receive buffers are not used to buffer Ethernet
packet data. The buffers hold the control structures used by the 82559
controller to supervise the orderly transmission and reception of packets.
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Porting the 82559 Ethernet Device Driver
The KwikNet 82559 Ethernet Device Driver is ready for use with the Analog Devices, Inc.
Blackfin ADSP-BF535 processor and their VDK kernel on the Momentum Data Systems
Eagle-35 Hardware Platform. Board driver module KN_BOARD.C provided with KwikNet
for Blackfin includes the services required by KwikNet for use with the VDK kernel on
that board. Board driver module KN_BOARD.C provided with the KwikNet Porting Kit will
require modification to use this Ethernet device driver with KwikNet and your RTOS or
single threaded OS.
To port this device driver to your 82559 hardware, proceed as follows. Review header
file IN82559.H and be sure that the symbols defined at the beginning of the file match
your intended 82559 use.
Review device driver file IN82559.C and be sure that the symbols IO_SCALE, IO_BIAS
and IO_DELAY defined at the beginning of the file match your required use. The purpose
of each symbol is described in header file KN_DVCIO.H.
Compile the device driver and link the resulting object module with your KwikNet
application.
If the device driver does not operate correctly with your hardware, review device driver
file IN82559.C and confirm that all I/O operations which it performs meet the
requirements of your particular 82559 device interface. In particular, be sure that the
initialization command sequence specified in array kn_cfg_82559[] is correct for your
implementation.
If you are using this driver with the KwikNet Porting Kit, you must edit the kit's board
driver module KN_BOARD.C to provide the necessary interrupt support for your target
hardware and RTOS or single threaded OS. If necessary, adjust the configured KwikNet
IRQ id parameter to match the requirements of your board driver.
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Configuring the 82559 Ethernet Device Driver
Use the KwikNet Configuration Manager to edit your Network Parameter File to include
this Ethernet device driver. Assume that you require the following configuration for use
with the Analog Devices, Inc. Blackfin ADSP-BF535 processor and their VDK kernel on
the Momentum Data Systems Eagle-35 Hardware Platform.
The 82559 Ethernet controller operates at 100Mbps (S=1).
The Ethernet link must operate in full duplex mode (D=1).
Transceiver auto-negotiation is to be disabled (A=0).
The controller is to be assigned Ethernet address 0x00123456789A.
The controller register bank is located at I/O base address 0xE78FF000.
KwikNet IRQ identifier 7 identifies the Ethernet controller as the interrupt source.
2 transmit buffers are required.
8 receive buffers are required.
Enter the following five device driver parameters:
Parameter #1:
Parameter #2:
Parameter #3:
Parameter #4:
Parameter #5:

0x00120003
0x3456789A
0xE78FF000
7
0x20008

Generate your KwikNet Library Make File and use it to build your KwikNet Library.
Compile the KwikNet board driver module KN_BOARD.C and the device driver module
Be sure to link the resulting object modules and the KwikNet Library with
application.

IN82559.C.
your KwikNet
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Filename

CS8900A.C, CS8900A.H

Mnemonic

CS8900A

Description

The KwikNet CS8900A Ethernet Device Driver supports the use of the
Cirrus Logic CS8900A controller for 10Mbps Ethernet communication.
The driver is provided ready for use on the Cogent Computer Systems,
Inc. CSB238 Single Board Computer equipped with a Cirrus Logic
EP7312 processor. The driver is also ready for use on the Freescale
i.MX21ADS board equipped with a Freescale i.MX21 processor.

Configure

This device driver includes a number of low level configurable parameters
which can only be adjusted by editing the definitions in the driver source
module CS8900A.H. The default values and editing instructions are
included in the file. These parameters control the following features:
•
•

CS8900A Device Driver

Select ISA or non-ISA bus interface
Select AUI or 10BASE-T network interface
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Parameters

The KwikNet Configuration Manager can be used to define the following
set of device dependent parameters. These parameters are entered in the
Device Driver Definition on the Networks property page.

MSB
1

CS8900A-2

LSB
Ethernet Address (high 16 bits)

Unit (reserved)

2

Ethernet Address (low 32 bits)

3

Base Address

4

IRQ Identifier

5

unused

D R INT

Attributes

The low order 8 bits of the first parameter describe the device attributes
supported by the driver. Reserved and undefined fields must be 0.

INT

This two bit field selects one of four output pins, named INTRQ0 to
INTRQ3, to be used by the device for signaling an interrupt. This field is
ignored if the R attribute is 1 and the configuration ROM identifies a valid
interrupt pin.

R

This bit declares that on reset, the device will automatically load its
configuration information from an external serial ROM. Set this bit to 1 if
you wish to assume the default operation as defined by the ROM. Set this
bit to 0 if your design does not include a configuration ROM or if you
wish to override the default values provided by the ROM.

D

This bit defines the duplex mode of operation. If this bit is 0, the device
will operate in half duplex mode. If this bit is 1, the device will operate in
full duplex mode.
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Parameters (continued)
Ethernet Address The 48-bit Ethernet address assigned to the network must be
defined. The most significant byte (see MSB in diagram) of the high 16
bits of the Ethernet address will be transmitted first; the least significant
byte (see LSB in diagram) of the low 32 bits of the address will be
transmitted last.
This parameter is ignored if the R attribute is 1. In this case, the device is
expected to load the Ethernet address from the configuration ROM upon
reset.
Base

This parameter defines the hardware device address of the bank of
registers used to program the controller. For Intel 80x86 processors, this
is the 16-bit port number by which the register bank is referenced using
hardware I/O instructions. For memory mapped devices, this parameter
would be the memory address at which the bank of registers is located.

IRQ

This parameter is the KwikNet IRQ identifier which defines the interrupt
through which both the transmit and receive interrupt requests are
vectored. It is used by the board driver module KN_BOARD.C to map
logical device interrupts to the underlying target hardware and operating
system.
On PC compatible hardware, the PC's IRQ number (0 to 15) is used as the
IRQ identifier by all board drivers provided with KwikNet. For the Net186
board, the KwikNet board driver KN_186ES.C interprets the KwikNet IRQ
identifier as the Am186ES interrupt number (0 to 6 for Int0 to Int6).
When using KwikNet with AMX on non-PC hardware, the AMX vector
number is used as the IRQ identifier.
If you are using the KwikNet Porting Kit, the assignment of IRQ identifiers
must be done by you as part of your overall system design.
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Porting the CS8900A Ethernet Device Driver
The KwikNet CS8900A Ethernet Device Driver is ready for use on the Cogent Computer
Systems, Inc. CSB238 Single Board Computer equipped with a Cirrus Logic EP7312
processor. If you are using this board, replace the default KwikNet board support module
KN_BOARD.C with board support module KN_BDSBC.C provided with this driver.
The driver is also ready for use on the Freescale i.MX21ADS board with a Freescale
i.MX21 processor. If you are using this board, replace the default KwikNet board support
module KN_BOARD.C with board support module KN_BDIMX.C provided with this driver.
To port this device driver to your CS8900A compatible hardware, proceed as follows.
Review header file CS8900A.H and be sure that the symbols defined at the beginning of
the file match your intended CS8900A use.
Initialization function kn_cs8900a_brd_init() is used to prepare your CS8900A board
interface prior to first use of the controller. Function kn_cs8900a_brd_enable() is used
to prepare the controller's interrupt generation interface. Be sure to adapt function
kn_cs8900a_brd_intclr() to dismiss the controller's interrupt if required by your
interrupt controller. For example, functions provided with the driver establish the
connections between the CS8900A and the i.MX21 interrupt controller to allow the
Ethernet controller to generate interrupts. These functions, located at the end of source
module CS8900A.C, can be modified if required to meet your particular hardware needs.
Choose these functions by defining symbol DD_8900_BRD in file CS8900A.H. Instructions
are provided in the file. The code for these functions is located at the end of source file
CS8900A.C. Examine this code and modify it to suit your particular hardware needs.
Review device driver file CS8900A.C and be sure that the symbols IO_SCALE, IO_BIAS
and IO_DELAY defined at the beginning of the file match your required use. The purpose
of each symbol is described in header file KN_DVCIO.H.
Module CS8900A.C includes a collection of I/O macros to perform 16-bit data transfers in
and out of the controller.
Macros kndd_in16, kndd_out16, kndd_ins16 and
kndd_outs16 provide single and multiple 16-bit word accesses.
Since the CS8900A is a 16-bit device, the endian operation of the host processor and the
wiring of the data bus determine if bytes must be reversed before writing to or reading
from the controller. As part of its initialization sequence, the device driver determines if
byte swapping is required for register access and records the information. Thereafter, the
16-bit I/O macros automatically reverse bytes if required. Support for byte reversal
during block I/O transfers is restricted to the device read and write functions, ed_read()
and ed_write().
If necessary, you can modify the I/O macros to meet your register access requirements.
Compile the device driver and link the resulting object module with your KwikNet
application. If the device driver does not operate correctly with your hardware, review
device driver file CS8900A.C and confirm that all I/O operations which it performs meet
the requirements of your particular CS8900A interface.
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Configuring the CS8900A Ethernet Device Driver
Use the KwikNet Configuration Manager to edit your Network Parameter File to include
this Ethernet device driver. Assume that you require the following configuration for use
on the Cogent Computer Systems, Inc. CSB238 Single Board Computer.
The controller uses pin INTRQ0 to signal interrupts.
No device configuration ROM exists (R=0).
The controller must operate in half duplex mode (D=0).
The controller is to be assigned Ethernet address 0x00123456789A.
The CS8900A registers reside at I/O base address 0x20000300.
KwikNet IRQ identifier 11 identifies the controller as the interrupt source.
Enter the following five device driver parameters:
Parameter #1:
Parameter #2:
Parameter #3:
Parameter #4:
Parameter #5:

0x00120000
0x3456789A
0x20000300
11
0

(for Freescale i.MX21ADS board use 0xCC000000)
(for Freescale i.MX21ADS board use 8)

Generate your KwikNet Library Make File and use it to build your KwikNet Library.
Compile the KwikNet board driver module KN_BOARD.C (use KN_BDSBC.C for Cogent or
for Freescale) and the device driver module CS8900A.C. Be sure to link the
resulting object modules and the KwikNet Library with your KwikNet application.
KN_BDIMX.C
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